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the worlds denied by I el. they
themselves ‘‘abide in darkness.®] ‘This
religion had been their presery — in past
ages, and is their rock of hope for the future. The proud fabric of civilization is
constituted of material from Zion's shrine;

and all religions of civilized society rest
upon the sacred columns from the: sanctus-
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ness of it. Christianity isi the eternal veli- truth that might issue from it as they should
gion, clearly expounded and brought home be scattered over the land, and upon those
10 the
heart of the -unbeliever. - The One engaged in working it. He prayed ear nest-.
Person of all history uniting the claims of ly that we might soon have to tear down
the past, the duties of the present and ihe our present confined’ quarters and build
hopes of the future, is Christ.”
larger. After prayer a few pages were
‘Mr. Beccher’s church also re-opened last struck off, and we all retired to the chapel.
Sunday.
His text was, ‘He gave himself
There a half hour was occupied with imfor us.%: His leading point Yas, - that it promptu speeches by the native brethren.
was nore iu His life than in§ His death that Simon, the pressman, said, © We have heard
Christ gave hi msell for us—His entire life much.of the press,but there is another press
being a self Shorifice for the good of man- besides the printing press, that-which makes.
kind. And the discourse in main was the] ‘tts-impression on the heart and character ;”

A

Number 29.

a ~

and in Tose view of its ¥llluges and green
fields.
On our arrival at St. John we were glad
to meet with our friends in Carlton and en-.
joy a brief stay with them. This city, situated at the mouth of the St. John river,
whose name it bears, is one

§

of mercantiie

importance.

We were sorry not to meet again with
our brethren on the Island, but were not
able to do so. We should have enjoyed
congratulating them again on their success,
speaking other words of cheer: to them,’ and
visiting other homes. . .
May the blessing of, the Lord rest upon
the Nova. Scotia Conference and give it
great success and. enlargement. Brethren
wishing for abundant fields of labor, and a
cordial , co-operation and weleome, will
find all of them here.
E. W.P.

Lying in the harbor as we enshould be addressed to the Agent, and all communicary of Jerusalem.”
[Alas, that the builders
“tered
were
two
War Ships. From their
tons designed for publication should be addressed to . of those columns reject the Stone on which
manned
and-equipped
condition it is evident
the Editor.
alone the building can stand!] Headded,
that the English Government does not reTERMS. For one year, #3,00; or0 if paid tpietly in { “This Temple; brethren, the Reform movegard the spirit of national hostility as
proves
ment in the American Israel, shall remove
finally subdued.
During a short voyage of
and thé other British Pro¥- the reproach from the House of Jacob, proinduction from this, that Christians must
gh
20 centsa year in additionto
and he cautiohed: all in regard to the mat- | one of these ships, and through the instruthe
pa of A paper, to prepay
@- postage to the claim the glory of truth, give you to fame
give themselves in self-sacrifice for the ter there impressed.
Events of the Week.
mentality of one:man who was converted
and praise among the people of the land, benefit of their fellow men in lives of useMahase
spoke
of
the
general
work
of
the
All Ministers ( ordained wr licensed,) m
after sailing, there being not a Christian on
Sanding. ne. Freewill Baptist Connexion are and you shall see God return with your fulness to them.
With examples of benefi- presg, its influence upon the Mission and board at the time,—over twenty weré in
RO
asta:as Agents in obtaining
THE WEEK
captives before your eyes, and you shall see cence to their kind in the useful labors and upon the country. - Jacob, one of the eomud forwarding moneys.
-l brought to Christ; showing the force of the has been- to a -great degree destitute of
TE
10 erSant
«
on all moneys so
tens of thousands bow down with reverence
sufferings in the ways of duty and. benevo- positors, regretted that, while we arg doing { Seripture,—to every man his work.
-~
+
events of special significance. ~The politiand holy awe at the shnétnary of the God lence, by the humble, the poof and un- so much in'the Santal department, so few of
Npphdoy
ld be A
to ie
From here we took the steamer ‘¢ Linda” cal campaign is béing conducted with vigor
oT
Assats
and Sil) of subscribers for
of Israel
:
known of fame, he contrasted the beaefits the Santals could be kept in the office long for Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.
The Captain in several of the states, and the people are
Remember,-it- is
“No, Rabbi Wise, [misnameq] not in tem- of many of the rich and famed, who were
A names
make routowns here they reside that we
enongh to become efficient. ‘We have had of this boat is a very pleasant and gentlewant, but the names of the Post Oflice at which they
ples like this may the ten thousands find like the tree that lets drop from it only four Santals at various times, but only one re- any officer, but the boat furnishes. very manifestly waiting in anxious expectation
receive their papers.
for the result of the e¢lections of Tuesday
the true sanctuary of the God of Israel, but what it cannot hold.
All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and other
mains. He urged the Santal boys to aban- poor accomodations—at high rates—to the|
next in Pennsylvania, Obio and Indiana.
invol:
facts, must be accompanied with the
in
that
Temple
which
your
fathers
‘“deAt the Freewill Baptist church the ser- don their wandering tastes and seek to pre- traveling public. Yarmouth is a large If these states give Republican majorities,
groper names of the writers.
stroyed” [whose ‘‘deeds you allow,”] which vices have been continued; and interest pare themselves
for positions in the print- towf, upon the western shove of the Proywas “raised again in three days.” Only . maintained, if notinereased, throughout the ing department. Others spoke, but with ince, some sixty milds from the most east- of which there is-at present but little doubt,
the Presidential eléction will be- regarded
by that Temple, Rabbi, can the ‘reproach
summer.
On the first Sabbath of this less point. Thus the half hour passed away ern point of land. Tt bears the appearance as virtually decided, andsze may look for
of Jacob be removed.”
month the pastor had returned from a brief very pleasantly. Then came the collation, and thrift of our New England seaport a Union victory in November quite as
This Jewish Reform,
or Liberalism, is vacation, manifestly refreshed and}invigoconsisting of parched rice and sweetmeats. towns.
sweeping as that of %64.
one in type with other reforms and liberal- rated in body by his three or four weeks’ This, of course, was very interesting to
There are but few if any that ewn and
WEDN ESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1808. i isms of our day in - letter and spirit. Of breathing of New England airs, and with those having a sweet tooth, as nearly all sail more vessels. The recently adopted ;
;
IN THE SOUTH’
which is more, the good or the evil in it, ,is
Hindoos
have.
the
state
of
affairs
continues for the most
renewed fervor of spirit and earnestness for
school system, which is much like that of
not easily determined.
Is it reform from the work on what he called ‘‘the old battlepart
unchanged.
Although
no serious outthe
New
England
states,
together
with
the
We all feel very thankful to those friends
Tu ArGaL.
wrong to right ?—or trom right te wreng ? ground,” in the summoning call to conse- who have so generously aided in this mat- provincial government aid and district li- ‘breaks have occurred since the notorious Ca-.
Or is there in it complexity of good and cration to God's service.
ter. Earnest prayers have been offered to- braries for all their schools, puts their ad- millamassacre, to which we called attention
After the day comes darkness,
evil, the renunciation of something right
last week, the systeny of terrorism still prevantages upon the most liberal basis.
“The Wickedest Man” celebrity, -*‘going day for God’s blessing upon them.
After the sunshine, rain,
and the forsaking of something right for up a .rocket, is coming down a stick.” It
The cost of the press as it now. stands is
So to my joy suceeedeth
Anothet thing of peculiar interest to us vails,and no pains is spared to overcome the
something wrong ? Is it reform from is turning ‘out a ‘nine days’ wonder” of as follows:—
A strange, bewildering pain.
>
was a growing spirit of sympathy withthe negroes and compel them to vote the Demomore
of
wrong
to
more
of
right
?—or
from
idea of annexation to the.United States.— cratic ticket. In the contest waged against
city excitement—if nothing worse. It isto
They say for eacli is a mission,
Original cost,
$125
{ more of right 1to more of wrong ? The an- be feared that it will prove, not enly not to
Then 7 have a work to do;
This
is only natural. That land which is a _ the negro, Georgia continues to be inthe adPacking, and freight to Boston,
22
swer depends on the respondent's view of the furtherance of the Gospel, but tots
But, alas! 1 stray and stumble,
part of the American soil, that people so vance, but Pexas is competing with her for
Ship freight and duty,
33
|the tendencies generally of our time, as to- detriment.
And never that work pursue.
wl
largely of the American blood, and whose the leadership. A well informed army offiAn adverse reactionary effect
20
Bringing. to Midnapore,
i wards the millennial reign of righteousness,
Yet why, O soul, this anguish?
interests are one with ours—ought to form a cer writing from that state, says that the
is likelyto follow the disclosure of terms
ov towards the partial or entire extinction
And why such wild unrgst?
part of this government ; and we hope at no whole reach of territory is infested with
200
and
measures
in
this
Water
Street
move.
|
Very
cheap
at
Go, weary and heavy-laden,
of Christian faith, which seems to be indirobbers and outlaws, and that travel is undistant day that result will be. reached.
ment, and the culmination of the ¢WickedLean on the Master's breast,
This press will facilitate our work very
cated in this question of its Author: “When
safe and dangerous except for large bodies
From
here
we
traveled
along“the
shore
est Man's” seeming reform—and in the furthe Son of Man cometh shall He find faith ther branchesof the movement connected much; and enable us to do what we do with some sixty miles, by private conveyance to of troops.
is pity, surpassing woman's,
less delay and annoyance than hitherto.
The sad and the sinning may claim
on the earth ?” To my question, the other
Barrington, where, with the churches here
, THE ALABAMA DELEGATION
with the other one, said to
be wickeder
He knows thy inmost yearnings,
0. R. BACHELER.
day,to an observing Christian, «What is
.
and at Port Latour, we spent the Sabbath
than this wickedest, and the third one, yet
which recently visited Washington for the
And the prayers thy poor lips frame. _
the distinction of liberal and
orthodox
and week previous to the Conference.
It purpose of laying before the President the
wickeder than this se cond one. Itbegan.
Life's Pligrim! haste thee onward,
Jews ?" he answered, ‘‘I think the orthodox
was
pleasing
here
to
observe
a
Iong
estabin
the
enterprise
of
the
publisher
of
a
new
state of affairs in that state and securing
And open thy heart to cheer,
Sunday School Institutes.
have but little religion, and the liberal
lished and worthy custom, that of giving. aid, seem to have met with favor.
It is no Mecca gleameth .
.
“
Magazine, wanting a sensational article’ fo
The
—~———
none at all.” Obviously in this, as in other
the best hours .of the day to the females President assured them that their request
»
Across the desert drear; —
give it notoriety. The effect of this article
The idea of a Sunday School Institute
liberalisms, the liberality is in part from
the **Wickedest- Man” declared was the was fivst suggested, doubtless, by the suc] prayer meeting and monthly Conference,in- for means to keep the pace in their State
But Salem's wondrous city,
indifferency, if not.in enmity to “whatjs
ruin of his business, by bringing throngs cess attending the Institutes established for stead of its last hours with exhausted ener- should be granted, and they received copies
7
Whose gates of pearl unfold,
true, and in part from respect and devotion
Whose walls are radiant jasper;
of respectable people to see the wonderful common-school teachers. It is designed to gies, as asacrificeto God. God’s time and of papers from the War Department directto what is also. good.
For example: this
»
Arid its streets are purest gold.
curiosity. It was thought he shut up his afford Sunday-school teachers and officers will should be supreme to the Christian.
ed to General Meade similar to liege given
congregation, Emmanuel, are discussing the den to vice and opened it to religipn; but
From Barrington we went on to Cape Sa- the Tenugssee delegation, directed to Gener"Rhett fet thou not nor falter,
instruction in the best modes of organizing
question of change from the seventh day to
it transpires that he only makes a sharp and conducting their schools and classes. ble Island where the Conference convened, al Thomas. Itisbelievedthattheinstruetions
But sing thy way along,
meetingsin
for
week
the
of
day
first
the
And soon shall burst upon thee
speculation in receiving $350 a month for These workersin a common field can also Sept. 10. This Island is some ten miles are all that is necessary, and it is expected’
I doubt not the change
their new Temple.’
long and four wide, and almost entirely that all departments will vigorously enforce.
A glad, triumphant song;
an hour a day for prayer meetings, - with
made. Is this move in a tendency the condition that no whiskey is to be sold compare views and experiences, and thus under Free Baptist influence. There is
be
will
Where never mists nor shadows ..
derive profit and encouragement.
It is here a strong ‘and efffient church of over these provisions. This and other similar
towards the Lord of the Christian, or from
ot dances allowed for the tinge.
Further,
The eternal sunlight dim,
Presiusually
expected
that
several
towns,
per- five hundred members, caréd for by a good acts have led to the belief that the
infidelity to the God of the Jewish Sabbath? arose the golden vision of fortune in hunBut anthems sweet commingle
dent
is
becoming
more
favorable
to
the
elechaps an eutire county, will be represented and faithful pastor.
Is it from devotion to truth, or from moFrom saints and seraphim.
No place upon the
dreds of thousands of doHars by exhibiting
tion
of
General
Grant.
in the Institute.
;
— Watchman & Reflector.
shore of the Province has made more imtives of worldly interest, convenience and
himself as a lecturer, as he would style
A FINANCIAL STATEMENT
e
popularity? Many of the party of orthoprovement
in all respects in the last ten
A
very
successful
mode-of
conducting
himself. This measuré had its beginning
dox
Jews
are
practically’
infidel
in
keeping
years
than
this
island,
We
were
glad
to
them
is
to
employ
some
one
who,
by
long
in
the
interest
of the Democratic party Jas
at
Stamford,
Conn.,—and
I
suppose
its
endNew York Correspondenee.
their stores open and doing other business ing. A'few bad paid for adrhission, when experience in the practical work of the Sun- witness it. The meetings of the conference been made by one MR. DELMAR, director
on Saturday. While witnessing
the rising it was found that the promised performer day school, and by special study, has be- were well attended, harmonious and a sue- of the bureau of statistics, at the request of
Consecration of the New Jewish Temple—Reformed
of this grand Temple, I could but hear in was too drank ‘for presentation—too far come qualified to give valuable instruction, "ess.
Jews—Re -opening of the Churches —Dr, Bellows—
Henry Grinnell, Royal Phelps, merchants
Mr. Beecher—Freewill Baptist Church—“The Wick
every stroke of the hammer, and see in the gone in Qclirium tremens, one paper says. and entrust to him the direction of the
The houses of worship were filled to over- in New York, and others, designed to offset
edest Man” a Flash.
‘laying of every stone, the denial of the The conditions and
circumstances of the exercises of the Institute. He will, proba- flowing on the Sabbath. The preaching the statements of Mr. Wells and Mr, At“»
New. York, Sept. 22d, 1868.
The grand Temple of the Jewish con- Just One, the continuation of the acclama- meetings in the two) other neighboring bly, draw out from those present many val- during the meeting was earnest, practical kinson. The purpose of his exhibit is to
“gregation, Emmanuel, dedicated a few days tion, ‘*Away with: Him! crucify Him!” dens are such as promise little ultimately uable thoughts and important practical sug- and spiritual. The resolutions passed with show that the government will be compelago, is specially significant, as belonging There has yet been the idea of possibility to the cause of goodness—rather such asto gestions, to which he will add such ideas of reference to the subjects of Missions, Tem- led to borrow something like $150,000,000
his own as may seem appropriate. - He will perance and Education, and the meetings to complete its engagements up to the first
/ “E.M.
to a society of the Reformed or Liberal, that these builders may be “building bet- render it liable to reproacl.
edigreat
this
know”—that
they
than
ter
also present examples of the best modes of for their consideration were of peculiar in- of next June. His process, however, of figa8 distinguished from the Orthodox party
fice,
reared
in
the
name
of
unbelief
and
reteaching
the different grades of classes in terest,—taking a decided position and an uringup the expenses and figuring down
of the Jewish.community.
It isthe largest
con“The Biddeford Press.”
the Sunday school.
The methods of sus- advance step with reference to all of them. the receipts is carried out with
religious edifice, and most superbly wrought jection of Jesus of Nazareth, may become
what
its
name
suggests,
a
Temple
for
the
In
the
meeting
for
the
consideration
of
Fortempt
of
facts,
Ilis
statement
has
been
taining the regular Teacher’s Meeting, of
DEDICATION.
_bujlding of the metropolis. Its frontage on
conducting Sunday School Concerts, and eign Missions—though other interests had thoroughly examined at the Treasury DeFifth Avenue is one hundred and four feet, worship of the Emmanuel really come. It
is something that its builders and occupants
Some months since the Mission required other topics of interest, will be discussed, been and still were .to be considered—the partment by competent arithmeticians, unon Forty: third Street, one hundred and
which a new press to enable it to meet ‘he demand and questions relative to the work will be collection amounted to $117,33 in gold.
superstitions
from
away
breaking
are
der-the direction of Secretary McCulloch,
eighty-four feet. The nave, one hundred
It must be remembered that this is a very who have ascertained that he omitted in his
Some Of- asked and answered.
The number of men
and sixty feet long, seventy-two feet wide, are the ‘‘veil over their faces;” may it not upon its printing establishment.
Jesus, not- to fice in Biddeford, Me., offered .to seli us who ean thus conduct all the various exer- small Yearly Meeting, ranging with the exhibit the cash balance on hand the 30th
and seventy-two feet in hight. The choir-gal- be to see the Emmanuel in
God for the phanLiving"
One
the
renounce
lery is at one end, and the main galleries
such an one as was needed on very reason- cises of an Institute is, probably, not Very smallest of ours, —that many of their peo- of June last, amounting to $10,000,000,
on the sides. Two towers, not yet com- tasies of an -atheistic rationalism to which able terms. The price was $125, of which large, compared with the demand for such ple are absent curing this (the fishing) sea- which of course forms a part of the resources
son,—and that the mission cauge is comof the government.
ile estimated the re.
:
pleted, are to be one hundred and seventy these Jewish reformers, as other German tlie proprietor generously proposed to give work.
paratively
in its infancy. They have here- ceipts at $321,620,000, ind the expenditures
liberals,
show
a
tendency
?
to
decided
feet high. The material is sand-stoné of
Another mode nas been found very useful,
$25. Our church at Biddeford
Our churches, closed for summer, were
raise the balance of $100, and present the and may be readily adopted in almost any tofore been in connection with the N. B. at $474,959,902, but omitted the balance on
various colors, from New Jersey and Ohio.
the
first,
the
On.
them
of
some
re-opened,
press to the Mission as its contribution for locality. The ministers of different towns Conference, making our missionary society hand, which, added to the estimated reThe style of architecture is generally the
month.
the
of
Sabbath
second
the
on
others
£426,620,000. Again, Mr.
the
year. At least this is as 1 understand may unite in conducting the exercises of the channel of operation in sustaining one ceipts, gives
Moorish, with variations to other orders
of
our
missionaries
(Rev.
J.
L.
Phillips).
Delmar
estimates
the receipts from customs
in some of the particulars, The exterior In the re-opening of the Church of All it.
the Institute, each having a branch of the
Jast Sabbath ,was the
is ornamented by carvings of foliage, clus- Souls, [Unitarian]
Tn due time the good ship ‘Gordon ‘work assigned to him and preparing him- But asthe N. B. Conference feel themselves for the six months ending on January 1st,
1869, at $70,000,000; the réevipis “for the
Reach” landed the press in Calcutta. It was self for that part. “Fhe length of time dur- and are abundantly able to do. this work,
ters and symbolic designs ; and the interior special interest of the return of its pasta
his absence of more than : packed in one box.
from
the
N.
S.
conference
resolved
to
adopt
and
Bellows,
Dr.
first
three months of that time, ending SepProbably when it left ing which an Institute shall be held may be
with carvings, frescoes, gildings and color‘Biddeford and was put on board ship in Bose, determined by circumstances. Much good sustain a missionary of their’ own, either tember 30th, have_been ‘over $49,000,000,
ings so combined as to produce the effect a year, on travels in Europe, Africa and”
serially published letters, de- ton, little was said dbout its weight. . The may be done in one day, and it is certainly one of the female missionaries or a native and for the six’months wiil be at least $100,of giéab bUdlily and, elegance. The plat- Asin, whose:
scribing his obperyations and experiences,
truckmen, and thoge who had to handle it, better to close at night with clear, definite preacher, on the same conditions on which 000,000, ‘instead of $70,000,000 as he estiforth, or sanctuary, is raised six steps above
|
Ins
and
mated. Several other gross errors appear
ng
entertaini
most
the
of
beeti
have
the floor. . On its front are the reading-desk
may or may fot have grumbled, We heard impressions on the minds of those in attend- Bro. Phillips is sustained by the N. B. Conof
in Mr. Delmar's statement, but these are
We
heard
the
name
of
Miss
Julia
ference,
It
not.
or
did
they"
and pulpit; beyond these the Ark [the structive order. His discourse wys ont
whether
it
of
ance, and to leave them in condition to renothing
feeldee)
by
vivified
eloquence,
passing
sur
the principal ones reported to the Secreta~
Phillips
as
the
one
they
wished
to
select
by
|
it
casket empty of its jewel] above which, in
was a box, nothing more. In Calcutta
duce thelr newly acquired ideds to practice,
es of his
‘experienc
the
by
Inspired
“fn a few days the compiote tabular
“ing,
consent
of
the
parent
society.
golden letters, is the Hebrew inscription:
too, but such an one as few had than to prolong the exercises so as to weamiles, was a box
statement
in proper form will be published,
the
The
season
.of
social
conference
during
with
there,
“Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is One cotirde of twenty-five thousand
ry them by too tich instruction, however
¢ver handled. Our agent
peoand
countries
of
duly
authenticated.
variety
such
through
Lord ; . above this, in golden letters on
this meetihg 1s one of peculiar interest,
aid of fortysfive men, sue ceeded by means good it may be.
GEN. BUTLER
blue grown; the Ten Commandments ; and ples, He reti¥ned with the feeling that of rollers in getting it from the #iver gnto
W¢ vommend the consideration of these whth business and everything else is made
«Humanity, in all its forms, has much more his office yard, and there it stuck, while he
#hove these the inscription, Emmanuel.
to give place. It is the meeting of all the received-a second nomination tu ( ongress
gatherings
to
our
Quarterly
Meetings,
and
than what is different:
he cost of the building is about half a-mil- of what is common
1 wrote for instructions. I asked him te hive hope that the time. may soon come swvhen othets, as is evident from the full attend- in his district on Monday of Tus! week, he
all its disguises
beneath
same
the
is
it
that
lion dollars,
the heavy ifons unpacked and witpped in the Sunday-school Institute may bea fixed ance and active effort. More than fou r | receiving all the votes cast in the Convenand in its good
After some ceremonies, on the dedicato- | =-the same in its wicked
filled at this meeting with tion except four. He found hinsell forced,
were
“straw 80 as to make up two-or three cart- institation among us, and may be so con- hours
ry occasion, the consecrating: prayet was manifestations, Not in Turkey, Abyssinia loads, and send it oft by boat, Inthe mean- ducted as to carry constanfly fresh life and warm, earnest “exhortations, and the” goo d'{ however, to mike a partial abandonment
; the or Hindostan are greater outrages commit- time the carts wercsent to meet it, but af- vigor to all our schools.
"offered ini Euglish; and, following
Spirit was present to cheer and strengthen of his financial Lieresies. Among the reso
Putrip,
sermonin German, by Dr. Adler, minister ted than in Texas and even nearer home.
-many hearts through obedience.
ter waiting ten days: they returned, having
‘lations which he offered is onc pledging
of the Congregation. Then =n discourse , 1 All races testify to the existence of Provi- heard nothing of the press. = A letter soon
The delegate of the Maine Central Y. M. the National faith.and ‘houot to the payin English, by Rabbi Wise, of Cincinnati. dence. The Pyramids and ruins of vast came in from the agent saying that no men Free Baptist Conference-Report. received a most cordial welcome andthe mentof the public. creditor, ** not only aeHe said, “‘the Congregafioh who had erect . | Temples witness the religious element in could be found in Calcutta who would un>
an
kindest hospitaljsy. A ‘delegation from cording to the letter, but the Piri A of the
od this gorgeous: Temple was organized men. Before - Abraham journeyed west- dertake to manage the heavy ivons. So,lI
NOVA SCOTIA.
their conference was also appointed to. laws under w hich the contracts Wore made;”
twenty-four Yauplage; a small ‘band, now ward, Egyptian. and Chaldean seers had had to go myself. In due time §t reached
while another one pronounces against all
Our visit to the Province was a pleasant meet with the next session of that Y. M.
- | testified of religion in the heart of man. Midnapore, and without much trouble. A
attempts
to depreciate the valde of the cur
ewill
,~=Fre
bodies
The=union of the two
nent of the Ee) gro
tions in ‘this | The fortunes of the world have been econ- serious fracture has caused some delay, and one. Not even the usial unpleasantress of
rency
of
the
bountry. We hope that he will;
pro+
been
s
ts,—ha
Baptis
Christian
sea sickness matted it. Our route was from and
great princi nected from first to last. But in connection
to
if
elected,
do
even better than he. promises,
trying
in
prove
days
the boys have spént some
our homme in Bath, Me., by rail to Ports ducti 6 of much good and is Tikely to
, " the Slevation of the with the past can the present be read or
s
|
and
not
misrepresent.
‘his. Constituents on
ha
were
Lord
nepairs
The
morning
this
but
blessing.
make it shine,
‘interpreted ? No, religion can be interpret- | pomaplated and it was found ready: for its land, where we took the steamer ‘New a still greater
ie.—
oneof
the
most
Rasten
lssues, the diy. ©
peop
this
for
store
in
York” for St. John, N. B. This js a fine better things
“ia
big
body's. third; the gk
.odeonly in conneetion with thoseit sup- work.
ly hae , 4
.
|
where, through ‘efficient The General will P
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accountable.

a multitude of first the language he had used, he was greatly hope of glory, if we have not his pic, how
re
8
: grieved, and made a humble apology to the dare we think that we arc his *—Independ‘On Tuesday we visited the State Reform class at its next meeting. . The pupils were
School in this town. It is under the super- surprised at the language but thankful for
~ Jesus made me Whole.
the apology ; yet ever after they remember- |.

efficient

The

faculty

and

right choice of thoughts makes the gos- class students.
pel of Christ the power of God unto salvation. ‘Thought is the first and last step in
wisdom's way; its lessons are as varied as

ot

0

s

MORNING STAR: OCTOBER

THE

©n the evening before leaving Portsmouth he preached, although he.does not
| name it in his journal. Lately an aged sis| ter informed me that she was at that meet"ing. The text was, Acts 20:7,—‘ Ready

etl

a

——————
——
—

Mr. E. and his wife, when living, used to
give me full particulars of Eld. Colby's vis-

Letter to be Read.

A

o
ga

are ole wants ; its’power

vision

of Rev. Mr.

Pease,

and

nunbers

ed distinctly how those vile words sounded,

about 60 boys,the mostof whom arc smart,

as great as our

intellectual Iooking juveniles, and many of as they came from

rosponpibiley Reader, it is not the quantity
of youp thought, but the quality that gives them will yet give a good report of themothe morrow: ~Sie—does-not--you-the-requisite-power.—What-are. your... selves. Wa. called on Rey... Bro Fuller,

to depart

“Brother, we need

the lips of him whom

prayer-meetings.

they respected.

|

“And

80 it is.

your help in our

Can

you not give us

word of exhortation or experience?

Whether conjured up in

a

Can

you not lead us in a short prayer P”

HNO TC
3
-pno—-oonfideneerecollect the manner of treating this pas- thoughts of Christ? Can He save you? Will thé pastorof our church, who preaches to our own minds, or copied from some asSsoci=" (talent. I know I could not say a word.”
ate,
or
quoted
from
classic
authors,
"every
Not being *¢ special corres- sage. But from the well-knowh* «way of He save you? Do you wish Him to save good acceptance where he is known.
He
i 3 ¢¢ Well, brother, we are organizing our
word we utter has an influence.

the following?
pondent,” I shall only write of common
things. “Death is common in every clime,
and, thank God, conversions are becoming

rather common

even

in

our

this idolatrous

God must often have fallen on hér car; but
the child was not permitted to come and see

of life;

In Sept.

1865, her father, who had nearly

‘destroyed

in

those

days

of

drawing

Christian experience

the

heavenly

things

of the

in

kingdom,

himself by eating opium, being sadly pinched by poverty, as a last resort came to the
Christians to save himself and family {rom

has the cave of a good farm, but

:

~ A Trip to Vermont.
nO
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5%

:
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" Having an engagément to be present at
the ordination of Bro: F. L. Wiley, a member of the graduated theological class of
68, I left my home on Monday morning

house of Bro. Drown.

from near and from far to witness the set-

ting apart of a young man to the work of
the gospel ministry. The occasion was
lieved the poor man when he said he now
one of interest and profit, never to be forwished to serve the Lord. 1 believed he
gotten. We trust. Bro. Wiley will receive
wished to be servedby the servants of the
he so justly deserves,
“Lord. He had convictions of hunger and the Scriptures. On the subject of punishment that encouragement
and prove a lasting blessing to those with
were
there
But
not of sin.
nakedness,
we have learned that God, in ‘ rendering to eve- ~whom he may labor. In the evening 1 went
four little children who might be saved ry man according to his deeds,’ will recompense
to Sutton; for this place is of too much hisfrom the destroyér.
When the poor par- ‘tribulation and anguish upon every soul of man
importance, especially to a Freewill
toric
ents asked me to take their two little girls that doeth evil.’ -Nor does the Scripture docHere our church
trine of forgiveness contradict this sentiment of Baptist, to be passed by:
into school as orphans, after a littfé~lesiretribution, for it teaches the forgiveness not of and society have reconstructed their house
tancy Isaidy ¢ bring them,” for they ap- deserved punishment _but of sin. This forgiveworship, and with the. labors of Bro.
peared worse off than orphans. The first ness of sins frees men from suffering that tribu- of
Noyes and the blessing of God they may
starvation.

Credulous

brother

Silas

be-

“ Having considered the subjects of punishment and forgiveness separately, we will now
consider these two subjects in connection with
each other, that the reader may see that there. is
‘no inconsistency between them as _ they stand in

. day they were in school,at dismission, Mollie exclaimed, with great satisfaction, <1

have seen a school at last.” Soon she became a diligent student, and, at no very
distant day, a sincere seeker of the Saviour.
He who says, ¢ Suffer little children. to
come unto me,” soon gave her peace in
believing. She frequently
went to see
her parents and prayed for them in their
presence,

She was

baptized July 21,

and from that day until she

was

1867,

called

{

to |

““‘ come tip higher,” her light was constantly shining. It pained us sadly to see her ||
“‘en- |

wasting away by that strange disease,

lurgement of the spleen,” but her words of
perfect trust in Jesus at length conquered
our reluctance to give her up to die. The li
last six weeks of her life she spent in the i
house of her parents. During her last evening on earth, she was so weak that -it was |
difficult for her

to

articulate

but {

a word,

when I prayed with and for her, she,instead
of needing

comfort, turned comforter.

great earnestness shesaid,

With

“Don’t

be sad

and weep for me. I am going to the

Lord.”

Thus on the 22nd of July,

1868,

she

died,

"trusting in the God her fathers knew
Her age was only thirteen years.
girls

not.—
Little {

as {
Her words of hope and trust |

of thirteen

in

America,

are you

:

Some may ask, ‘ Why all this long story
about the conversion of only a child from
heathenism?? Because, friend, the rememLrance of her amongst us is as sweet as the

fragrance of the spotless
which she

was

white

named,

perfume to extend

to

and

those

flower

we
we

for

wish the
who

love,

-are far away beyond the waters. If you
are doing anything for Forsign Missions,
think of dear Mollie’s soul as the sweet incense you have offered to the Lord: | Mollie's little sister is a member of the

church.

Mer mother now says she wishes to follow
the Saviour of her
ther looks

and

leparted child:

The

talks a little seriously,

probably feels as deep

conviction

and has as strong desires to

faand

for sin,

reform,

d4s

an

opium eater is capable of having.
Since May 19, 1867, fifty members of

this

school have been baptized, twenty-eight of
whom are some of those who before the
dreadful feuttie did not koow there was any

gospel or Saige,

or any need of any.—

Their conversion to us looks like the ““Lord’s
oing, and is marvelous in our eyes.” To
8 who “giveth the increase” would we
ascribe all the praise, and to him would wo

look for further outpourings of the Spirit.
Notwithstanding all the Lord is doing for
us at the different stations of this mission, a

correspondent of the Christian Freeman, in
writing of the mission, says, *¢ It has disap-

pointe me, and I greatly fear will prove a
curse rather than a blessing.” We don’
blame the good brother for being disappointed.
The disciples were disappointed
becanse Christ was crucified.
“We trusted it had

been

deemed Israel,”

he

which

should

have

-

re-

trated, but from being hung for the next
murder he will commit.
And when ther

culprit has'the pardon

read upon

the

seaf-

fold, and is then hung, he is coolly told the
“two are harmonious’ Hy Rev. -S.- ‘Cobb,
aud the Governor’s pardon is not to interfere
with the original appointment of the death
penalty.
Mr. Cobb says, ‘ the forgiveness
of punishment does not occur in the in-

the

Governor

says,

secured

its buildings, and,

fluence * ‘of an efficient

through

faculty

the

in-

and

the

friends of education in that vicinity, drawn
within its walls a large number of youth to
share in intellectual culture and religious
training,and who may then go forth to bless
the world.
At L. we were joined by several urethren

on their way to the Vt. Y. M.,to be holden
at East Ordhge.
On arriving at the last

forgiveness to one case in scripture. Matt.
18: 23—35.
Christ gives a case here which
he says is like thé kingdom of heaven. The,
creditor owed.his Lord a thousand talents,
and had nothing to pay. And the Lord of

the servant was going to punish him hy selling his wife and children and

ali

that

he

had. But when he plead with him he was
moved with compassion and forgave him
the debt. What do we understand by ** forgave him the debt ?”—that he sold his
and children, aed2 he had, and then

wife
gra-

ciously forgave the next debt that he did
not owe him? Did he make him pay the
debt? If he'did, why does he find fault with
this same servant because he
his debtors pay him,

made

or east him

one

of

into prison

until he.sheuld pay him? "And if he had
ready paid the debt, why did his lord

alaf-

abounds.

Rev. S. W.

Cowell is their ac-

ceptable pastor.

ny

Thursday A. M. witnessed the arrival of
a goodly number
of delegates and visiting
brethren. Inthe P. M. work commenced.
As the meeting advanced the interest increased, and, on the

whole, it was

one

of

the best sessions I ever attended. In the
conference a large amount of business was
despatched, and its closing midnight hour
was one of holy influence. Jesus® was
there uniting hearts more strongly than
ever before., It was prophetic of future
harmonious action and of a coming glorious victory. The prayer meetings were of
the most desirable character,and the preach-

ing led me to conclude that our ministry in
Vt. would do honor to the cause of God any
where.

. 11d heard in former years
such discouraging statements in regard to our
he should pay all that was due him?” cause in this state,—reports reminding me
Now Christ says that this: is ‘“like the of the fleeing prophet who seemed to think
kingdom of heaven.”
In what sense does God had no reserve left,—that I confess myit resemble it? The creditor ‘“ owed a thous- self by this and a former visit most hapterward

“‘ deliver him to the tormentors till

and talents and had nothing to pay;” but

pily disappointed. = The fact is,our tause in

he could suffer the punishment.

Vt. is'alive and will succeed. Many saints
and sinners will long remember that session, ,. Their noble response to the call for
missionary aid will return in blessings

God obedience

in all our

past

We owe to

lives, and

can never render it; but we ean suffer the
punishment.
The sreditor was about to inflict the punishment in the sale of his wife
and children, and he begged for mercy,
and he forgave the debt, penaity and all,

and let him go free.

God threatens to pun-

ish us for our past neglect of duty, but on
the condition of obediénce in the future

I

throughout their borders. .On Monday I accepted

:
an

invitation
to

accompany Rev. D. 8. Frost to WaterbiiryCenter.

We

breakfasted

with Rev. Bro.
Sargent at Washington, and then passed on

to Montpelier.

During a few. hours’
the

tarry

State House,

he

and
a costly church edifice about completed,
the grounds where the Methodists have de-

Is not this a clear case of the forgiveness
who reject the gospel we bring them, will
of
punishment? Was not the penalty. that
be more guilty than those who never hear
it. This mission, too, will prove a eurse to _he might have inflicted ipon the debtor set

cided to concentriteNpeir educational interests, .

No deftbt this mission will prove a curse
to some.
Read 2 Cor. 2: 15, 16.
Those

though we had been obedient: and as
has treated us, so we are to {reat others.

some in oar dear native land.

aside ; or would it not have been had he
been merciful to his debtor? Mr. Cobb, in

We sarived at Waterbury - Center at the
close of the day, and were kindly entertained at the house.of Brog ‘Judson. Here the

wide field of usefulness, and if the churches
~ do not cultivate the field, this blood of souls his ¢*New Testament with Notes,” limps and Green Mountain Seminary is located. As
hobbies over this passage, and never once one stands on its grounds and surveys the
will be required at their hands,
Bat I did not take the pen to instruct “teaches the real idea of the forgiveness | works of God within the circle of his vision,
churches in America. No, dear friends, I and remission of punishment presented in he is stirred by strong emotions, The ele_ only wished to tell you some of the bloss- the parable. And this is the modern doe- ‘ments of beauty, sublimity and grandeur
__Ingd
we are permitted to enjoy.
Will you trine of forgivenessof sin! To punish the are all around him. Thatgrand old moun-

rejoice with us and pray for us, until we are
called from laboring and praying on earth
to eternal rejoicing in heaven. May our
Father bless you, bless every inch of America, and bless ‘from the rivers to the ends

of the

!

action

———
of the trustees

of Andover

Theological Seminary; in providing for a
shorter course of study for such as desire
it, i3 provoking much discussion. Parallel
with this, much

is

said

about

through

aware, that ** unruly member” will be

ing others what is in the mind.

est character, and drags it down

neavgglthe level of profanity.
foxes spoil the vines.”
Hillsdale, Sept. 21.

a practical

=

into the ministry help the

matter?

Let

us

inquire where the experiment has been
tried for about two hundred_years.
The
Baptists-have ever welcomed to their ministry men destitute of a liberal education,—
laymen {rom the various walksin life have
ever been encouraged

to

become

pastors.

How have they succeeded ? While the Congregationalists have one minister to every 91
members, and 139 more ministers
than

sinnerto the ful} extent of hig desert and tain in the background,
clad with its’ forest
then forgive him!

And to this absurdity are: of evergreen,

then stretching

away on the

the standard, so far from increasing the supply, tends to produce the opposite result.—
A few moments’ consideration cannot fail to
make this

apparent.

are in demand?

wanted?

What

What kind

of service is

A church in Chicago

a pastor,

it has $10:000

perquisites of a wealthy
pastor;

class of men

in gold,

is withdut
with

the

society, to give a

but the man to fill the place cannot

be had! Will some layman, or half educated man step forward and fill the place?
This is an extrgmée case,but the deficiency is

try td draw

men

er;

tell-

:

You.

privately, help us
;
er

“Ah, you do not know how weak
slow of speech Iam."
. /' -

the

and

“1 always thought you were a good talkI never knew before, that you were

troubled for words.”

As each

one

shall

can; by safing a word
recruit for Jesus.”

®.

“Well, I know I can talk sometimes, and

glass, even the first, is one step towards the
drunkard’s doom,so each little oath or uncouth expression adds a stain to the bright-

Lowering the Standard. The

Yau will at least aid us in the fight.

about somethings, but I cannot speak

upon

religious subjects, especially to those who
are not Christians. = 1 always think of what
JT used to be, and fear they will remember

step

The little my former life, and so my words, if I could
| speak, would do no good.”
DELTA.
“You speak of your former life; then
:
you do think you are different from what
you once were?”
!
“Different! - Oh, blessed be God, sinful

as I nowam, I know I am a new creature.
Old things have passed away. All things
have Become new.
Nothing but Jesus’
love could ovércome my wicked heart,
and

Selections,

help me to give up my slavish devotion fo
the intoxicating

cup. - I used toprofane the

name that now Ilove. Yes, as poor a Christian as I am, I know Christ's love has made
me different. Death used to be truly the

king of terrors to me,

I trembled at his

very name. Now I think of him no more,
but of Jesus, who will bear all his children
safely to the other shore.”
:
“And who has wrought all this change ?”
“Who but Christ could do it?”
;
** When the Master was on earth he saw,
at Bethesda's pool, a poor man who had
beén sick for thirty-eight long, -weary
years.- He was poor and friendless. Christ,
looking upon him, said to the
man
who had not walked for almost forty years,
‘Take up thy bed and walk.” New life
flowed

through

his

veins;

health

came

for consolation, or joy, or escape from future woe, he may fail to secure the partici-

ings peculiar to the Gospel and

blessing ”

And the man departed and told the people, that it was Jesus which had made him
whole —8.

8. Times.

piring soul. Dwelling in the heart, he calms
its fears, purges its dross, cheers its loneliness, delights its hopes, sanctifies its affections, consoles

its sorrows,

transfigures

the

shapes of dread into ministers of mercy, and
discovers his
own
inspiring
fullness
more and more to the enamored - vision of

the faitliful disciple.

Being. himself the

Light, the Life, the Spring of Truth; and
on that side rather than on the other. What Beauty, and Joy, where he reigns life clasps
class of men have left the ministry to serve the Eternal Good, tastes the fruits of Paratables? Not the ablest pastors,—the best dise, enters the harmony of Love, walks in
the fellowship of the King, and exults in
trained preachers. Most generally it has possessions that are heavenly and undecaybeen tbe third and fourth rate men. There ing.
00d higher than this is withigf|
is no lack of learned men in other learned the
rgfige Or possibilities of our being.
Ba, whatever be its concomitants
and
professions. If there is a call for a doctor
or a lawyer, a judge or senator, there are identical blessings, the conspicuous and
fruit of it is in character. To
.enough men of the most liberal attainments priceless
make man Christlike, Christ gives himself
to fill the place. Why this difference? If, to us in the glorious Gospel. Loving him
in our generosity, we should encourage utterly, ravished with his beauty, conin his light,
men of every profession, and of no profes- strained by his love, walking
by his sympasion, to enter the medical profession, and and refreshed and ihidiens
thy, the disciple takes the lineaments of
there should come forward a swarm of un- Jesus. His affections blossom in his sweet- fledged quacks, whose pressing necessities ness ; his temper, his tastes; his thoughts,
would prompt them to underbid the regu- his ambitions are colored and imbued with
lar practictior er; the time might hot be far ihis spirit. Out of his life goes a fragrance
distant, when men of ability in that profess tof purity, and gentleness and honor, and
charity that bear witness of their Divine
sion would be quite a novelty, while many Source. His patience, and meekness, and
a retired quack could be found in every vil- faith shine most gloriously in trial. Self is
lage. We keep the profession full of skill- subdued.
Sin is crucifivd, Love is soverful men by demanding them and support- eign. In ‘the zeal of his devotion, in the
ing them. ~Th® ministry may be well sup- ardor of his sincerjty, in the simplicity, and
candor, and magfaginmity of his life, Christ
plied with the best of men,. by demanding is manifested
and honored. = Such a characand supporting this clask, and absolutely ter has in itself the elements of heaven.
It
: 1 is shaped after the pattern of the Master,
refusingall others.
His own mind is impressed upon it. Its
The ministry is a learned profession, and peace springs out of his eternal joy. Its
its success depends in’ no small measure brightness is from the indwelling hight
upon its members being learned men. “A that leadeth into all truth. Its foundation

MO Bm

Jesus Enough.

is |

most tried, the most burdened, the most as-

gd

nt

all that can fill the ideal of the spirit groan- | ing under sin or panting for perfection; all |
that can satisfy the hunger and thirst of the |

A. DEERING.

right, is the

Pastor Harms had a raré power of developing spiritual life among his people, and
not even Baxter's parish at Kidderminster
gave-such evidences of the power of -the
Gospel to mold a whole community to a
noble life. The following incident which
he relates, shows the simplicity and unreserved congecration which prevailed among
them:

Some time ago I stood by the bedside of
a sick laborer who had a wife and four children. He had lain sick for three weeks,
and the sickness had exhausted -all his
means.
Noticing that he was 'weepin
while we sang a. precious song of Zion,
.asked him why he wept? Was he troubled
with the thought of parting trom his wife
and children? He looked at me steadfastly,
almost reproachfully, and answered :.
“‘Does not Jesus, stay

with

them?

Has

not the Lord said that he is a Father of the
fatherless, and a Judge of the widow? No;

they are well cared for.
Lord that he would

it not so, wife?

Thave prayed the

be their guardian,

You are not troubled?

Is

You

are not afraid ? You believe in Jesus?
“Surely,” she replied, “I believe in Jesus, and rejoice that we go to Jesus. 1
shall follow

you

with

the

children

in His

owntime.
Jesus will help me train the
chillien; through Hig Holy Spirit:® ~.

“Why did you wep then?” I asked.
“For joy; I thought if the singing

beautiful here,

O how

beautiful

will

when the angels help in it! I wept
that this blessedness is so near.”

Then he motioned to. his wife.

is so
it be

for joy

She un-

Clb

a

30

.

i

derstood and went to the shelf, and brought

down a little saucer in which her husband kept his money.
There were six groschen

(abont seven

pence) in it, all that remained

h

ae sory that focher dd not. (ako me wih

:

.

of his store. - He took them out with trembling fingers, and laid them in my hand
and said,—
“The heathen must have these, that they
may know how to die in peace.”
1 turned to his wife, who nodded assent,
large pet cent. of the isms and heresies of is upon the Rock of Ages.
{
low such a character puts to shame a and said,—
the day are due to the ignorance of the barren formalism, a dead morality; or al . -““We have talked it all gver already.
‘clergy. Our pastors in numerous instances, stern and heroic stoicism !| How strong is When every thing had beeriitenkonod for
instead of exposing the fallacies of the’ the man in whom this mind is formed to the funeral, these six groschen remained.”
** And what remains for you P”
.
schismatics,have become schismatics them. suffer; how valiantin every field of duty,
“The Lord Jesus,” she replied.
and how rich in the resources of the most
selves, and spoiled the churches they were
‘And what do you leave for your wife
being ! The jargons of theologset to guard. The overthrow of a false beneficent
ical speculation do not perplex him, for the and children ”
.
doctrine often depends upon the calculation Life is within his heart. He shall not
** The Lord Jesus,” he said, and whisperof an" eclipse that occurred during the exis- mourn for
e, nor walkin a dread of .ed in my edr, ‘He is very good, and very
7
tence of the Chaldean empire, or the expo- the unexplored hereafter; for the Lord is rich.”
So I took the six groschen and laid them
sition of a text that was written before the his shepherd, and he shall not want.

FE

No

Ay,

* Your words have been blessed to me,
brother; will you not let others sharg the

which are

neediul for him shall be his. - For Christ

-

desponding Christian heart.

More of Christ in the heart is the great in the mission box as a great treasure, and
lofty and oft-visited peak of | buildingof Solomon’s temple. And shall
in the it has been a grea struggle for me to pay
| Mansfield ;” whileon toward the left is the novices be set to this work? Shall the need of to-day—Christ brewthing
>
a
‘them away.
But if they
not been. paid
deeds, the'pure affections, the lovin
Crouching Lion or the Camel's Hump.— standard be lowered? ~~ ANDROSCOGGIN, 1 holy
patience, the gracious compassions and
away the dying man's wish would not have
J ottings from’ the Sanctum.
easth.”
‘These, with hills and valleys filling the
sympathies of sanctified souls. Orthodox been fulfilled.
iri:
we]
L. CRAWFORD,
space between, make this an attractive - lo—————
That night he fell asleep.
And neither
and heterodox may alike'take a lesson here,
I'd
Who loves the Lord with the most com- his wife wept, nor his three eldest children,
Thought is infinite, immeasureable ;—we cation. I think it only equaled by the site
Influence of Words.
. But
manding devotion; who entertains him neither in the church nor at the
for our Theo. School at Haverhill. It is
with the most self-abnegation and grati- the youngest child, who followed the Dod,
last Meeting in N. H. could as easily measure space by the ob- three miles from the Rail Read, and on the
, It its narrated of a distinguished educa- tude; through whom doéshe speak, and wept bitterly.
1 jects in space.” It is'one of the attributes
I asked him afterwards
of great thoroughfare to Stow and other flour- tor, that, once upon a time, while instruct act, and shine with the most attractive love« why he wept so bitterly at his father's
posteriori,
a
readoning,
in
pee.
oN
putt
states
in his journal thathe
:
dia.
ing his pupils, he had occasion to quote the liness and winning power; ‘who in their
genius, crgating. new | Shing towns.
development of
:
. 22 (
’
eat desire for him are willing to bear the
n
‘6 “waht to pe 3 Ls fh
on
og God . ee new | The basement of the Seminary
is nearly words of some adthor, illustrating. very.
“him
iest orose, to walk the roughest road, him to the Lord Josus, for I begged of
iy
, hope of improy- | worlds. “Man's works show the relative | completed, and the frame-work ready for clearly the thought which he wished to pre| to sacrifice most and suffer most that they
h
e
a
r
t
that
as in Danville, instead | power
of his thoughts; God's
work ‘shows | erection. The tofvn has done a wise and sent. Ju sundry parts of the extract were ma, be more like him and do his will on |
Sho tarriod on thio night | His
it, absolute, as when He said, | liberal thing.in” securing this Institution, | divers hy-words and oaths, such as the earth as it is done in heaven? These a
:
‘wife, | Let there bo light.” Thought is bounded | and ere long it will reap the rich fruit of its teacher
had always avoided and the pupils ‘practical tests of our Ghsistunty He
J
to ‘that | by infinity as objetsby
’ From | enterprise. May this be crowned with suc. | seldom heard. Yet, beinga quotation, he ) ine that we might have*life, and that we
must choose.
m ght have it more abundantly. But it is | Lord
,;
;, near | thought
we derive all our moral power,
the | 008s; may it never want for true friends; used
the exact words
of the author. After his own divine life that he bestows. If we 4
wil do wid. m1
meeting
house
now stands. | power of motiye, of choosing
our thoughts, | may the school be blessed with a pious and dismissing the class and meditating upon have not received that, if he is not in us the was greatly delighted
and in peace.
théy driven.

ho

back aghin ; joy was in his. heart; he was a
different man.
Does he sit down to enjoy
this new, this priceless blessing? No; he
went round and told the Jews that it . was
Jesus who had made him whole. He told them of the Great Physician, that they
might go and be healed. And how could
| they help believing, if they had ever seen
| the cripple before ?
So, brother, you have the same reason
|
for speaking a word for Jesus. He has
made you whole.
You feel that you are
different. All who see you know it. Can
you not tell those whom you meet that it is
Jesus that has wrought this change in you?
Can you not ask them to go and be healed,
bestows than for another.
No mai, howev;
:
pn
;
er, can grow to the ripeness of the spiritual also!
Go to those who are as you used to be.
excellence possible to him; no man can enter into the permanent blessed peace of Je- Tell them how Jesus has helped you; perhaps they will lister gladly.
= °
sus; no man can shed forth the power and
Tell the simple story of your healing in
grace of a beautiful and trinmphant disci- |
pleship, who doek not make the possession our little gatherings for prayer. Tell it as
of Christ in his heart the supreme end of his you have told it to me.
He who has made you whole, may bless
religious efforts, irrespective of consequen- |
ces.
If he seek merely for rest to his soul, | your words to-the comforting of many a

lar blessing that he desires. Bat, if he seck
churches, the Baptists have only a minis| “the pardon of hanging does not occur in .| named place we found ourselves in a very
Christ supremely, if, by the receptiveness
beautiful
village,
nestled
among
the
hills.
ter
to
every
131
members,
and
4,609
more
the statutes, it is the pardon of murder.
of his nature, and the power of his faith, and
Here as elsewhere in Vt., the people have ‘churches than ministers. *
5
-| the surrender of himself, the Lord manifest
And by hanging I save youfrom any more
large
hearts
and
the
grace
of
hospitality
|
From this it would seem that lowering himself and dwell within, then all the blessmurders.”
Let us apply this new kind of

at the capital, we visited

[t opens.a

EN

es ‘it’ lightly. Continue such reading, and
soon there is a bolder tone.. Allow admiration for the author, and his expressions

We

from satan's ranks into Christ's Semy—

mind; and ever and anon, before on¢ is

J. MARINER.

Haverhill, Sept., 1868. ~

against sin.

will be continually running

to the Green

forces to go out into the world and fight

There is a feeling of horror now, when
in reading one finds an oath and pronounc-

education and lay preaching. ‘As the Congregationalists have always required-a high
standard of literary attainments in their
ministry, it might not be amiss to inquire,
e ——]
.
So a
Why thig change now ?
ae
There is said to be a very great dearth of
Clirist in the Heart.
pastors; and it is thought that the time and |~
2
wt Si:
3
expense requisite to a full course of study
To gain the likeness of Christ should be
were in the way of many entering the miuistry. This movement may work well.— the supreme aim of the believer. If the
Lord reign withiw, then all the blessings of
Still, as the denomination has Dursued a the Gospel will be enjoyed. It is not theolation and anguish which God doth recompense”
ope for spiritual success.
We
(here had a steady course for more than two hundred
logical notions that we want most in our reupon every man that doeth evil; yet it does not
in years, it might perhaps do well to pause ligion, but a divinelife ; not a scientific sysmeeting and enjoyed good ‘liberty
oppose the doetrine of a just recompense to
\
’
preaching the word.
every man according to his deeds,—for it frees
and consider before adopting other meas- tem, but the spirit of Jesus. That which is
In the morning I made a. sunrise visit to ures. There may be a lack of pastors.— outward, formal, and mechanical in Christhem
from the before-mentioned tribulation
tianity cannot cortribute essentially to the
and anguish by freeing them from sin.« Then,bethe spot where the Rev. John Colby’s meet- There is certainly no lack of ministers;
—- grace, and beauty, and completeness of the
ing freed from sin, they are no longer: that deing house once stood. -. *
Indeed,
there
Was
never
a
better
supply.
In
redeemed and immortal'sonl.
It is Christ
seription of persons upon which
the law pro
While wandering in the beautiful ceme1846 there were 40 more churches than in the heart .which makes the Christian,
nounces its curses.”
( Cobb's Compend of Chris
tery, I caine to the graves of the parents of ministers; now there are 139 more minis- which illustrates the power of the cross,
tian Divinity.—page 155.)
Here forgiveness docs not release the this man of God—Dea. Colby and wife, ters than churches; at that Sime there was honors God, gets the victory over the world,
and I could not but thank my Heavenly Fa- a minister to 145 members, now there is and assures of the heavenly beatitude.
penitent from: any deserved punishment,
The blessingsof the Gospel are indeed manther that he gure Jeli a son that so effect- one torevery 91 members.
Why 800 to 1000 ifold ; and, though every gift that it bestows
but very fnercifully saves him from
being
I churches without pastors, with so much is precious - and should be received with
punished for the sins he has 1
mmitted. ually sounded free grace to dying men.
Tg
TO IV ORAS
at
he
3
QFA
then went to his old home and entered the better supply of ministers than twenty years thanksgiving, still Christ is the transcendent
the
stop
to
means
sin
of
forgiveness
Hence,
Unless he is formed within, there
sinner from sinning, and hence prevent his room where he studied, prayed and wept.— ago,at which time they were well supplied ? good.
has been no eternal gain.
Iis ming,
his
being punished, not forthe sins he has al- The place in the wall fitted by himself for Why so many more men not actively en- charaeter, is what is set before us, and is
his
library
yet
remains.
:
ready committed,—for he has been fully
gaged now than at that time ? ~ There may what we want and need. This is to be
Bro. Ladd conveyed me to the depot be other causes, but we apprehend the one sought, whatever be the results, for its own
punished for them,—but for the sins he has
where 1 took the cars for Bradford.
In great cause is found in the high cost of liv- sake. Many different influences are blessed
not committed.
What -gstonishing mercy
The expenses of the parsonage have to the spiritual awakening of sinners, and
to save us from punishment that we do not passing Lyndon I was struck with the ing.
various are the circumstances amid which
growing
enterprise
of
the
place,
and
allowdoubled, and the income lms not;—hence { souls are born into the kingdom; and, as
deserve! And when tle murderer is par.
the time it is starved out.
Christians, some prize perhaps their religion
doned, he is not to be released from hang- ed my imagination to embraece
But will the introduction of cheap men more for some one special blessing that it
ing for the murder Le has already perpe- “| when our Chartered Institttion shall have

seady to die?
more than paid me for all T have ever done |
or suffered for the children in this country. |
All the Iabdre; watchings and anxieties | spired writings.” And
seemed as nothing.

attachment

Mountain state.

P.M.

the Ordination services took place in the
presence of a. large audience, who came

on Forgiveness.

with a stronger

at the

On Tuesday

ai-

on the following day returned ‘to Haverhill

Vt., in the evening,
and ‘arrived at Sheffield,

where I received a cordial welcome

hopes

other year to farm it less and give himself
more fully to the work of saving souls. He
| has been re-elected to the Legislature, Tn
the evening we preached at the Center,and

3

EE
rh aa———————

. Cobb

B. BOWMAN.

;

i
you?
Gorham, Me.

we

may Supgossyjias something like present
duty done foXthis region, and all ready for
what was to come ‘in another part of the
country, with an exhortation for all to do
their work faithfully, and thus be prepared
for suck emergencies as might come, were
the subjects of consideration:
Eld. Colbg died a little more than two
‘months after, in Norfolk, Va.
F.

land.
rx
:
Little Mollie was born of heathen parents
within hal! « mile of our mission premises.
Week days she could hear pur school bell,
and on the SabBath the call'to the house of

us, or to hear the word

preachers

largely from deep

oo

Gag

New

."
o

, °

Tadiyson

TRE

_
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Tchabod.
er

knows it may help
comes
door.

—

80 FALLEN! so lost! the light withdrawn
‘Which once he wore!
The gloty froin his gray hairs gone

;

Bef
his fall!

i

From hope and heaven?
Let not the land, once proud of him,
Insult him now,
- =
ait
Nor brand with deeper shame his dim,
Dishonored brow,
From sea to lake,

Of all we loved and honored, naught
.

the reverence of old days

:

Walk backward, with averted gaze,
And hide the shame!
:
— Whittier.

pp
In the old Hebrew worship it is evident
this service of song bad a great place.
The Psalms, as we find them-in our
Bible,
open into tlié tender, or terrible, or sorrow-

ful, or glorious experiences of their authors

and singers, and of the times when

they

were made: and find their fitnéss foreygr,
to be said and sung when we feel the same
life that filled their hearts. The Evangelists tell us the angels sang iff heaven at the
opening of the gospel of good-will to men;
- and when Christ had’ come almost to the
friends, how

they sang a hymn together, and then went
to the Mount of Olives. So they make that
life open and end with singing that has
so many sing.

In the one glance

we

et at the earliest Christian church, through
’liny, persecuted, and poor as it is, meeting in the dark, and néver sure then that it
will not be harried and broken up by the
jealous and bitter enemy, we hear the poor
fugitives singing their hymns, dangerous
as it must have been to do that; because I
suppose they could not find in their hgarts

‘to

dispense with the great consolation,

and

meet and part in silence.
Then, when
Christianity was triumphant, the rapture of
it flowed gut.
Aud all over the world,
where the pagan had ceased to sing for his
lost cause, the Christian, began to sing of
his victory ; and the great” cathedrals were
_built that are of themselves like music hid)

den in stone, and music filled

their

mighty

aisles and arches, and organs and human
voices together made melody and the voice
of praise,
:
f this were a: sermon on the history of
music and singing in the church, . I should
have to tell you a sad story, how the
church, as she grew to be the mistress of the

world, took this service from her children

and kept it for her priests : how the reformed
churches tried to get it back again, and partially succeeded ; and how, in

deep

spiritual

all

commotion,

times

the

of

common

heart-has riishéd into sacred song as the

one great expression, after prayer, of its
ony and ecstacy. - I can not more than
touch this history this morning ; and

there

is.small need to do so for men and women
who took their parts in the great chants that
from the first to the last day of our national
struggle did so wonderfully sustain the nation's heart. There can be no true history
of the days fygm 1860 to.1865 ever iritten
that does ndt
give a great place to that
wild,

uncouth

‘*John

and so

Brown's

body,”

in

which it is just as impossible to find the
soul by dissection as it is in the human organism ; but that gid, in its day, possess the
mightiest soul of any music ever Heard
from the'common heart of America,
I mention this singing of the war-time as
the best illustration I can think of to show
how we can sing when there is a great reason for it, and can feel the divine power of
music, and express it ds thoroughly as any
people. But then'I must say that, so far
as 1 know, no nation that ranks with us in

: civilization.so utterly neglects this great

k

ly Jesus say ?
How will our account books look to him
when he ‘ audits” them? And so on all
through the calendar of duties and the circle of daily temptations. With my.Saviour
heside me, how will I dare to play the cow-

Providing Homes

sualist, or the trickster?
Nowhere

=

he

Seasonable
!

ot

Havwuito

Ay

I wasonly sixteen years

old. My mother had died the previous December.
1 was driving the cows home
toward evening through a slight rain. A

man with an umbrella overtook me, aad,
holding it over me, said, ‘My boy, those
are fine cows’
‘Yes, said I, ‘they are

fine.’ ¢ Why, that one with the short horns
and broad back isa Durham!
His interest
in what interested me won me. After a

ter,’

;

3

last

win-

* What was the last thing she said ?
-+0, sir, the last thing she said was,

May God have mercy on these children !’
¢ Well, my boy, aint youa Christian!
* No sir.
‘Why - aint you
‘I expect it is becanse I leve sin so
much.’
Ba
Fixing

shifting his

his

eyes earnestly on mine, and

umbrella

so as to grasp

my

hand with his right hand, he said,—

* What,
tian
‘No,

my boy, and yon not
i
sir,’

a Chris-

;
streaming

said I, with

eyes,

‘but T want to be.’
And then he talked with me so gently
and kindly that I never shall forget it. ©
the power of a seasonable word!
It was
lay preaching.”

Varieties.

y

THE

find

because

they

are symmetrical and beautitul, but because
they have honey in them. If sinners are
ever

attracted to the churches,

it will

not

be by the observance of stated and stately
forms, or by

display

of

MERCHANT'S

gaudy

parapher-

nalia but because theéwe is honey in them.

dances in the
dust that we
that does not
of knowledge

THE MERCHANTS’

dry

and

PROTECTIVE

near to them

and take

see in others
easy to come

them

to

us,

loving

Ahem and not loathing them.
It is no trial
for you to lay your hand on the clean
combed golden ringlets of your neighbor's
child, and press Ler fair little face to your
heart. But you shudder at the. sight of,
“and shrink from touching yon little creaJgure sunk in squalor and filth, crying as
she goes down through curses and corruption under the feet of the busy

yet the Lord Jesus teaches that

are to ho touched by

town.

And

such . ones

the thands of love.

strongeb, purer;

tenderer,

than

any affection on earth, is the love of God to
men.
In every engaging quality, itis. superior;

derful.

in all its manifestations more, won:

Whatever is tender in the conjugal,

parental or fraternal relations, whatever is
sweet and precious in the social state, is all
found in his love,
:

CHnr1st's Love is the chureh’s five ; thither
bring thy heart when it is cold, frozen and
dead ; ameditate on his love, and pray until
you can say, *‘ He loved me and gave himself for me,”
.
Tige wonrps of the angry are like
of fire’; when

they fall

among

sight,

my hearers, when Weg stoop to cure, and
raise, by, taking hold of that hands. some
ruined

wretches

do not deign to

=

Who ‘soon

must

notice them.

die it we

Over

that

work angels now watch with joy, and . byand-by of it God shallsay ¢ Well done.”
Lady, dressed daily in your beantiful

combustible

+ robes, who have kissed your own and

“rich neighbor's childrena * thousand

Jer,”

and yet with harsh,

words have

your

times

driv.

the courage to confess your ignorance and
awkwardiess,
Confide your faults and follies to but few.
hihi
Go to no
lace where you cannot ask God to go with
]
Engage in no business
ou, Second.
which you cannot ask God to bless. Third.
Indulge in no pleasure for which you ocanSUGGESTIONS,

‘elean by tho tearsof suffering and

"Do it.

It won't poison you.
@

sorrow.

And

Gud

Iirst.

not return thanks to God.

‘en the dirty beggar gitl from your door,
can be
Eh Master's example might have told you | thatNo hePERSON
has nota duty
ay your hand fondly-eyen on her. ' Per“hapsit would be well. to ren your lipsto being performed. m
her fuce. You might find ‘a spot washed { highest. and greatest.

#0

feehle

or

so

poor

to perform; which

es him one

. .

with

Sid

the

AWAY, THEN--AWAY 66 th the sideof right

Be in hasteto plant yourself in the
.

Price

For

$2,60.

:

six new

subscribers, and

UNION

N. B. Any of the above premiums may be forward:
ed to the receiver in such methods as they "shall prefer, and Bo save them, when possible, the expense of
}- postage, &ec. These offers hold good until
Dee. 31,
a 3

OVER-SEAMING

Sewing

path.

AND

Machine.

CE REGISTER,

THE

changes in the name and condition of firms, throughout the country, as may occur subsequent to the

publication of each half yearly volume of the MERCANTILE REFERENCE REGISTER:
:
i
Price of the Merchants’ Union Mercantile Reference
Register, fifty doMars, ($50)

fur which it will be forward-

to any address in the
United States, transportation
id.
Holders of fire #10 shares of the Capital Stock, in addition to participating in the profits, will receivé one copy
of the
MERCANTILE} REFERENCE REGISTER free of
charge ; hoiders of ten shares will be entitled to TWO copies;
and no more than ten shares cf the Capital Stock wall be
alluited to any one applicant.
All remittances, orders, or communications re'afire to the

book, shou!d be addressed to the Merchants’ Protective
Union, in the American Exchange Bank Building, No. 128
Broadway, (Boz 2566,) New Fork.

Union,

or oan {48 done by any machine now

granting of credits and the recovery of claims, at ull

points throughout the United States, their Territories,

!

To accomplish these objects by printing

and publishing, semi-annually, at the price of $50
per volume, tor the use of its subscribers, Mercantile
Reference Registers, containing the names, nature of
business, financial standing an
Fesponsibilisy, of all
merchants, traders, manufacturers, and public com-

of any

degree

of credit, at

in use.

done with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
fabrics, not excepting Leather, It is one machine
doing

the work of many.

Dn

It is simple, noiseless, and easy to manage, -combining in one the merits of all others, It is the only
MACHINE

now

known

that can make a per-

noise and fatigue in operating, &¢., which make up
some of the disagreeable features of other machines.
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and elicit the encomiums of all who admire real ingenuity, abd even extort

All

who have tried

praise from jealous rivalry.

them,

testimony, and unite in

have freély

recommending

given

them

their

as

the

Dest and most perfect machine now offered to the pubCc.
;
Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire
to see them by inclosing return stamp. For sale by

.

Geo.

W.

Drew,

be

necessary to afford business men

of

forming & correct juigment.as to the
grade or line
of credit to be granted; and containing also the
names and addresses of its legal correspondents,
who are able, prompt, and trustworthy lawyers, in
every shirée-town and in” each of the principal citigs
and villages on this continent.

3

THIRD. To base the information regarding
the pecuniary respongibility or financial condition and
standing of business men upon the written statements
of the parties themselves, so far as practicable—to be

furnished to this office, at least twice each year—the
agents of the Union to examine and correct the
samo when
statements
reasons of
same, then

deemed erroneous; and where the written
of the parties can not be obtained, by
their declining or refusing to furnish the
such information to be supplied by the

reliable and

responsible

stitution, whose

correspondents of this in-

names will

also be published

Reference Books to be issneéd every
place

To

with

six months

’

enable

themselves

furnishing them

its subscribers
right

upon

their recorded

standing and credit, and
mation and allegations,

in the

to

Books or Reports of the other mercantile: reporting
practisuch
cor

SIXTH. Merchants, Manufacturers, traders, Pub
lic Companies, and all business men, ave respectfully
requested to transmit to the Merchants’®
Protective
Union, (Box 3560.) 128 Broadway, in the Ameri
Ea
change Nationa! Bank Bui ling, New Fork, gnswers to
the nineteen questions on the opposite page.’

G. W. WARE & CO.

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world ;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous ; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints;
remedies the ill effects of bad dyes; invigorates and

leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and properly
applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory, No. 16 Bond
street, New

York.

§
ESTABLISHED

CA full supply of Freewill

PRICE LIST OF TEAS.

may

ENGLISH BREAKFAST, (Black) 70¢, 80c, 90¢,
$1,00, $1.1", best $1,20 per ib,
:

“Tug EXposiTION UNIVERSELLE ILLUSTRATED
(** Puhligution authorized by the Imperial Commis
slou.”)
|

By thelr

will, wniversilly

recognized, Mata

Wheeler & Wilsin added to Howe's system of sewin
machines
rtant modifientions, which have Placed
them in the front rank of ann gure,
Ee

Elegance, perfection of work, simplicity, solidity o1

meohanism and facility of management,
are the
essontiil qualitios united in the Wheeler & Wilkos
machine Lohmtntng n superhy
which the rs
hak, with npauimity, peooguized nu
yA

_ To these gentlemen the gold medal wis aswirded as
{| manutherurers of mahines; to Mr, Elus Howen sim.
{lar medal wan nwarded as promoter, The distinetion
made hy the jury explains itself.~ Evening Mail.

of

at

which is now fixed

MORE THAN.SIXTY

MILLIONS UPON

AND

Stock.

road,

having

the best

lands for

settlement,

empt from competition, will

always

DAILY.

[inner Coffee,

which

we sell at the low price of 30¢, per ponnd, and warrant to
give perfect satisfaction. ROASTED (Unground), 80c., 85¢,
best 40c. per Ib, GREEN (Unrousted), 26¢., 30c., 33c.
best 35¢. per lb,
:
We warrant all the goods we sell to give ntiére satisfac
tion,
If they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, at
our expense, within thirty days, and have the money re.
funded:

GREAT
£120

AMERIOAN

Now:

31 and

3%

TEA

dlorigage

Nt.

| HALLS

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HA

Fit

Nicely.

RAND, LEWIS & RAND,
. 38 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.
B= Ask your Merchants to try them.

eowly2

VEGETABLE TONIC
GENERAL INVIGORATOR,
For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Nervou:
Debility,

Constipation

of the Bowels,

Flatulency, Sinking atthe Stomach,
Piles, Kidney Diseases, General

—OF

And weakness from any cause, and for all disorders
where a

TONIC

AND GENTLE STIMULANT
18 REQUIRED.

large

This Medicine is-a

Purely Vegetable

Compound,

And as a Strengthening Medicine is of the greatest
service in a variety of apparently different diseases.
For the
ulates

Gold Bonds

THE —

Central Pacific

past

eight

years

it

has

been

the bowels, and bemg free

. COLOR WHEN GRAY.

Ronews the nutritive matter which nourishes the
RENEWS

THE

hair,
.
GROWTH
OFTHE
HAIR
WHEN BALD.

Renews the brash, wiry hair to éilken softness.
BEAUTIFUL HAIR DRESBING.
One hotle shows ite effects,

Loe

Aloes,

is of

It is

DISORDERS

It increases

the

appetite,

OF

from

THE

KIDNEYS,

Imeow2?

T. 0. EVANS, 120 WASHINGTON BIRERT, BOSTON
I% authorized to take Sdvartisementh

for us

pal and interest payable in “UNITED

world—a line which will be finished within twelve

months, and which is already earning, after paying
operating expenses, more than twice the annual charge
of its Bonded debt. They are already widely known’
and esteemed in this country.and Europe, and it is believed the remainder of the Loan will speedily be taken. A limited amount will de disposed of at
in Cur-

Accrued Interest,

and

cent,

103 per

®

gold

The Bonds are of $1.000 each, with semi-anual

coupons attiched, payable in July and January.
aa The Company reserve the right to advance

At

price.

in

all orders actually

of any

time

‘at present

filled

Price, One

such

advance will be

this

{lme

REV.

WALTER

VAN

SHAACK,

Chicago,

at ou)

J.
&

and

13teowl!

MRS.

BELCHER’S CURE.
Testimonials.
ELBA, GENESEE Co.,, N Y., June 15, 188.
MRS. L. BELCHER, RANDOLPH, MASS.
Dear Madame: —
1 write you a few lines to tell you how thankful I an
for the benefit I have received from your medicine.
I
has helped me the most of anything I have ever found. 1
have been under the care of some of the best physiclans
in the country for twelve years, without as much benefit
as I have received from three bottles of your excellent
medicine.
Please send me gix bottles more.
Many
thanks, from your friend,
MRS. L. M. BURNHAM.
eowdt20by

TRY

superior to

and

and retailed by Agents

Medicine Dealers generally.

WRELLOCOMENS'

any other corporate securities now offered.

We receive all classesof Government Bonds, at
their full market rates, in exchange for the Central
Pacific Railroad Bonds, thus enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per cent. profit and keep the
principal of their investments equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention

CLARKE,

wiN & Co., Boston; H. H, Hay, Portland, Me,,
BALCH & SON, Providence,
R.T., “BURNHAMS

more than 8 per cent. upon the investment, and have,

from National and State laws, guarantees

Botile.

Proprietor of the European Cough Remedy, MINOT,
ME., to whom orders-may be sent.
Sold Wholesale by RusT Bro. & BIRD and Goop-

pay

they

Dollar per.

PREPARED BY

GOLD

are the.first lien upon one of

Bonds

These

COIN.”

STATES

the most productive and valuable railroad lines in the

Great German

Cough

G

Remedy!

It is acknowledge. to be the best io the market,

"Price

35 cents and $1.00

per bottle.

L For Dyspepsia & Indigestion Pp
USE

WELLCOME'S

Liver Regulator & Dyspeptic Cure!
Recommended

highly.

Also, Pain Curer, Diarrhea Syrup,
STRAFFORD
AND DOVER

JAUNDICE BITTERS,;
Oriental Pearl Salve, & Grecian Pile Powders.

NATIONAL BANK,
NATIONAL BANK,

d

of Banks,

MFR

KET

Sold by the trade generally.
PREPARED ONLY BY

Bankers,

BANKERS
’
.

AND

and

DEALERS IN GOVT.
3
wr AND =

J. A.

others re-

5 Nassau

Street

JR.,

Yarmonth,

Me.

Boston, Gen, Agt. for Mass.

.

TO FARMERS AND PLANTERS.
manufactureof Fertilizers, contre/ling exo/usively

SECURITIES,

the

night-s0il, Bl, bones and dead animale of New
York,
Rrooklyn and Jersey cities, as also the great Communipaw abbatoirs, offer for sale, in lots to suit custom

Jers

, New

Granite

BURLEIGH,

|eopl2w3
;

HE LODI MANU FACTURING COMPANY, the
oldest and larzest concern of the kind in the United States, possessing extraordinary fuetlities for the

Financial Agents of the Central Pacific Railroad
No.

J. BUXTON,

RATES.

FISK & HATCH;
York.

8,000

Co.

DOUBLE-REFINED POUDRETTE:

[(1nw20

Made

State

TONS

Its effects

from night-soil, blood, bones and offal,

ground

to a powder,

have been most astonishing,

doubling

the

crops and maturing them ten days or two weeks earller. Equal to the hest brane of Super-Phosphite for

AND

T

COLLEGIATE

4

ADIES—Send

INSTITUTE,

One Dollar,and get by return

Presé®hii Crop, although sold only for THIRTY DOL.
»
Packed in bbly. of 25% Ibsaench,
LARS ner ton,

BONE DUST.

1=COARSE

and FINE,

MIXKD

2—FKINE,

mai),

postage paid, a box of
fo
Loring’'s Initial Note
Fapev,
The quali 18 the best,the patierns and the sizes are

fect, Address LORING, Pubiisher, 319
Washington
dwn
,
ton.
Street,
HALE
A GENTS WANTEDFor MATTHEW
is New

Book, “SUNSHINE

aces

to.

Telaing

of

ano I

-

rit

n

SHAD

“Countbrmg. :

tunes are made and lost ina day; How

tovont

AND

If you wish to knowhow For-

YORK.”

Prominent

X

emale,

m every City or TOE

to

Everybody wants to know all abont

he.
Fall

PHOAS

BURR & CO., Publisifirsp Hartford, Conn.
fn

We offer this Phosph
good if not superior, to an
market, containing
al

phate and Ammonia tha
For PEMRANENT. 08 wel
immes
effect upon land, IT HAS NO EQUAL,

;

York.
No book ever published that sells so
nts and offer
e employ no, General
.
Send for our 33 page Circular
particulars and terms to Agents sent free on ap-

iw!

Lowman! terms

.

assists digestion, invigor-

ates the system, anil promotes the general health.

bearing six per cent. per annum interest, both princi-

ss
R. P, HALL & Co., Nashua, N. H., Prépitetors. ‘Onnva
ew
For saleby all druggints,

in hun-

great benefit to those suffering from the Piles.
also a very effectual remedy for
CHRONIC

Railroad Company,

tried

It gently reg-

tha fashionable ones in use, and the stamping is per

RENEWS THE HAIR T0 ITS ORIGINAL

.

Prostration,

most

REED SWERRY,N. H. on Nashita § Concord R. R.
. REV.S8. N. HOWELL, A, M,, Principal.
Next Term-begins September 9th. Send for Circular,
:
4126

Post Office Box 3@43, New York City,

SKIRTS

being ex-

command

30-Year

Boston.

IL.adies

dreds of cases, with the best results.

OOMPANY,

Vasey

To

revenues, The netearnings upon the completed portion are more than double the total annual interest liabilities to be assumed thereupon.
The undersigned offer for sale, and recommend to
investors, the
. ®
First

St.,

That demand is now met by

The

the

productive mines, the nearest-markets, and

$1,10, best $1,256 per Ib.

GROUND

HOOP

725 MILES, in-

Capital

of the hinding.
BROTHERS,

York ; 154 Tremont

‘Corpulent

$2 50 per

all doubt.
This Company have already carried their road suecessfully across the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and are
rapidly extending the track across the Salt Lake
Plains,and have already a valuable way-traffic thereon.
Besides a mileage upon all through business, this

HYSON (Green), 700, 80c, 90c, $1,00,

ROASTED

but a

Have hitherto found difficulty in getting

ceived and favorable arrangements made for desirable
accounts,
yg

IMPERIAL (Green), 70c, 800, 90c, $1,00, $1,10,

°
/

BS

It receives, in addition, donations and subsidies

dccownts

found at tho Book Store of Theodore Butler, Buffalo,

WHEELER & WILSON SEWING MACHINE:

;

acre.

$1 perlb.

be

NL Y., ofavhom books can be bought at Dover prices.

value

by Mail and Telegraph at

(Black), 70c, 80¢, 90¢c, best $1 per 1b,
(Green and Black,)
70c, 80c, %0c, best

by using our French Breakfast and

LIBRARY;

;

A&A descriptions of Government Securities
Bought, Sold, or Exchanged, at our office and

Grounp Correx, 20¢.,250., 300., 86c., best 40c. per Ib.—
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding house keepers, and Bamilies who
use large quantities of Coffee, can economize in that article

;

Baptist Books

minimum

PRICES.’

Club Orders Promptly Supplied.
OOLONG
MIXED,

596 Broadway, New

Portion

I. The right of way through the Territories, with
the use of timb{r and materials along the route, ~~
II. Anu absolute grant of twenty sections per mile
(12,800 acres) of the PUBLIC LANDS on the line, the

GUNPOWDER, (Green), best $1,50.

Upholstery,” Mirrors and DraPARLOR,

CARGO

$1,10, best $1.26 per Ib,
UNCOLORED JAPAN, 00e,31,

FURNITURE,
ROOM,

Government,

Receive their Teas by the Cargo from the best
Tea districts of China and Japan, and sell them
in quantities to suit customers,
phd

YOUNG

¢{

and Principal

Line, receive from the United States

Ba Subscriptions received by Banks
Bankers, Jdgents for loan, and by

AT

published

the weakness of the binding of this class of books.
It is believed
that this improvement
(patented,)

Information, Descriptive Pamphlets, ete., giving a
full account of the Organization, Progress, Business
and Prospects of thegEnterprise furnished on. appliBonds sent by return Express at our cost.
cation.

1861.

GREAT AMERICAN

COFFEES

DRAWING

of the Main-Stem

in transity at the

best $2,265 per Ib.

12 Cornhill & %5 Washington St.,

peries,

to whom belongs the Western

the price at any time; but

DYE.

by

prin Bono
iy concerning their antecedents, character,standing, or Fekhbusibilivy; whether derogatory

BOSTON.

HAIR

Though

doubles the strength and durability
:
3128
"MASON

L]

as to

all other attainable infor.
as given in the Reference

and,. as far as

Company,

Ag’t.

protect

the record,

ratings

as

BATCHELOR’S

:

reucy.

Opposite Phenix Hotel, Concord, N. H,
Sold also
in Dover, N. H., opposite American House, and 178
Elm St. Manchester, N. H.

new cpllection of 8a-

Central Pacific Railroad

Hole making, and embroidering on the edge, which-is

point within the territorial limits above named,

with all such other information attainable as may

the opportunity

-

It has norical in its celebrated over-seaming stitch,
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing.
It also has no rival in its Button-Hole and Eyelet-

annoyances of thread breaking, changing of tensions,

First. To promote and protract trade by cnabling its subscribers to attain facility and safety in the

worthy

ONLY

The ease with which it is managed, recommends it
egpecially to all Families as a most pleasant and agree:
able companion, being divested of the
perplexities and

THE MERCHANTS PROTCETIVE UNION organized
and incorporated under the Act of the Legislature of
the State of New York, authorizing the formation of
corporations, passed February 17, 1848, and the several subsequent acts amendatory thereof, is established for the following purposes, namely :

SECOND.

un-

paralleled vigor.

#rly completion of the enterprise is therefore beyond

Machines.

OF THE

and British North America.

And the remaindér is being pushed forward with

and farther subscriptions to the

fect, finished and beautiful Button-Hole, besides doing
many.
varieties of work not done by other Sewing

- Organization and. Objects

Protective

AND

country for Ming years.
few months it ha

y

dependent of the ten millions of acres of public lands,

This machine is warranted to execute to. the
great.
est degree. of perfection, all kinds and varieties of
Sewing, Hemming, Felwmg, Cording, Tucking, Braiding,
Binding, Gathering and Sewing on, Quilting, &ec., that is,

SEWING

Merchants’

,. ONE HUNDRED MILLIONS,

of

Button-Hole Making and Sewing Machine Oombined, that has made its
advent in ‘this or any other
Country. . =.

will also receive the Monthly Chronicle, containing,
among other things, a record of such important

ed

FIRST

CHOIR—a

ered and Secular Music for Choirs
and Sin
Schools : by Taro. F. SEwArp, assisted by Dr. Lows:
Mason and WiLLiam B. BRADBURY,
;

of singers
8 {he most

from the State and Cities of California, amounting to,
more than $3,000,000 in gold :
:
Or an aggregate of Cash Resources for construction

tain at a Since the capital and gradation of credit,as

compared with financial worth, of nearly every merchant; manufacturer, trader, and banker, within the
ahove named territorial limits,
On or about the first of each month, subscribers

Line and

Branches between the Missouri River and the Pacific’
Ocean are constructed, at a cost of nearly

V.

business men will be enabled to ascer-

BOOK!

THE TEMPLE

More than ‘“4wo-thirds of the Through

Th

WM MERRITT

Singing Schools and Choirs.

IIT. A special issue of U, 8, Six per-cent. Bonds, at
the average rate of $33,000 per mile, delivered as the
werk progresses; which the Company are allowed to
repay within thirty years, mainly by transportation
serviees. .
!
‘IV. Authority®to issue their own First Mortgage
Bonds to the same amount, having the preferred lien
superior to that of the Government.

The American Button-Hole,

SE

NEW

Fourth: of July Next.

ae

His P’, O. Address is Portsmouth,

!

, FIFTIETH THOUSAND.

SAN FRANCISCO will be connected by rail by the

$15,00,

Price $225,00.

MERCAN-

:

pletion, and it is safe to say that NEW YORK and

i

deal with him.

|

and on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday at 6 P. M.

ment, and carried forward by the extraordinary resources and energy of the powerful Corporations to
whom it was entrusted—is rapidly approaching com-

postage) we will

and

FP,i M., and on Mo; ngday ‘Wedn

People,” for
No.
for Janu:

er value, than any previously issued.
By aid of the MERCHANTS’ PROTECTIVE REFEREN-

sparks

every sort of affectation and disguise. Have

THREE

+

Sind

TTTUAND DINING FURNITURE:
:
It is God's grand way he has “given us to smatter, desolating conflagrations will folThe words of the upright are like
lift them up. There is a play called * She low.
Persons in want of furniture will find it to their ad.
edi and examine our stock before yur.
Stoops toConquer,” which perhaps some of the gentle showers, quickening the. virtues | ehvaitweto
lag elsewhiire,
'
12121
You ve cheered with boisterous applause of a community to life,
OUR BOOKS IN BUFFALO, N.Y.
you have seen itacted on the stage, But | BE ALWAYS FRANK "AND TRUE; spurn

in life's real dranm there is a nobler

$7,50, we will’

nggessary to enable the mer:
‘#lance the CAPITAL, CHAR-

to their position or otherwise,

beginning. The first little blades of wheat
are as pleasant to the farmer's eyes as the
whole field waving with grain,
DEEPER,

4. For three new subscribers) and

11. SPECIAL PREMIUM. To the person sending the
largest number of new subscribers (in addition to
other premiums offered) Rev. LoT L. HARMON wil
ve one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
abinet Organe
Price $125,00.
BRO. HARMON’S
skill in selecting Instruments and his method of su:
plying purchasers with them free from risk, are we
understood and. highly approved by all who know

UNION, organized

cable,to cause any erroneous information which
GOD WILL ACCEPT your first attempts to Reference
Books or Reports may contain to
serve him not as a perfect work, but as a rected.
:
J

Christian Sympathy.

$7,50, ( with 80

vestries.

some line of credit; and as the same will be based
80 far as practicable, upon the written statements of

FOURTH.

as

3. For three new subscriers, and

A

The reports and information to be given in the
REGISTER will be confined to those deemed worthy of

and

be

;
and $5.00,
with 20
will sen: a copy
ey) ) wePric
e $1.00,

‘Wednesd

For Alton Bay, fay
Aer ;
. For Wolfboro and Ceritre Harbo
0 Lawrence and Bostona

FeseIVIng they UT Ta SUpEFVISIon oT THE Govern=

ACTER, and DEGREE OF CREDIT of such of his cusfomers as are deemed worthy of any gradation of
credit,
.

THEOLOGY IS A SCIENCE; religion a spirit. The mere theologican may prosecute
his task in a logical and exact manner, but
may

PROTECTIVE

mation attainable and
chant to ascertain ut a

above stated.

exerts

)

8. For seventy-five new subscribers; and $187,560,
we will give-ohe of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave

re

TILE REFERENCE REGISTER, containing, among other
things, the
NAMES, NATURE OF BUSINESS, AMOUNT OF
CAPITAL, FINANCIAL STANDING, AND RATING AS. TO
CREDIT, of over 400,000 of the principal merchants,
traders, bankers, manufacturers, and public companies,in more than 30,000 of the cities, towns, villages, and settlements, throughout the United States,
their territories, and the British Provinces of North
America; and embracing the most important infor-

present.

lifeless as a statue or a skeleton.

¢

and second volumes of the Cyclopadia. = Price $10,00,
7. For forty-five new subscribers, and
$112,50, we
will
give a Sewing Machine, (Howe’s, or Wilcox &
Gjbb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
SluSpOriation, to be paid by the receiver.) Price

to announce that they will, on or about September
1st, 1868, publish in one large quarto volume:

pauies deemed

the flowers, not

id

$1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first

in

to promote and protect trade, by enabling -its sub:
seribersto attain facility and safety in the granting of
credits, and the recovery of claims at all points, have

every

BEES

]

(with 68
send the
first volume of Strong and MeClintock’s Biblical and
Theological Cyclop:
. Price $5,00,or
6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50 (with

known and reliable legal
correspondents, whose
character will prove a guarantee of the correctness
of the information furnished by them, it is believed
that the reports will prove more truthful and complete, and, therefore, superior to, and of much great-

Word.

while he asked,—
;
* Have you. gota mother?
* No,
sir,” said I, ‘she died

6

cents additional to pay

at $56 each, payable

Star gran]

he shall be entitled to

send the “ Riverside Magazine for Yo!
the current year, commencing with the

| the parties themselves,revi:ed and corrected by well-

“1 want to tell you,” said an American
minister, ‘“ what a layman did for me in
Greenfield, Mass.

sendin,

GREAT

PACIFIC RAILROAD,

no

as

cents additio al fo pay postage) we
send ‘‘ Life
Scenes*from
the four Gaspels.” Price ory or

(Mercantile Reference Register.

the dying hour, this never failing Friend
will sweetly whisper, * Fear not I am with

The

subscriber

‘of the new “Book of

Merchants’ Protective Union.

more

:

be ‘approved

entitled to one sopy oF the

cents additional

San Francisco, California,

3Im22

wells have been spoken through the sobs of

the end.”

will

Single Reed Organs, mn Black Walnut Case.
(TransA Circular, containing a full description of the
property tobe distributét.among Shareholders, seit, porfation to be paid by the receiver.) Price $115,00.
9. Fer one hundred new subserib rs, and $250, we
to any address upon receipt of stamps to cover re.
give one of Baker & -Randall’s Five Octave
turn postage.
:
) will
Case. ( Trans.
Information as to price of land in oy portion of Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut
portation to be paid by the receiver.) Adapted to the
the State, or upon any other Ribjee of interest ‘to
parlor
or
vestry.
Price
$140,00,
i
parties proposing to immigrate, cheerfully furnished
10. For one hundred and fifty
new subscribers and
upon receipt of stamps for postage.
All letters
$375,00,
we
will
give
one
of
Baker
&
Randalls
Five
should be addressed,
¥
Octave Three Reed
ns, in Black Walnut Case,
having six stops, and combining the latest excellenSecretary Immigrant Homestead Association,
ces and improvements. (Transportation to be paid
¢
Post Office. Box No. 80,
29
by the receiver.) Adapted to churches and large

cheering and sustaining than in the weariness of « sick-room, or under the silent
shadows of a great hereavement.
‘Christ
comes to me in the watches of the night,”
said the bed-ridden saint, Halyburton; ‘‘he
draws aside the curtains and says, ‘It is I;
be of good cheer; be not afraid.’ Here 1
lie, pained without pain; without strength
and yet strong.” And when the last fave-

thee.
Where I am ye shall be also.
ing-loved my own, I will love them

hel Sharaster ye have

sent to another new subseriber,
2. For two new subscribers,

ro

vice

new

4

Wo

U. 8. CURRENCY.

fg

will Christ's presence.

the system he

When in life or death we
** only the beautiful,” it is

shall

i

Sos

of Stock..sy

Span
ar. "OF

years; or for the same sum

Cartificates of Btock issued to subscribers immediately upon‘receipt of the money.
a
,
6
Ba No person allowed to hold more than
five Shar

yet unworked.
For if we could read them
rightly, all the records of the animated past
are written in the rocks and dust of the

of

.

takes’ ils

for its Members

Divided into 200,000 Shaves

speak,

liberal, and induce a host of x ‘sons to undertake he work of Sanyuseing, we hate Ro doubl,

5

and thereby increase immigration.

the

I

Capital Stock, $1.000.000,

ard, or the cheat, or the trifter, or the sen-

THERE 18 NOT A MOTE that
sunbeam, not a particle of
tread heedless under our feet,
“contain within its form mines

Power

Vers 3
| nen

30, 1867, for the purpose of = -

is fair,——others do it,—it is the custom of
our trade.” *But what will the pure and ho-

The Service of Song. ..°

made

Way.”

THE

' We offer the following preiniums for new subscri-

The Tnmigrant Homestead Association,

The sense of Christ's immediate presence
is a perpetual check upon our lusts,—a perpetual spur to our self-indolence.
We
eprovoked to cutting words or irritati
| torts ? One look from the gentle, all-forgiving Jesus should be enough to seal the lip
and to smooth the rufiled brow. Are we
ever tempted to keen bargains and overreachingin business ? Selfishness says, ¢ All

4

cross, and sat with sorrowing

Star of Empire

~ Bdbertisements.

Premiums for New Subscribers.

SECURE A HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA !

“holy.

AHN else is gone; from those great eyes
~ The soul has fled ;"
‘When faith is lost, when henor dies,
The man is dead!
dead fame;

: kb bertistinen 5.

;

om—

z¥

purifying as his who also can so ‘“make
our hearts burn within us” by the way?
Christ's presence with believers is one of
the best preventatives from sin; one of the
best stimulators to duty. Jesus is ‘made
unto us sanctification” as well as redemption. That is, his is a spirit of holiness.
And when we live in hourly communion
with Jesus, it bas a tendency to make us

A Jong lament, as for the dead,
In sadness make.

To his

.

. Bbertisements.

W—

What companionship so rie

But let his humble sons, instead,

Then, pay

triumphant

A Christian should make his Saviour a
perpetual companion,—everywhere, and on
OF CALIFORNIA,
:
.
every day of the week. Christ offers to walk
with him in every day's journey of life. Incorporated under the laws of the State, November

A
bright soul driven,
JER
Fiend-goaded, down the endless dark,

. Still strong in chains,

,

i

. Christ a Present Friend.

Seorn! would the angels laugh, to mark

‘Save power.remains;

try hard to to you!

¢ Westward the

—

on-coming

instice shall walk the world’s high honor up

laying on of hands in pity as Christ did!
— Spurgeon.

oo

of truth’s

march, and there wait and work till eternal

in, with a cleaner face to your
There are thonsands,I tell you, who

the sin-sick and dying, what we want is the

5

‘When he who Zrght
Have lightedup and led his #ge
. Falls back in night!

A fallen angel's gride of thotight,

way

she

mike purer their souls, if for it they could
got only kindness and kisses. Oh ! for the
ifting up of a lost world, for the saving of

rage,

.

.

to bring her, when

would wash their bodies, and

'orevermore!

Revile him not—the Tempter hath
Als Suare or all
g tears, not scorn or wrat

Sa

“UOTIUOAU]

: i ~~

A HE

ILIAD

EE

itd-

bh

+

9

RETREAT)

J,

F.SHORES, In, PORTS)
“7 OR LODI MANUFACTU

00 CORTLAND RTREET,
P. 0. Box, 3180,

suitable

-

3 0

& Ton

Siu.

The Spanish Revglution.

T he Conferénce furnishes a test for ying the projects. which have been' born in
various quarters, and nursed, it may be,
into a degree of vigor and local distinction.
All of us have our pet theories. There is

ence ; but the measure

——A

was finally carried

the
or
v

| by alarge and decisive majority, an

BETRAYAL. The deep convictions of some central point, attempts to justify some
glowing descriptions of what it
inthe -care- pretty

the heart often find utterance

less expressions Of the Tipe: This is es- “might have been” and done, had it maindivorce was effected
Since 1848 there has.been no such repecially true of a ‘class of theologians who tained its once assumed central position in
| or
Of
the
questions
thus
raised
and
answe
‘old’
an’
against
Europe
in
markable uprising
deny
the doctrine of future eternal punish- N. ¥, by a somewhat damaging compared
we
do
not
now
speak.
The:
Statement
|
as has just appeared in Spain.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1868. .| scarcely a man that has a tolerable intellect government
ment.
In a recent number of the Liberal ison of what it was there with what it has
is
at
present
ex
parte,
and
the
New
York
|
“Tad. The movement was sudden, vigorous,
and a decent heart but has had or will have ical and general, and it‘has been pushed to Society will A doubtless have a reply to Christian, for instance, Rev. Dr. Bellows been since its removalto New England.
He says, there * it promised well,” but it
his great panacea for-the moral ills of decisive Tesults with wonderful rapidity. | make to these allegations, and an explana- describes an interview which he had, while
. Editor.
. GEORGE T. DAY,
“the world. He may not have brought it | A single week from the first plain, symp- tion of the facts which ave stated to-its dis- abroad, with a gentleman who married a has had a’ “feeble existence” here. Should
Junior ‘Editor..
It would seem that one of gr and- daughter of the fre grout traitor to one huntup the catalogues, as probably he
forward openly, but he has it, nevertheless. - tom of the outbreak sufficed to put the rev- advantage.
J. M. BREWSTER.
might do the work now... un=.f.
Societies
|-these~has-done;
-a-Jarge-part-of
of
~possession
shrtionistshr
been.
men-among-us-but-have.
+ There-are-fewcomparatively formidable array of names
ready with their short and easy methods of the strong posts in the empire, the army dertaken by both, with equal success and at | of travel, he snyet
All communications designed for publication should
Benedict Arnold, on getting to Evid,
to the same conclusion. But the catalogues
quickening the denomination, so that it and navy were demoralized: or in positive less cost. That tvork i3 neither so extenne addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business,
fitted
out
privateers
a
Hy
American
comsive
nor
so
varied
as
absolutely
to
require
of the school while in New Xork need conwould
spring
out
of
its
weaknesses
at
a
sympathy withthe insurgents, the royal
remittances of money, &c., should be addressed to
the two-fold agency, two sets of officers merce, was cheated by his captains, and siderable overhauling, if one would learn
bound,
and,
rising
to
a
seat
of
ecclesiastithe
flee,
or
resign
to
ready
were
ministers
died poor.
Where T then: went, Tne
the Agent.
and
other machinery. ~~ But, if, either American
cal eminence, challenge the world’s respect capital could no longer be defended, and
can much .doubt.
Coupled the gxact work done by the school there
and win allies by battalions. We had the Queen was a fugitive and an exile in through local prejudice, or. personal ambi: with Aaron Burr in the righteous curses of in comparison-with what it has done in a
faithin these hobbies of ours. *If we had France. Bourbonism is dethroned in one tion, or disagreement upon important points our. people, : their memories “smell to like period of time here,
Goslor il Conference. a
while they burn in an immortal
In the first place, the average attendance
not, we should not mount them so ostenta- of its oldest and strongest seats, and the of principle and policy, the two Societies heaven,”
purgatory of shame, Compared. with which of the several students in New York was
find
coalescence
impossible,
it
is
plain
that
II.
Philip
tiously;
nor
put
them
over
Such
hard
.raceand
V.
The General Conference mects to- day at
successor of Charles
oblivion weré bliss.
.
of these projects are wise; pleads piteously for sympathy from the mon-. the next-best thing is to follow the example
. Buffalo.
It is an event over which no in- | cour My
How Dr. Bellows poconsiles the above | but about two-thirds what it has been here.
them ave sincerely urged. * More or archical and papal powersol’ the continent, of Abraham and Lot, and so save them-- with Unitarian Theelogy, we leave it for In the second place, it will be found that a
tell figent Freewill Baptist can feel indiffer- all of
very considerable portion of the school
less
of
them
have been adopted with ad- and is answered wigh hesitation and doubt. selves and their allies from the discomfort him to explain. We cannot explain it.
‘anticcagerly
ent. = Its sessions are always
of contiguity, the mischief of contention and
there was made up of members of other deipated, its reunions never: fail to be inter- vantage. Possibly others might have been. It is an impressive picture.
——UNION IMPRACTICABLE. It would seem nominations, In the third place, there was
‘the
needless
weakness
of
divided
counsels.
What is before this turbulent people it is’
esting, and its work is sure to be impor- But some = of them are wholly impracticathat the proposed union between the ‘Epistantin its bearings upon the denomination” ble; and it only requires that they should be not easy to predict. The movement is so If there is a chrofiic repulsion between copalians and the’ Methodistsis not likely a much larger fraction of the students who
measures
or
men,
or
both,
the
attempt
at
never entered the ministry at all. A.
al life. This session. will be approached by set up in the sight of other eyes than our sudden, and has so much of mere impulse
to be effected. The former body has raised
delegates and visitors with both anxiety partial ones; and be tested by the judg- in it, that its end is a matter of conjecture. unity may issue chiefly in a fretting of sym- a committee to confer on the matter with glance at the Register will show this. So
and hope, and they who are forbidden to ment of a company of capable and un- There has indeed been much murmuring and pathies and a waste of power. There may a committee which, at their solicitation, the that there can be no possible doubt that
attend by duty rather than inclination, will biased men, in order that their real merits complaint for years, the Queen's character also possibly be a generous rivalry resulting Methodist General Conference has appoint- the school here has, during the same num* await the report of the proceedings with and actual defects may appear just as has begotten disgust rather than sympathy, from the sgparate organizations, more ed; and the Episcopalians seem anxious to ber of years, put to work in the denominathey are.
a
We thus learn to be charitable
stirred hearts.
3
the stolid and defiant attitude maintained to- needful work may be done through the re- have an infusion of such young life as tion a larger amount of ministerial training
ciprocal stimulus supplied, less follies may
than there.
Indeed we would hazard the
cannot cndorse our ward the eminent critics and remonstrants
We have had and now have no disposi- towafd others who
Methodism
possesses.
But it does not
tion to warn or advise gr exhort the Con- projects, ‘while we tax their patience as was quite enough to sting the people into be a result of the mutual watchfulness and. ‘strike our Methodist brethren as by any comparison should there be added all that
Unless anger and impatience, and the deep mut- criticism, and’ the provocations may be *‘ to -means so desirable, if it were in any man- was supplied to the ministry of other deference respecting “its action. “To do so we pronounce against their plans.
.
nominations.
And we may add to .all the
were scarcely less than a piece of egotistic we are egotists, we shall thus learn a prop- terings. and sullea silence have been omin- love and good works.”
nerfeasible. The Methodist, referring to the
The Boston Society has certainly taken a subject in a recent issue, took the ground above, the fact that in New York the school
_impertinence. It is to be presumed that er self-distrust; and unless we are cynics, ous of something more significant and
our. Yearly Meetings have exercised a we shall learn a proper appreciation - of desperate : but nobody looked for. such a bold step and framed a pretty severe accusa- that the two churches are totally unlike in furnished our ministry with but sixteen
what is true and’ praiseworthy in others.— speedy outbreak and such a hurried revolu- tion against its partner.
proper discretion in appointing delegates,
It remains to be spirit, that any attempt to unite them or- graduates, whilst in New England it has
and that the “appointees themselves undei- A decision of Conference may indeed be tion. The discontent has evidently been seen’ whether the boldness marks a wise ganically would result in disastrous failure. furnished,in the same period of time, thirtystand their duties quite as well as” others, hasty and wrong; but its deliberate verdict like a smothered fire; and when it once Christian courage, and whether the indict- Speaking of the Méthodists and the Episco- three.
But perhaps there is significance in the
and mean to pefform them conscientiously. is more likely to do justice to any practical got to the air it blazed up like ignited oil ment that has been drawn will stand the palians, it said, ** we encourage free, spontegms employed, promised well "We
© Even when they go under instructions they question than the biased opinion of any and spread like flame among the Ary grass. _scrutiny that awaits it.
taneous activities, they repress all spontaof the prairie. The opposition made tol-t
do not surrender their right to think; and | enthusiastic originator of the project, howneity in: ec clesiastical life. . Metlfodism is have seen by the figures that it\did no condo
when
they are
left without
dictation ever sincere.
Ww hat is really good in the was slight and temporary, and serve d to
siderably greater work there than here.
Bates COLLEGE. . A catalogue of the of- emotional; Piotestant Epise opalianism se- Now
and precedent it is to be taken for granted | | multitude of plans and measures that have very little more than to dev elop the re istw hat did it *‘promise” to do?
In
verely restrained.” We think its opinion
that they will embody convictions in their sprung from the thought of diverse and 'scat- less. strength of the assailing forces. Towns ficers and students of this Institution® conpatronage, there was a falling off during
substantially correct.
New
wine should
votes which they can defineto their constit- E tered men, and which are drawniito the light Gi apitulate at the first summons, officers tains the names of fifty.four students, eon- not be put into old bottles.
the last half of its sojourn there compared
nected
with
the
four
classes,
as
follows:
destroy
and
badges
their
doff
to.
hasten
by
Conference,
are
likely
to.
be
dealt
with
uents and for which they can give a reason
with the first half, amounting, at least, to
Puxsnox.
The fact that Rev.
10: —=Mx.
to themselves.
To predict the character of | as the disciples dealt with the wholesome fish their commissions, whole provinces rise up Seniors, 7; Junjors, 17; Sophomores,
one-fourth.
The standard of scholarship
and declare for the revolution a8 soon as Freshmen, 20. The catalogue is well pre- { Wm. Morley Punshon, the gifted English fared even worse, there being fifteen grada-decision upon any vital measure before- | —ive put them inte vessels for preservation
preacher,
is
to
visit
Boston
the
present
pated, makes a good appearance, and pre- |
hand suggests something besides sagac- | and use, while the bad are cast away. The its rumors reach them, the troops frate
nates for the first-half and only four for the
sents 4 just exhibit of the Institution. The | month, is calculated to call public attenity; to demand such a decision is an open- |{ local thus becomes the general, and the nize with the insurgent forces which fo
last, whilst the number of graduatesof the
tion to him afresh.
It appears that he isa
insult ; to threaten in case it is not rendered | whol body is enriched hy the
spiritual are set to disperse, and the guns of#forts success of the College is gratifying.
school here for the last half has been conself-made man and has risen from the humand ships of war.are opened upon the cities
tin
‘is the very climax of audacity and weakness. | wealth of every member.
siderably more than double what it was
blest rank of life. He first. made his mark
which they were just now appointed to
The Conference binds itself to: deliberate |
We feel, too, the force of a great truth
for the first half. - Besides, the general atTue Prize VorLuMe.
We understand
as
a pulpit orator in the north of England,
gnard. All this suggests that the destrucover the questions submitted to it, to hear when it has been emphasis :d by the strong
tendance would have been on the increase,
that at least forty manuscripts have been
from 1813 to 1850, and, ever since. he has
the evidence patiently and weigh it fairly, | voice of the Confererice, 4s we. could not tive element is peculiarly rife and active,
received in response to the offer of a pre- been ranked with the miost eloquent divines had not the policy of admitting applicants
people
a
whether
question
the
raises
and
and then to render a verdict alike free from
feel it when 1t- was attered by the individu:
at all stages of literary qualification been
mium of 8500 by D. Lothrop and ¥. P.
partisanship and passior. We silently al lip; and every undertaking and plan is that is so furious in tearing down will prove Kemp, The committee commence the exam- of the day. He began his career as a lec- changed, (perhaps this is all wrong too,)
turer in 1854,by an oration on the ‘prophet
wise to construct. The leaders may have
presume upon its thorough good faith, and laid hold of with new confidence and vigor
whilgin New York no one was refused
indMBI at once. dt will, however, take at of Horeb,” which made a marked sensation.
raise no question over its ability. Itis not when it has been commended and adopted plans that look intelligently to the wants of
admission, so far as we know,who had fairléasgtwo weeks to examine those already
He soon after produced one of even greatan echo; but speaks with an original voice. by such a host of fellow laborers.
the future, though they seem to be discernly mastered the English alphabet.
<
“| received. Other MSS. which may come in er merit on John Bunyan.
He has contining little save the hindrances of to-day.
It is an organism with both a brain and a |
But perhaps the “promise” consisted in
Teo much, in certain directions, -may be
before the work is completed will be exam- ued legturing ever since, and the proceeds
conscience.
Let both be respected.
It will be mischievous and fatal to all
the matter of funds.
Our impression is,
ined, though not received before the 1st of
expected of Conference.
It has only limitof his lectures have gone invariably to. beIt costs something in time, in money, in
proper reconstruction if anarchy is permitthat, for the last five or six years of the
ed powers.
Its functions are not precisely
October.
»
nevolent objects.
After enumerating a sethe loss of needed labor in many parishes,
ted to succeed revolution. The wise buildschool's
existence there, comparatively
those of Congress, representing the sovervies of benefactions which Mr. Panshon
and in the Wear dnd tear of brain and
er is needed at once among these ruins.
nothing was done by way of increasing its
cignty of the statute; nor those of the SuTeacuers’ Instore.
In another col- has showered on struggling churches and
nerve,to secure a session of the Conference.
Some Cavedr, whose ability is equal to the
funds. Forthe want of means, the teachpreme Federal Court, with the whole army
local charities, an English paper says that
Does it pay?
What are the advantages
oceasion, whose hold on the public confi- umn will be found a programme for a-€ouners
were reduced from two to one and a
of the republic at its back: nor those of a
afforded by it?
dence is firm, whose aims are above all self- ty Teachers’ Institute to be held in this city, “itis impassible to speak too warmly of half, and moreover, from first to last, the
Romish or Episcopal Council, uttering the
The Str. his unselfishness and generosity. In_ 1862,
seeking, and whose courage will dare any- commencing on the 12th inst.
They are nan? and real and large. iThe
law. which they who hear ave solemnly
cises promise to be of interest, not only to seeing the poor accommod: ition provided funds raised outgideof New England, save
zeunions are of no slight v alue.
W hatever
thingin the way of threat and clamor,—some
pledged to obey.
Its sphere is not a broad
by W esley ans in several ‘popular watering- what was given by one man, amounts to
such ‘mau is needed to bring order out. of teachers, for whose benefit they are especpromotes a genuine heart-life is of impgr..
but a very small sum comparatively.
one, and it is-not likely that we shall” conthis chaos, and promptly erect upon thesite ially intended, but also to afford profit to places, he undertook to raise within five
tanee; and especially is itso in the sphere
“Feeble existence !" Well, this is rather
sent to make any large addition to its legthe
community
in
general.
Let
the
sessions
years,by
lécturing
and
personal
solicitation,
of the rejected throne a govermment at
.of religion, whosé richest and most aceeptcommon to Theological schools, so far at
| islative
authority.
Oar very theory of once popular and stable,—the offspring he well attended.
the
sum
of
ten
thousand
pounds
in
aid
of
able fruit appears in right affections “that
a fund for the erection of chapels in those least as the productign of thoroughly edu..blossom ont in consecrated
lives. And ecclesiastical polity forbids that; our ex- of a marriage between liberty -and law.
er days meet and are kindled by the
ing,—and

those

who

have

only

meet-

shared

the

fellowship of thought are stimulated by the
closer fellowship of speech and

granted
sought

soul that is

them,—some of the highest
by the gospel and

achieved

ends
by the

redeeming Spirit have been already attained. A nobler purpose is even better than a
fresh thought which stops with the intellect.
A deepened Jove © stands above a mere
threedeawed vision.
There are no other

tension across so many degrees of longitude will render an excessive centralization
unwelcome : and the tendency of the time'is
rather toward less government than more.
On most subjects Conference expresses an
Qpinion ; it does not exercise authority.—
:
It advises;
it does not decree.
Itisa
teacher, not a dictator; a stimulant in the

spirit, not a strait jacket on the

limbs;

it

affirms what should be, instead of what
must be.
Its symbol is not a human seep-

ter leaning on a sword ; it is rather an open
Bible with
a cleaver beam of light falling

Christian

effected by Conference

as

reunions | ter has left the law written for his church.

nothing

else

in

our polity does or can effect them,

And,

hence,

it is

not

meet

to

ask

too

much of such a body.
It cannot itself right
evergthing that is wrong, nor set all things

“ But.ghis is only a small part of the prolit.
We ti nderstand each other by means of this | at once in the Sacred ‘order whieh it-apIts votesare the expressed opinweek of intercourse and consultation. Mis- proves.
ions
and
purposes
of its members; but the
conceptions are removed, prejidices conquered, distrasls allayed, and unity pro- very men who say ‘‘ Aye”, with the thoumoted by this,mutual intercourse and com- sands of scattered brethren and sisters
whose representatives: they ave, must still
parison of viesvs. - With a polity like ours,
do the work which is thus approved.—
that admits no real ecclesiastical’ dictation
outside the individual church, our unity Without such individualteflort ang sense of
must be one of spirit working in sponta- responsibility the Resolutions of that body
neity, rather than one of form brought are little else than wasted paper and breath,
about and maintained by authority and coercion.
We are one only while there is

true fellowship of heart; our usages will
snap like Sampson's withes whenever that

cord is broken;- but they arc quite sufficient
to make us a thoroushly
homogeneous
people so long is this inner bond is firin,
And every General Conference has farnished a new proof that this bend is real and
vital, and left it stronger than it found it.
1s there any impYopric ty m aading, that it

is often of immense advantage tq let the intense convictions and sharp criticisms, that
ave hostile to certain denominational measures, have
a fair chance to utter them-

selves in this high place of concourse?

A

and the Lody itself is a

burden

and a

aunrselves” are set

to do as the disciples of the Lord Jesus,

there is often a great calm of satisfaction,
The runtbling voleane

;

will be at rest only

when it has spent its forces in an eruption.
After that,it is as quiet as any grass-grown
‘hight in its neighborhood, And so when
some ‘honest, earnest, zeglous spirit has
made its vehement plea or utfered its sting-

tho Tearing of the highest rep-

duentative Assembly, and
be n listened to
with,
patience, its Ishmaelitish tenely to drop out of sight

0

iret
hout
0

0

worker. Andfthe tak‘may be la small |
of # warm-

ro

under

nations

and

new

to be hoped that something better than a
imperi-

brief Jacobin anarchy, and a long
al despotism

afterit, may

in

be

store

for

The reactions that succeeded the
Spain.
uprisings of "48 were too sad to be repeated,
.and one such terrible backsliding as France
has exhibited is yite enough for a ceny

tury.
ps p—
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A Contract

far the Conference will provea power and
a blessing. “So. far as it prompts any of
us to exact of it what we

jealous

The

American

Annulled.

Tact Society,

(Boston)

Resoliel, That

the

vote

of this

society,

passed February 12, 1868, by which the
proposed agreement with the American
Tract Society of New York was adopted, be
have justified the assembly, and properly
interpreted its design, and crowned its and the same is hereby rescinded.

That * agreement,” it’ will be remember-

or the various subjects that are

come | ed, provided thatthe Boston Society

to

before it we do not stop to speak:

Some of

them are difficult and delicate; requiring
wisdom, charity, patience and the .subjection of all partisan and personal .interest.to the highest Christian aims. ~ We trust

‘the vision of the body may be clear enough
to discern the true end,

and its faith and

courage equal to the task of seeking and

gaining it.

It needs the prayers of all who

love our Ziofi while occupied with its work,

and it will need the ‘exercise of candor and
charity when its labors are reviewed bythe
thousands in whose behalf
it acts.

aEL
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and besides this nearly £200,000 were raised

Methodist contemporary,
makes the following com-

ments on a recent article in the

tled Camp-meetings.
The Morning Star

should

while the New York Society was to surrender its Depository in Boston and. leave the

enti-

Star,

thinks

same

amount of work were pu forth at home that
there is at camp meetings, as great results
would follow.
No one yd
to our brethren of itswchurch or of any other, making

demn, if it pleases, but'it should be

to state the facts.

crofl

* The above is entirely characteristic of
the Herald's- style and method of putting
things, and did it not contain several unwarantable assumptions and misstatements,
we should pass it by unnoticed,
The ex
gies athome,” would deem to imply that I,
|
Baptists do not put forth their energies at
home, —a thing which remains to be proved.
In “our mode of working which is most
successful, and which changes

a month

of

dissipation into a month of revivals,” are
two assumptions which also remain to be
proved. What authority has the Herald
for saying that the Methodist mode of operation is more successful than that of any or
all othier denominations?

Besides, we:

much less of genuine ones.

3 Spon apy. sk

= There was

ba

revivals,

“‘It should not

will discover by’ reference to our article that

‘opposition to the motion to rescind, and
plon was entered for delay and a

ol of ‘the

even withinthe

meeting

rs

period

for the Missionary Jubilee.

ifold labors,~however,

fulfilled.

nearly

Such ‘man-

broke

managers,

Mr Punshon, still
his own benefit, is to

down

cated men is concerned. Bangor, Newton,
‘Oberlin, and the Boston (Methodist) schools

graduated on an average, this year, seven.
Our school, six. Whilst the above named
schools have faculties once and nu half and
even twice as large as qurs, with current .
expenses at least three times'®s
great,

!
‘refusing to lecture for
speak in

Boston dur-

The
school

‘money
does

expended” -also on

not escape

eye of “G. H.B.”

the

our

scrutinizing

This is the ‘‘unkindest

ing the month, the proceeds to-be divided cut of all,” Did ever an institution in
between a city charity and the erection of modern times attempt so'great a work on
a college in Canada.
Thousands will de- so small a capital?
The economy of the
sire to hear him.
thing surpasses all comprehension and
——A
GREAT
Trutn
ILLUSTRATED.
A comparison. Whilst other institutions have
contemporary contains an editorial para- been getting «in debt, or bleeding the
graph which is a gem.
The truth involved churches to keep out of it, this one has
is important, and the illustration - 80 perti- been
a money-making concern!
Thounent that we cannot refrain from its repro- sands of dollars have accrued to it from
duction. The paragraph is as follows:
{ the surplus income of its slender funds!
Didiit nexgr occur to you that the most Perhaps
it would have been wiser to
beautiful scenery is off the great thorough- expend more, with the hope of larger refares and lines of travel, hid, -as it were, sults. We think it would; but to intimate
in out-of-the-way places? It would almost
seem that the Creator had scattered abroad that the denomination has got what it has
only those common and garish splendors of got at any other than a rate pitiably cheap,
sky and landscape w hich the common eye is really too bad But nothing seemingly
could appreciate; but packed
away in can be said to convince some men that we
nqoks and corners, sheltered ravines and
mountain fops, those richer and finer beau- are not wholly on the wrong track, and
ties which it requires a poetic or cultivated | nothing will induce them to, forget a *‘lost
mind to pereeive and enjoy. . So, did you cause,” or cease to bewail what *‘cannot be
never notice that there are out-of- the-vay helped,” : and still they stoutly protest
people] in the world, whose names do .
figure in the public prints and are not do n | Against any intention or even disposition to
“ery over spilled milk.” One could easily
he gaide-beoks,
but who, oh
dy
are so full of beauty, wisdom, refinement wish ‘they would, however, and be done
and virtue that we count their friendship a with it !
'
special privilege, and keep the.
So
much
for
the
facts,
Aud
now
‘tout
of our adquaintance with thet with: religious sacredness, and wonder that the dull bono ?" Can any good come of it ? Is any
multitudes have never found them out and good proposed, even? Do those who permade: Plgmages to their firesides as to sist in devoting their criticisms to the past
holy shrines? How vulgar and cheap seem
the notorieties of the street and market and policy propose ‘to reverse it ? Not at all,
latform beside the out-of-the-way and un- Would they have these enterprises given

known worthies of ‘the earth!

have

yet to learn that August is entitled to be
designated the month of apparent

in the

Yet the promise was

his health.”

’
if the

we made no such statement. We did say,
work of supplying New England with its however, that formerly these meetings were
publications, through established agencies, characterized as seasons of religious activito the Boston Society. At the meeting re- ty and zeal, but now they! are noted as
ferred to, it was alleged that the New York yielding opportunities for boating, fishing,
Society had not fulfilled its part of the agree- bathing. ball-playing and various other
ment, either in letter or spirit; that the amusements, all of which we believe to be
arrangement made was unpopular with true. But says the Herald, ‘Not a game
on any Methodist
many of the leading patrons of the Boston of any kind is allowed
Society in New England and the Notth camp ground during thé meeting.” This
west; that the receipts had fallefi ‘bff. more may all be correct; but the Herald, does not
than one half ; and that it seemed almost im- . us what transpires in the immediate viity 'of these grounds, but beyond the con-.
possible that tho two Societies pd work

in quebtion,

Evervthing seemed
against the
The cofton famine and ‘the finan-

cial panic occutred, his own health failed,
MISSTATEMENTS.

withdraw its agents from the field and «also declare that Camp meetings are given
leave the work of directly canvassing for up to ¢ croquet, base ball and other sports.’”
funds wholly to the Society at New York; | The Editor of the Herald and the reader

to | 1oBether,
as the one

emrlier proceed.

Our esteemed
Ziow's "Ierald,

——

AND

pression,—¢ Till they put forth their ener-

Eat

held an adjourned Meeting on Thursday of
far it will be perverted into a gource of mis- last. week, and after considerable discuschief. If we find a quickening for our owgn, sion; passed the following resolution :
souls’in its devotion, and hear God's summons
to a truer service in its broader
plans and ‘its louder. call for labor, we shall

rt

ASSUMPTIONS

places.
project.

Topics.

Denominational News and Notes,
The Theological Sehool.
FIGURES VERSUS STATEMENTS,
No objection can lie against our (riends,
who think that all our denominational en-

terprisés’ liave béen going wrong for the
last few years, ifthey should say so, and
say so a good many times, as they-have

done, provided that they state facts as they
are, and suggest tome way in which their
repeated reiterations are to result in any

up? Not they. They are far too good and
sensible men for that, They say they

would have them carried forward, and a
lame policy made the best of. Can they
see any tendency in the course they ave

pursuing to this end? Does it not rather
create a prejudice against these interests,
and furnish an excuse to covetous men

for

withholding their support? Nothing of this
kind is intended, but can it Ly anything
else P
The school hay had a strange Digan, .
fn all dts dnhappy:jo
ngs from
sonsfield to Lowell, from Lowell to Whites.
town, and from Whitestown to New Hamp-

ten, it has been a mark for somebody to
shoot at, It also has had many and
sulted to the common cause, had their noble friends, and it has them now, It has
views been adopted, nothing need be said,” set up publicly no pretensions, it sets up’
since it is just as easy toaffirm that matters none now, With God's
“it has
in that case would have been in a wors8 lived, stil! lives, will live. Pointing to her
condition than now.
noble sons in the jungles
of India, among”
or
“G. H. B.," in criticising the - policy lo ris or South, in many
a tity
geod for the future,

What ié alleged about

the marvelous ‘benefits that would have re-

of their control, The adopted by the Education Soclety in estaly|

& country church, in Col-

sib

J
ig”
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After the fierce tempestof censure

and

Current

The all the special efforts they choose for the
stronger honds to Kéep the peace.
Popedom’ and Austria would gladly assist in conversion of sinners. Till they put forth
their energie at home, they should not
putting the exiled sovereign back at the head murmur at our mode of working which is
of the nation, but they need all their re- ‘most successful, and which changes the
sources to take care of their own life. month of dissipation into a month of reviLouis Napoleon must feel chagrined at the vals. It sliduld not also declare that camp
meetings are given up to ‘croquet and
turn things are taking on his southwestern base ball and other sports.” Not a game of
border, but an active and armed interven- any kind is allowed on any Methodist camp
tion in behall of a hated and effete abso- ground during the meeting.
If croquet is
lutism would be surely unpopular at home, permitted before it begins, ‘and that only
and excite opposition among the very occurs at one or two places, that is no more
sinful than a fair or festival in a church,
It is nor as much so. It may ¢omplain and constrongest of the European powers.

in the name of Christ, and kept more resolutely at work in the Master's vineyard,so

soul pressed with disquiet,as a cart beneath Lwork with success.
sheaves, is often relieved by voc alizing ie!
griefs.

hin-

drance.
So far as the individual men and
women in oar churchegare roused by this
meeting to largerand better undertakings’

and

sudden

decisive victory over absolutism will be
gathered and preserved, is a question of no
little importance both to Spain and. the
;
rest of Europe.
What the policy of the continental goyvernments will be at this juncture is not very
evident. This uprisingin Spain may prove
the first bugle blast that heralds the general war which sagacious men have prophesied in Europe, or it may put the belligerent

gains equal to those implied inthe confi
mation and vitalization of faith. And these | straight upon the page where the Great Mas-
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twenty-four hours ride and waiting “we
had made 850 miles and reached our des-

where a word is to be spoken for Christ,

The

~ would have been, .had it; not been
at all? . | Sept.
18, at 11 A. M. The religious exercises
2
§
<
a
All we have intended to say has had this | were conducted and a sermon preached*by
in view only,to straighten history by facts | Rev. 8. M. Strain of Fort Branch.
After

ofice bas become

Progresses.

ment of

novel,

thie

Patent center for the treat.

interest

and

place in the world. ho

peculiar cases,

18 pial in Eu

and what probable

come of it.

good

:

the

ensuing

year.

agit were

made.

The

will

fy

Two

nominations

gases of following reeeive
lsgucee
1 attention
oeessful A entions : adacho.
Nervous
and Neuralgic Headache.
: Chronic Diarrhea
and Dysentery.

vote

was put in

manner somewhat new-to us, and

<=

liked
it well.

ltents from New York.

Bro.

G.

we

The presiding officer called

‘holdup their hands until counted. Next
those in. favor of Bro.

do the same.

‘for his stirring appeals to both

, church and congregation, and also

S.

were

asked to

The election resulted

choice of Rev. A. H. Polk.
was elected in the same way,

Many thanks to

in the

The clerk
only there

were three candidates instead of two.

Lete

ters and delegates were then received from

for ‘his

kind words to our Sabbath school. - His

corresponding bodies. Several ASsociations
were represented both by letter and dele-

visit will not soon be forgotten. Present
‘appearances indicate the immediate establishment of anew enterprise

yet

upon those who were in fayorof Bro. P. to

' We were favored last Sabbath with a visit from a former pastor of this church, Rev.
D. M. Graham, who spoke to us morning
and evening, much to the encouragement
and profit of our people.

a

gates.

Ea

is

a mission Sab-

‘There are eight associations of General

bath schoolto be known as the Morning Star

Baptistsain this section. . Some are in this
state, some in Southérn Illinois, and some

mission, under the direction of one of our
members, Dr, R. P. Perry. We have long
felt the necessity of a movement of this
kind. There is perfect unity in the church
in regard to the effort, and we hope for
large results? Dear brethren and sisters,
riends of

our cause inthis

city,

in Kentucky.
Their doctrines are the same
as ours, but in polity they differ somewhat.
Their churches are represented directly in
the Yearly Association without the intervention of Q. M's.

and his investigations in reference to his invaluable

-| remedies

you are, when you go to the throne of
grace do not forget the Star mission.
Recent
developments
relative to the

once the victim

or

from

for the use of his house, and for the support
of the abandoned women who were there
at the time of the reformation . or have since
entered it as a reformatory ‘institution. The
house has undergone some changes. A
new coat of green has been given to the
tront, and the ffgnificant words, “ Water St.
Mission and home for fallen women”
painted in two lines across the building.

7 churches,

319

tian mottoes and hymns printed upon cloth
adorn the walls of the old hall. Hundreds
of visitors call evéry ‘day and look over
the property. The meetings are crowded
and present indications
are hopeful. Allen
retains the ‘ toddy stick” for his own use,
and though he has proclaimed his inteation
to sign the pledge soon, he evidently does
not intend to do so hastily. He has an
iden of political preférment, and intimates
to his new friends that as they have spoilt
~his old buisness they ought to help him to
a seat in the capitol at Albany next winter.
But John is a Seymourite- and the missionaries are not. This state of things, which
you
will no doubt understand perfectly,
shows the real work before the missiona-

Association, and, on his nomination,
Bro,
C. O. Libby, of Dover, N. H., was chosen

room.

center

About this pit are seats

men,”

- us to hasten our steps in

both hemispheres.

‘B. ministers

made.

good

\

"o _ New York, Sept. 30.
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all
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L. Newitian

.'M,. Me., per.Ira

A friend,

A.

Ph

| Ch. Topsham, Me., per A. A. Smith,

as a

a
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20,00

| gister Esther, Bethlehem,N. H., per J. Rand,

blood,

authors.

man’s

foul breath.

Catarrh,

Bronchitis,

Nervous Cough, and Consumption

4,00

by the presence

at

high-colored,

times,

or

other

and

of the

loaded

diseased.

Hence, diseases not only obthe
the bladder.
Ba

with

say

in my
I had

OF

much

taken

any

medicine,

since I used your

medi:

LIVER

her.

had to give—it up,

of the people

for

many

years

done for

from

Before
I get

;
the afllicted

me

I have

what

been a

you,

I

will

atime.

and

I ride

walk a mile.

physical,

than’

at

any

or

walk

Myr. John Lewis,

every

day,

Zolarsville;

a charm. ‘It relieved me very
state of liver, stomach and

will also inform
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gue | pu
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dear doctor,
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blood cleansed,

and the seeretions of

Sold by all druggists.

will find ow” departments

for fine goods

very complete—comprising the newest and

sirable styles of foreign

most de-

productions, as well as the

favorite home manufactires.
NEW
ENGLAND: CARPET COMPANY, 73 Hanover St., Boston.
One price
and cash systems strictly adhered to.

*

CArrers.—Get the Modern Styles.
One thousand
pieces real Tapestry Brussels, from the rooms of
Crossley & Sons, of Halifax, England, manufactured
for this autumn’s sales, and comprising the newest
and most stylish patterns.
For sale by the: NEw
ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.—
One price and cash systems strictly adhered to.

&F=Three-ply Carpets, in beautiful Persian, Tapestry and Chintz style, entirely new, for autumn

sales,

just opened by the NEW ENGEAND CARPET €o., 75
Hanover Street, Boston: Oneprieeand cash systems
strictly adhered
to.
CARPETS FOR THE PEOPLE — Don't pay the Righ
prices.
Invoices of the following grades will be sold
at retail for less thanaholesale priees, viz: Floor Oil
Cloths, Three-Plys, Kidderminsters, Ingrains, Bundee for floors and stairs, Brussels, Tapestries, Velvets, Medallions; also Crumb Cloths, Rugs and Mats,

by
the NEW "ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover
Street, Bosto¥.
Don’t pay &2 per yard for Tapestry Brussels Carpetings when you can get them for $1.37)¢ at the New

S. SI ARP.

England

Carpet

Co., 75.Hanover Street, Boston.

300 ROLLS TAPESTRY BRUSSELS CARPETING, {rom
the New York trade sales, for saleat £1.37)¢ per yard,

OF

INGRAIN
CARPETINGS,
from auction, a little imperfect in matching.
200 pieces. from 62 to. 87 cents

per yard, just received by the New England Carpet
Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.
ENGLISH INGRAIN CARPETS for 75.cents per yard.
4 bales just opened from anction: hy the New
land Carpet Co, 75 Hanover Street, Boston,

years

the New
Boston.

of my

mark
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i Cures
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are

discov-

accordingto

of

the

Sore

I never sce, all
a8 those 1 see
cuves ever
) esl

.

is the most promi:

and they can just as well bo written

80

:

i is

et eho 1s WOW
WRLL, nd doing thé work for fiverin
ihiabel . From To
‘100648 1 have

Do not give up, even though your fam-

ily'phiysician has done you no good; for I have saved
thousands after all hope had fled and the grave was
a just Providence
near. The wisdom and goodnessof

will not withhold the noble means for the salvation or

happiness of his suffering and erring children. Also,
if yon expect a full and specific reply to your letter,
always inclose ten cents, pestage must be paid in adFam

always on sltondunee, a

attend to all

cases in
person; and the.afticted
publie may rely u
on my Tesponsibilits,
and that t} iy will be dealt wi
Sponsib

justly and honorably.

CONCLUSION,

th

:

1 would seem tous that, after carefully looking
over
the evidence
given above, all reasonable pers
conclusion’ that there can be
sons must be led te
no good reason fi
ting the fact that Dr. HAMIL
is just what he is represented to be—a very succeasful yelcian in the treatment of Chronio Disenses,
useless to ©
“Humbug,” for the above
give theirevidence for the
arties have volunteeved
for no other purpose.-=
and
anefit of the suffering,

TOR

All of these tessimonials

ine—are

and

narrow

Co.,

7

Hanover

Street,
3629

Throat,

Cds,

Coughs,

PINE

Diptheria,

COM-

-

Fronchitis,

vere colds as is that of New England, ouglit to be in
every family; and we are sure that these who once

will answer you romtly, and te-the point, and state
fully the facts as Mo appear, anil whether you can or

-vanee:

Carpet

sheets

Spitting of Blood, and-Pulnonary Affections generally.—
1 is a reaarkableremedy for Kuiney Complaints, Drabetes, Difficu'ty of Voiding
Urine, Bleeding from the Kidneys and Bladder, Grarel and othey Complaints. ,
BOSTON, Jan, 20, 1868.
POLAND'S WHITE PINE COMPOUND ~After having
given it a thorough trial we can confidently recommend Poland's White Pine Compound
as & very valuable article for the cure of colds, coughs, ‘and pulmonic complaints generally,
In several cages we have

obtain it and give it a fair trial, will not thereafter be
willing to be without it.—[ Bostun Journal
il
A VALUABLE MEDICINE.
IM. J, I,
's White
Ping Compound, advertised in our columns, is a successful attempt to combine and apply the medicinal
virtues of the White Pine Bark.
It has been thoroughly tested by people in this city and vieinity, and
the proprietor has testimonials to its. value from per-

as told to a physitian, and he can treat the case as
easily as though the patient were present.
1 | sons we
Please write to me at once, all je aMicted, ant
trial in
not be saved.

"England

wide

400 pieces just received by

known it to give prompt relief Yhgu.al) other remedies which had been tried had failed It is an article,
whieh, in a climate go Rromotive of sudden and se-

symptoms they

I can, in every instance

in any cage

in

DR.J. W. POLAND'S WHITE
"POUND,

!

remedies

CLOTHS

Eng-

The Great New England Remedy.

that my

! }!

OiL

widths at factory prices.

CURED.
Center, Kent

many of them are

world, whom

some

to know

nent symptoms;

on ; an

the result

24,50
12,10
1530

Av The current of trade is sure to flow to that
house which sells at the lowest! prices.
Our best’
English Velvets, Brussels and Tapestries will be retailed during the season at importer’s prices.
Our

I have perfected in cases I never saw.

All I wish

tah but thou ne t oy

Tot
, and

in eleven

\E THING

or, patients

rson—in

made

Co.,

WHEN

S. Matterson

N. Y.. per BR. W. Miller,

stimulated, the

is strong,

A CASE

of whom I cure as speedily and safely

spr—

JLTHE

understood

only to myself,

in various parts

Mrs. CHARLES BURKIT.

respectfully,

tinetly

have, as above

Pa
spring acted hike

il

Merwin,
A.

the bilo and liver purified..

prescribe for them just as well as though I saw them,
for I have constantly thousands under my treatment,

can

Washingtdn

N.

FLoor

known

plainly;

soon of # deranged
bowels.
The marked

fal

Keeler

duced’ by debility, from fat substances in the stom
ach ot impaired by excess—the torpid funetions are

my own reasoning, and extensive experience. with
the sick.
.
All sick persons aust remember that, if thoy wish
to be put upen a course of treatment which will cure
Fthem, they can write me their - present symptoms

Mr. Edwin P. Cady of Lge N.Y, writes :
and | the“I success
deem it ofmy duty medicines
to
Jot case.
Jou know
symptoms,
inyoumy and
wife's

18, bis

affected

2
TOLD.”

eries of my own, and are compounded

an lind
hall always have hd best wishes for success fn
suffering
the
vi
day has hein’ tepente
Day10 after
lmprovément
his cage, | Fell
relieving
v
ering of youry fellow-creatures :

J

°

B. Waller, 1,00

EHolloway’s Pills.— Acidity of six Ssemach.
These medicines are a most powerful antacid remedy
for the correction of all those acidities. whether in-

other of my friends ave sick again, you

REMEMBEF

peculiavity of your reyiedies is, while they act directly
and thoroughly
on thé™diseased organs, they:
do nos,
depress or debilitate the system like other Liver

Thousands of times. has the sufferer from disea

Hamilton

When 1 had doctored

READER, do not think that you cannot he cured
because you have tried otherremedies.
Let it be dis-

Mrs. D. C. HOWE:

Penn, writes:
“ The medicine you sent me last

CHRONIC DISEASES,

1,00

5,13

43.49
e
5.00
29,36

P/ Roberts, Mrs,

Member,

Special

to atonce-write to you if they want to be helped,”

HE SAVES THE AFFLICTED.
of

By
SOON

IS

“This is the first winter

other organs we have spoken of, amd costiveness
Remedies I have used.
1 consider you fully master
piles, dropsy; dyspepsia, diarrhea, and impoverished
of your profession; and, from your open, fall way of
Pigod are among the necessary results.
dealing with me, I deem you an upright, consoien-~
By years of resdarch, and that Chactioal experience
tious man, as well as an accomplished physician.”
whieh is the result, of testing iis treatment in so
many thousands of cases, Dr. Hamilton is able so to
HOW
GRATEFUL THE RESTORED!
treat all Shose digeases which result from Liver Com
FRENCHTOWN, Hunterdon Co., N.J., Oct, 13, 07.
plaint, Ww. th remedies which will strike at the'root of
SiR: The medicines, I have received from
them as by magic. There is no such word ws hig. in youDEAR
I have taken as directed, and I cannot express
his treatment. By them the Liver and Stom
are
my
gratitude
for the great benefit derived from their
speedily. changed to an active, healthy state, the
and secre © | user My disease i$ entirely, and ¥ believe permas
appetite regulated and restored, bl
nently;2emoved,
I deem it providential that I was
and the
tions thoroughly purified and enriched
directed to you, after all other mems had failed,
whole system renovated and built up anew?
Pepend upon it, I shall do all in my powerto direct
yoor, diseased mortals to a source of relief whioh,
CWHERE
SHALL 1 GO™
m experience, I now to bea hiiy ote. oa thas

Prof.

S

hands have not troubled me with Scrofula and Sait
It is your Remedies that have aceany lished
Rheum.
this. When I see any one out of health, I tell them

Rodalethe treatment demanded. Write him | had not rested
day or night, for threo years,
an
At confidentia ly, 48 nO fegtons are, IN ANY, CASE, sone
ihe Hime When Cob
a
id

:
Taunton, Maas.
L.@, Adkiuson, Rising Sunlnd,

3.00

after having suffered se-

years!

SALP RHEUM AND SCRUFULA
. Mrs. Charlotte Rhoads of Courtland
€o., Mich., writes under recent date:

pre-

and

STORY

If 1 or any

May God bless you in

Truly yours,

IN HIS MERCY

’

Mrs. D.

Will, Rev. C.

ve

will hear from us.”

A. A. CONSTANTINE.

short

source, and the instinct of. self-preservation and his
| affection for his dear relatives dally prompt his
question: “* Who will cure me ?”
Dr. HAMILTON has become so accustomed and

x

01s

\ Eon
tor Ty or Di sl and Ck
1d 43,00,” it Should be Penn. Y. M. Female Miss.

“As for myself, my story is soon told; I am well
again, thanks to the Lord and your medicines. I be:
lieve you have saved me from an untimely grave:
you have cured me from the liver complaint, and the
iles. My suffermgs from the latter disease (incident,
believe, to the form®r,) were jntolerable.
I cannot
" express my thanks to you for shat you have done tor
me, and the prompt attention and solicitude you manifested while doing it. God will be your rewarder.—

powerito cure you.” Somo look at me with great
amazement, after noticing the great change that has
taken place in my condition and appearance in so

bowels, and the

Eunice

PILES CURED.
$
i
Carrie E. Phillips of Middletown Center, Susqueby the New England Carpet Co., 75 Hanover Street,
hanna County, Penn., after making application for a | Boston.
:
friend 6fhers, adds:

no

sons gre daily visiting me to eee and- hear of your
miraculous skill, remarking
that * Professor Hamjiton must be possessed Of more than a doctor's

function, of this may vesult in some Sructieat or
organic affection. But the Liver can never he (is-

by any person except himself,

rheumatism,

JOHN

contracted

with

Dover,

in

set

AML HOLLISTER.

She has not had a fit since, her hack

=
SHER

medical treatment of three of the most skillful physicians in one of the cities of this State. Many per-

true, both of man and beast, as every butcher knows
thyt he finds the livers of cattle, sheep, and swine
diseased ten times, where he finds any other organ
Almost every person is bilious at
diseased once.
some time, and many are constantly bilions. It may
be mere congestion of the liver, and torpidity of its

ood! Disease
ib oan
he writeination
of baton
thiat
him plainly
their

Elba,

facts
Son

1 will satisfy them that all is true.
May God’s blessgood.
ing attend you in your efforts for hymanity’s

3
WEEDSroRT, N. Y., April 18, 1867,
Prof. HAMILTON— Dear Sir: I have used threequarters of the package of medicine you sent ine, and
thanks to that wise Providence, whom all should bless,
for the great good they have done me.
I truly be-

other causes all
in some of its
tend to develop
the Liver disease
varied forms, throughout the United States... This is

asked this question.
h

Ye

the

doubt the authenticity of this, let them write to me.—

particular’

diseases

through

k

Eng-

fio vettoves' Jos CAN live if he applies to the

HOLLISTER.

lived long but for the timely intgrierence of your wonderful skill. To God be the praise; for so speedily
and
migaculously have Your remedies worked that 1 can
but recognize
you as an instrument of Divine power
in rescuing my dear companion from a terrible death.
Words can but inadequately express my gratitude
and joy.
I wish you to publish thi¢, and spread it far
and near.
I deem it my solemn dutyto all afilicted
with this awful malady to do all in my power to make
known to them the: ¢rué physician;
and, if any

all your researches in his greatlaboratory, and make
vou his agent in réstoring thousands to health.

of this'country, and

eased without affecting the stomach,

ie

Hollister ‘of

says

and her nervous vitality and strength have returned.
As every attack she had was severer than the one pre-

liver consumption, and that I should have been incurable.
I had been failing fast for the last five
months previous to applyingto you, although under

changes of tlie New

O.

2d ¢h., Oneonta

vious, it is reasonable to suppose she could not have.

COMPLAINT.

vious time since I left Africa.

land climate, the malarial influences of the West, and
the heat also of thetSouth,as well as the dietetic habits

Bickford,

Ch. Sherman. No Yo. per d. it. Phelps,

aequdiittances

‘EPILEPTIC FITS.
;
IMPORTANT CASE OF EPILEPTIC FITS.
ead the following evidence of what my treatment
has done in a case of this disease, hitherto considered
incurable :
BUCKIIART, IIL., Oct. 13.
Dr. HAMILBON My wite was aflicted with fits for
ten yeats, attended with great spinal and nervous de-

neuralgic headache.
And the BLoop itself

The sudden

ay

my

skill and hope soon to be permanently restored.”

remedies

satisfaction that I invite

more labor, mental

diseased, and as it

A.

Porter,

Mrs. S. Melvin, proceeds of a Missionary

but | pa” Wid. Cramer, 1.00 each,

REPORT FROM A CASE OF ASTHMA!
Mrs. Jesse Smith of Candia Village, Rockingham
County, N. H., writes:
“I received your medicine.and have used the most
of it. My cough is better, I breathe freely; and can
I have every confidence in your
sleep well nights.

contlnually, and

but in less than two weeks all my symptoms were
entirely changed, and my health and strength improved very fast. In afew weeks I found myself in
the enjoyment of Retter health, and able to perform

often has a bilious or a

hecomes

of

time not able to get out of my bed, as I was

feel assured that Fwowtd have
I think it has been about two

have

remarked:

;

Mary

A.

troubled | A. Ward, J. Smith, M. A. Hubbard.
H. Ward, 50

in nearly every joint, I thought I would try you as a
o my great joy, in less than three weeks
last resort.
I was able to go out and jump with the most active
man in the place.
In one month I was perfectly
cured, and had gained 17 pounds: and 1 never had
better health in my life than I have eujoyed for the
May God bless you and your miraclast six mont 8.
ulous remedies

while laboring as a missionary in Africa. Last Fall
I was declining fast, and had all the symptoms of
quick consumption ; I applied to you for help. You

also’ of

Snow,

‘Phebe

I gained | tute Mrs, R, Powell a Life

with other doctors, and tried all the patent medicines
that I could get, with no avail, and was so bad that I
could hardly get out of my house, and part of the

Bucks

Ihad net taker your

that your medicines have

sufferer

products.

kidneys, but

ss: —M.

béing sworn,

verely for about seven

CASES.

oth.r pitysician has been able to do.

red

Sallie &,

Whitney,

ré- | each,

cured of rheumatism,

I

County.

ly cured me_of

the reader

lieve that my disease was of the. liver and digestive
organs; and, had I not received timely aid from your
treatment, my (ifficulties would have terminated in

all diseases,

W. F, EATON, Theas.

I

CASES

cruptions, sores, boils, carbuncles, and serofalous
tumors.
Disease of the LIvER itself is the most common of

arterl

since

It Is with

bile-

3,80
4,20
1,60"

| Col. Olio Nor. Y. M., per C. O. L.,
| Prof. C. Jagan, Hilsdale, Mich.yto complete his
| Lite Membersh pe C. 0: Le,
:
Fondiapan, &- 3s YYiswper C.0. L.,
| °\'
a
ay Es
Yds.
:
Ao
Swany Rok
Thoia peotis Ln, Mayhem
| iy, 2.00 each, Dea. DP. Roberts, Mrs. B. L.

‘1 return my sincere thanks for having permanent-

the

attention Yo the following voluntary ¢tatement of the
eminent divine and missionary, the Rev. A. A. Constantine, recently located in the interior of Africa:
No. 90 FuLToN ST., NEW YORK CITY, Apr. 21, "68.
DR. BR. LEONIDAS HAMILTON,
No. 546 Broadway,—
My Dear Benefactor: A sense of duty impels me to

forms the sweat upon the surface of tho skin, it is so
irritating and poisonous that the¢ person has discolblotches, and other
ored brown
spots,
pimples,

their Y, M. wasewsment

present

In

his mind on a subject, canttiot remember, has a crowdfeeling, is sleepy, becomes nervous,
ed and dizz

gloomy, easily irritated, and

Clerk,

1 cannot

evidence.

and suffering, and knowing that you will ever have
my
well-wishes
and
esteem, I am,
with much
respect,
JANE C. TUTTLES

But the kidneys themselves are

Goodwin.

to pRlosg me us 27th day of February, 1867. | Garland contributed 8,00.
©
H. STILLWELL, Justice of the Peace. ,
a
—————_—
William McNellis, Eagle Rock, Venango County,
AS
—
Penn., writes, April 8,

make you feel several years younger than you have
ever felt since you left Africa.” I thought but little

deposits,

o

their

weeks

I have not heen

Many

so.

fa

Sworn

REA-

of THAT, as I had often received similar assurances
from eminent physicians,
both here and in Europe;

urine is scanty,

Hall's

the

to him than all tie had ever taken.
Hoping that you may live long to heal

poisoned blood, and they become discased. Every
person who has had a liver discase, knows that the

.

me

that

three

that
forthein thesabove statement are true.

lungs back to the upper left cavity of the heart, thence

irritated and congested

and

so impressed with your new aud simple theory of disease that I determined to try your remedies.
As you
know, -we sent for your remedies, whieh, with the
help of God, have completely and permanently cured

the arteries

« 90

| ¢. “Stevens, L. J. Chadbourne, Ruth Porter,
| Thankful Allen.
Hannah
Goodwin,
Mary
| A,
Bremen,
Arvesta- Goodwin,
Harrie

and before I had taken all | sheep.,

about

ec

GENESEE

BE CURED?
and

In

¥
done

said County,

and capillaries to every organ and tissue of the system,
Among
the mest important of those organs is
the kidueys, furnishing the urinary seeretion—a most

to the lower cavity, and thence through

if

‘| 5 4 Dooge,& Ixodes, 8, Dicktosd, O, Marden,

as you | Rayniond, J. Randall,

money,

The
other
good
to be
at my

re-

ot. gd
L17

this | Sherburne Q. M.,N. Y. per L. R. B.,

thanit has ever been before in over ten years.
bleeding at the lungs, and the long train of
complaints, of which you cured me, were pretty
tests of your,skill and treatment, which proved
a success.
My friends were greatly surprised

sults, If the Liver had done its duty, made and
excreted that BILE, the Lungs would not have been
discased.
Just so with the blood itself. It goes from the

sh

00

close | 5. B. Blaisdell, Contoocookville, N. H.,

bility. She doctored with several physicians, but all
10 NO purpose. I read one of your circulars, and was

the

the

5,00
50
Y
2%

Gilbson Q-M.. Pa. 0 per J. T. Elis,

my

Asthma,

itself are

sending

speedy recovery, and the doctors

to

5100

Ch. Union, Stoneboro, Pa., per J, Calder,
Ch dettérson, Pa.
x
id
1, Jenner,
la.,
a
»

treatment, and heen entirely
curved by your remedies,
Pruly yours,
a

and acknowledge that there was no *“ humbug” in the
case.
Every one about here who has tried your
remedies has. been greatly benefited by themy.and I
can most cheerfully recommend them to all persons
who are afflicted with disease.
A friend of mine has
informed me that your medicine was of. more benefit

because

The lungs try

are

health has been better

blood

* Ch. Croton,

wn
1,00

ck,

Ch. Champlin, Minn, per 8. 8. Pajne

gi eally

and

vears

poison.

bile-poisoned

land,

cived from you,.l
been in my grave.

men.

i

«8. Warren, Abbott,
Me., per A. Redlon,
.
| Martha E. Plummer, Gardiner, Me., per 8.E, Root,
al) Sch. Lincoln,
»
Me
| Sab:
N. H, perop) E. Drew,

have been under your

PLYMOUTH, Marshall Co., Ind., Feb. 28, 1867.

consult
1852: or

tated, and you smell the blood-poison matters in

, §.° Tax
hb8 ents pet resident momber.

+

arsonstie

debilita-

and took them

recotnmend you to the aiicted, a

Sak

I SHALL

THEORY,

package;

well.

four years

occasions.

Profi 1% L. HAMILTON :
:
Dear Doctor ;—Through the helping hand.
of fan allwise God, I consider you my life and health preserver.
Were it not for the medical treatment re-

pour it into the

of the

.

After al wd :

&

| y= Green Dr rapiitow mn.’
| wr. V. Jenkins.
is os 8. Curtis,
Jenkin
vde Hvd Park, Mass,
Mes J. x. Green, Manchester, Ha brick

with it, I am now about 5% years old, and am
|-cts, each, Collection, 17,00, per
C. O. L.,
I have reason to thank | J, 8. Holm, Skowhegan, Me.,
2
able to Tabor hard every day.
a the cure of my case
Lawrence Q. M., x Ya Db. 3, Swit,
God that I learned of vou,
one.
I es
s
‘heerful
Janaan & Orange ch., N.
H,, per N. Jones,
was
a. remarkable

the

and I felt that a new life had opened before me.
I
owe my very existence. to your great £kill and invalunable remedies.”

German

medical

in the blood

humors

and all the most scientific

LI .

my

fel

it is now

my cough was much loosened. and I breathed with
greater freedom and ease. My appetite was better,

recognize the

generally

I sent you the

here.said I never could be

cines more than one week before 1 found great relief;

oxygenize and purify the blood, and they do itina
great measure, but they are overworked and irri-

opened

16

.

Ce

| ings were most intense.

itself, and circulates, as irritamatter in the-blood, to every

invite the scrofulous

y wi
:
oo xXpen sen puaibeny Conference
Sard the amount to the next session ofthe
5

| _ u
Stephentown

| ; (GOSHEN

a H.

i
ons,
Foreign Missions
Nassau chy, N.Y, perd, B.

45.97
=

raised great quantities of matter.
My throat was
swelled out nearly even with my chin, and my sufier-

liver as a blood purifying

organ.

Just so with the LUNGS.

;

Cumberland

| Rev, J.J. Butler, D. D., New Hampton, N. H.

| Rev. L. L. Harmon, Portomouta

;
Alice

to my bed for six months, coughed

goes from the upper ar.d right cavity of the heart to
the lower cavity, and thence directly
to the lungs,
circulating all through those most
delicate organs.

A. SARGENT, Clerk.

Netiee.

RAD

Colleetioh

IS THE EVIDENCE

p

Wis

x

By EXPRESS

Hannah Dick 10,00 to €onsti-

pronounced my disease consumption, and incurable.
Cod liver oil and different kinds of syrups were taken,
in great quantities, but to no purpose. I was confined

tation, undue excitement, and morbid nutrition of
the heart, developing many forms of Heart Disease.

will bo at East’ Kingston Depot.—

YT

g

1,50, Mrs.

have now read

second

of it, I

doctored with three different physicians, all of whom

oppressed feeling at the heart, and palpitation; and
if this cause is long-continued we get chronic irri-

~

B.

BY MAIL.

In two days I was very much relieved, and | D. Fowler,

continued to mend.

Mrs. Catharine Andérson of Southampton,
Co., Penn. writes:
“Your
medicines have worked
wonders
case... Previous
to taking your remedies,

organ in the system.
\
.
I'he blood, poisoned with the daily accumulated
excess of bile, returns from the liver to the heart, and
the nerves of the heart are affected, and we have an

Churches will please forward the Year y Meeting assessment equal to 5 cents for the rgaiden membership
as in this year’s Register.
Clerk,

Moet ng,

The

and

failed to

intestines daily, it remains

Rockingham unrtesly Meeting will
61d
its next session at North Danville,Qct:21, at 9 o'clock,

urehes

bh 7
4

lungs,

medical men have heretofore

It poisons the blood
ting and poisonous

Will every Church in arrears on the Sot. assessment
-and the amdwut due the Froedmen’s Mission forward:

t

liver,

the liver does not make (his bile and

Sandwich
Quarterly
Meeting will hold its
next session with the 1st church in Eaton, Oct. 20-22,
the same without fail.

.

ceived a

CONSUMPTIVE

throw oft ‘the waste, worn-

The worn-out materials are mostly

the

heretofore been

_ What is the surest remedy for an itching scalp,
and to remove dandruff from the head?
Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer.

L. SARGENT,

impressions weré

of the limbs, especially at night;

yas

a package of your medicines,

directed.

sour?

limits of this circular

they may see a resume of these facts in Prof. Dalton’s

Corinth Quarterly Meeting will hold its next
session with the church in West Berling Oct. 17 and
18. Conference Friday at 1 o’clock P. M.,,

were constantly coming and going, and at’
no one time were there more than fifty pres;
ent. It was, however, a spirited meeting,

no - doubt

P——

ham—8§,

TWENTY P! INDS of flesh,.and felt the vigor of youth.
on ad ee
1 had not felt that” before in 20 years. Physicians | pov enry 4. LL.

the

of the bowels,

fact and the experiments to prove it, may
Verdaungssaeite.
und Stoffwechsel : Leipzig,

Nuss and Appointments,

work and the multitudes about them. Af
one end of the bar lings a large picture of
Andrew Johnson. The meeting yesterday
was held in the sample room. The people

and

rl

6k

H.

Is yanr appetite unsteady ?

You

poured into the inte: tines each day is two and onehalf pounds. All persons interested to know this

provision for its delegate to this meeting, to
call a special -meeting for this purpose.
This he was intending to do immediately,
and we hope to meet a delegate from that
body in General Conference.

of

«es

Have you gloomy forchodings?
te

alternating with
hot flashes; female
and irregularities, with dullness, low

important excretion.

€L

Phillips—~G.

F,

Is your stomach

WHAT

Bat this is not all—far from it. The poisonous
blood goes to the BRAIN and effets the great electrical
center
of all vitality ; and the brain, stimulated by
the resolution of union un- | unhealthy
blood, cannot
perform its office healthfully.
The person has dullness, headache, incapacity to kee
One, however, hhd made

cannot act upon
til next year.

orse

McNeal!

| Chas, vw 11. H. Sniall, y Harrisburg, 7, Pa. Pa.

condition, I saw your adverticement in a newspaper,
giving the symptomsof a deranged liver. I hadmost
all of those symptoms.
Iwas therefore induced to
write to you and state my case. [I did so, and receryed )your reply. 1 was sensible of the fact that unless
I had help soon, there would be none in my case. In
‘view of this, and by the ‘advice of a friend, I ordered

Have you a rush of bloodto the head?
Have you uneasiness on lying on the sides?
Have you fainting or epileptic fits ?
Have you great lowness of spirits
?

|

my whole system

? your remedies I cof
commenced taking
not”
my hands or raise them to my head.
While in

Have you cold feet and hands?

experiments only, state that the amount of BILE
which should bé¢ manufactured
by the liver and

united Association, who

or any part

with one in a hundred. “ But remember one thing:
Tlieve is no humbug!
I will give a. few statements
from patients; write to any of them and prove the
important inatter for yourselves.

vast importance

was present, wrote and forwarded a letter
from that body to General Conference. All
the ‘Associations, except the Liberty, had
held their annual meetings, and therefore

@pon

at

skin, or yellowish-

physiologists, who base their assertions upon

ought to do themselves.
The clerk of the

Mowry+D.

J.

A.N.

Books Forwarded.

j

I had been troubled with dizziness of the head | Lizzie

and lifeless, and for about a year I had been
afflicted with inflammatory rheumatism.

Be

face

alternating with frequent attacks of diarrhea: piles,
flatulence, nervousness, coldness of the extremities ;
rush of blood to the head, with symptoms of apo-

liver, and lungs.

to do what they eonld and

on the

SON WHY I am successful, Thousahds of patients
who have risen from their beds of sickness, all over

excreted by

an-

spots

Have you any choking spells %#
Ave you troubled with sicknessanid vomiting ?
Do you feel bloated about the stomach ?
Have you atired or sore feeling on rising in
morning ? .
Do you have colic pains
Have you wind in the stomach or bowels ?
Have you piles or fistula ?
Have you nervous and all-gone feelings #

COMPLAINT.

they are thus imitated. Hence Consumption, which
is local scrofula, so defined and proved by ZLugol,

meetings;

i

lo

so badly that at times it was dificult for me to stand | Dodge, 50 cts. each, Deborah Bickford, M. A.
upright; and I had a blindness periodically, with a Rorier, 2 Sts. Sach. Dixons Monroe and
continual headache. My feet and hands were cold | 7 Sv EEL Coe teen DEF He
00K,

Do yeu raise or spit up your food ?

distress, heaviness, or a

it must

ted.

Have you cold chills or hot flashes ?
Have you palpitation of the heart? -

|

out and poisonous materials as fast as it takes on
new materials from our food and‘drink. The food is
assimilated and made into nourishing and healthy
blood principally through theoflices of the stomach,

the

state, and

bloated or full feeling about the stomach and sides,
which is often attended with pains and tenderness;
aggravating pains in the sides, back, or breast, and
about the shoulders; colic pain and soreness through

entirely healthy,

other was,—the Treatise requires Freewill
Baptist ministers to organize a church and
do other things connected with church operations, and they, being General Baptists,
would be compelled to send away for ¥. W.

fighters

LIVER

out were,—an unwillingness to organize
Quarterly Meetings, it being alleged, with
much reason, that they were not strong
so many

Messer—A.

utchinson—A. H.
. Jacksen—R,

you inderstand your business and ¢an do what you | pov. R. Richardson, Cowlesville,N. Y,

Have you an irritation or dryness in the throat?

the

The lung tissues are poisoned and irritated, and they

There are {wo repre-

sentatives of the ring, with the

For

stricken

enough to sustain

B.

y suffering was more than I | —8.J. Newell—A.

claim. Yours trul; W
HARLES POTTER.
NEW VIRGINIA,
arsaw Co., Iowa, Feb. 21, 1867.
Prof. R. L, HAMILTON

Mave you a headache?
Are you dull, heavy, or sleepy ?
Have you a bitter or bad taste in the mouth ?

DISEASES CAUSED BY LIVER COMPLAINT.
The Human System; (he most perfect of all the
works of the Creator, is so. constituted that, to be

Fhe objec-

resolution

Ee
:

constipation of the bowels ?
attacks of diarrhea ?
a
\
pains in the back, sides, or shoulders ?
a pain or tenderness about the stomach ?
a dry, teasing cough?
=

the body ?

spirits, unsociability, and gloomy forebodings.

In the Association objections were

Rev..S. M. Strain, Substitute.

of

OF

vomiting;

plexy: numbness

chosen Delegate to General Conference,and

pugilists

word.

The bile is mostly made up of the waste matter of the
blood—eflete, worn-out and injurious materials.
If

that direction;

photographs of all the noted

and

cold chills,
weaknesses

ics and they were stricken out. The resolution was then upanimously adopted by
the Association, and Rev. A. H. Polk was

consequently she lost the sale of a drink,
.. The sample room is ornamented with the

of the

olution was adopted, and the Moderator
was directed to report it to the Liberty Association, which was immediately called to

gentle-

She did not however prevail

«sense

you
you
you
you
you

Have you brown

these

Physiology.
Kemember one thing more: The bile is something
move than the natural physic of th¢ bowels, as has

tions to the part of the

:

Have you a sallow or yellow skin ?

with safety be looked upon as

the bowels, with heat; constipation

made to the last clause of thu resolution,
‘including the words printed above in ital-

the people go up to worship, paying for
the use of the room $150,00 per month,
During the remaining hours it is used as |
heretofore.
;
:
Yesterday, stepping in a few minutes
before the time, I found a woman putting
‘decanters out of sight’ and setting things
in order in the: sample room, as the bar
y room is called. A young man called for
a glass of whiskey.
¢¢ Don’t sell whiskey
here,” said the woman, who immediately
stepped to the door of a dark passage, pokige-

vain,

Treatise.
* After a free interchange of views, the res-

order.

There now, one hour a day,

saying to us; * this way to the pit,

sickness

co-operating with them, retaining such
names and usages as they prefer, not inconsistent with those laid down iw the

above another, extending to the top of the
room, capable of seating 250 persons. We'
were present on the first day of the mecting. The room was crowded and many
stood under the seats. The leaders of the
_ meeting took positigns in the pit.
There
was a table gq which was a pitcher of icewater. The entrance to the pitor room is
through a narrow and dark passage direcly back from the bar room, about twelve or
fourteen feet. We are told that in the pit
many a dog has made for himself a reputation and a name which he would not exchange with Napoleon,. or even our own
Ulysses ; while many other dogs have perished . like the Confederacy in fratricidal
strife. Here, too, the dog has been made
to show his superiority over the rat; the
vermin being . pitted a. hundred to one
against the dog, and he at work against
time in killing the lot. One little fellow
won the highest honor possible for his race
by killing his hundred in six minutes and
forty seconds.

by

in

brown spots on the face and other parts of the body;
dullness and drowsiness, with frequent headache;
bitter or bad taste in’ the mouth, dryness of the
throat, and internal heat; palpitation of the heart;
in many cases a dry, teasing cough, with sore throat:
ulsioudy appetite; sour stomach, with a raising of
the food; and a choking sensation in the throat;

Conferenceof F. W. Baptists, and generally

one

sed

in the full

SYMPTOMS

various Associations choosing delegates and
applying for membership in the General

of the

rising

accomplished

paren

toms found in such cases will be found below :

Association was appointed. This Committee
subsequently reported the following resolution :
;
.
Resolved, That the objects contemplated
in the original resolution, calling this Conbe

was no help for me | ton—C.

themselves under your treatment, for
I am ¢onvinced

SYNOPSIS.

Have
Have
Have
Have
Have

benefit of thg sick who may wish to know positively
“When they have derangements of the Liver, of more
or less severity, a‘combination of the usual symp-

Polk; J. G. Lane, of the Liberty Association, and G. A. Gorden of the Southern Ill.

plank box about six feet hy twelve, two
the

SPECIFICS,
:

for which the meeting was called. A business Committee, consisting of Revs. R.
Dunn, of* Mich., T. M. Strain, A. H.

can best

h

natural vemedies may

held at Fort Branch, Ind., in May last,
and another held at Georgetown, Ill., in
August, were read, introducing the object

Kit Burn's dog-pit is really open to the
public one hour each day as a place for
prayer. The room is about twenty feet
square, with bare brick walls and a shed
voof lighted by two glassless openings
overhead.” The room has a natural floor not
hidden by timber or boards.
The pit is a
{eet high, placed across

after everything! else

Moderator, and Rev. J. P. Blanchard, of
Paw Paw, Mich., Secretary, The proceedings of a Convention of a similar ‘nature

vention,

*

stood the test tor years, it is positively proved ths i
they cannot fail in any case to cure where. there is
suflicient vitality left in the system to respond to the
specific action of any human agency whatever. So
many thousands having been saved by their use,

called

to order by Bro. 8. M. Strain,of the Liberty

Kartright—dJ. Libbey. I.

confidently recommend all atllicted as I was to place

hie

For greater convenience to those wishing to write
me about their diseases, I insert the following, which
embraces nearly all that I require to know n most
cases:
‘
.
:
:

any Gage, no matter how delicate the constitution or
feeble the person may be; in “fact, after Raving

A sallow or yellow color of the

Inside, the bar is missing, and many. Chris-

59 Francisco. (Deke. N-

Fernald—W. D. Gray:
E. R, Hough—H. Ham—8. J

without experienc
pL
wi A
. Shorey—J. 8, Smith—I Stone—A.,
Bargent—P. D, San
your wond:
cures in The Independent, | Gin "SW. Sutton—0, F, Stearns— E.
Smith—A. Sar
1rectly
concluded
to
write
to
you
stating
my
case
a8
cor:
|
gout...
Wilkines,
A.
Waterman,
Wescoti—d.
M.
as possible, and received your answer that you
iman—W. H. Yeoma
. D.
tae
“could
cure.
ik therefore ordered the Jnediingi
I
:
ji
/
Fusels Still GOCE hn,
hic
di:
Receipts or Books.
and, alter
ng 1t two or three days,
an | pW, Perry, 5,003 GG. Wheeler, 1,18,
fel
quite well, having worked at my
to gain, and now feel
Edd
se
trade (carpenter
and joiner) for sorne weeks- past: I
i
GESPREE
EE
To ».

eq

Vil

Diseases of Females.

disease, and con:

Dr. Hamilton’s valuable discoveries consist mainly
in his having perfected a combination of remedies
whiclr are PURELY VEGETABLE, and perfectly safe in:

bers. We did not obtain minutes of the.
Union Grove and Ohio Associations, and
therefore cannot givesthe number of chnrches or members.
Those enumerated above
give 103 churches and 5,135 members.
We were very. cordially received and ad-

vies, with their chances for success.

liver

settlements in every part of the world.

mem-

mitted to seats in the Association.
At 4, P. M., the Convention was

and

G31, Daman—W. H. ¥

5
CW.
Currier—

can tell. 1 employed anyone permanent.
physician relief.
after another,
| No Puge—M. Powers —L. Plammer=i. Prescott.
A.
At last, Quinby—R. Richardson—J. H. Roehton—J,
P,
h—d.

FAR

j

Epileptic Fits.
7
Nervous Diseases of the Heart.

His well attested cases of liver diseases, lung diseases, blood ‘diseases, and diseases of the kidneys,
bladder, spine, stomach, and other organs are now
well known all over the United States and Canada,
the West Indies, Europe, Mexico, Sandwich Islands,
and in many of the commercial and missionary

The Associations are as

bers ;—Central 11l.,

of lung

»

x
: :
deters
Received. ;
hr
i
{
ak
Ww. Anthony—1f, :
erson—G. W.
V. Bowman—A,
- Batcheld
Pat

read;

Salt Rheum and Erysipelas.

Asthma.

of time

ment, or send for his remedies for their own families

348 members reported.
Teri
churches were not reported in 67, and their
number of members is not given. United
Association, Ind., 25 churches, 1480 mem-

its friends,

outlay

bs

rene (oan i espect | 5 Inch,
h. Latrobe,
Harviaburs, Fi.A bor. “ Cllr,
ACHE
1
Ch. NorSewiekly, *
be

Water St. Mission have given to the public churches,
the Howard mission,

immense

there

Syphilitic Diseases, and all diseases arising from
fined to his bed for six months; and his father,
of the blood.
Pak
DEAR DOCTOR: I commenced taking your medi:
CY v
mother, brothers, sisters,and
er relatives, have all impurities
cine last Spring and feel | that it has cured me, I
henmatism.
.
fallen victims to consum
L (Sec Harper's Maga
hs theOi most
ot 1 is bressed Tooking being you ever was
Catarrh and Throat Diseases.
| when I applied to you for treatment, I was as yel‘zine, as above.)
low
as
a
pumpkin;
had pains in my head, brgast,
t
THE
REASON
WHY!
‘By discoveries mostlyshis own; and. an almos
back, side, and shoulders, with soreness in the
WHY IS DR. HAMILTON SUCCESSFUL?
superhuman will:power,
he “rallied; and, then. re - | 1st.—Because he has studied these diseases for a bowels. Nothing that I ate agreed with me. 1 had
LIFE-TIME—flrst becoming interested ‘by his own constant diarrhea, andmy limbs seemed almost life| solved upon the lifeamission of restoring others y
less. I was gradually sinkmng.and everyh
sufferings.
A
spall
VE
dn dT
;
: The doetors
A
| His whole! thoughts, “®tudies, travels, professiona 1 | 2d.—Because
, lie has investigated every remedy
one else who saw me gave me up to die. Buk through
friendships,‘ botanical investigations, and immense
the kind mercy of Almighty God and your medici
known to science, and in addition has new remey
I have been restored to health.
dies, from the tields and forests, of HIS OWN DISobservation of disease, have been devoted to the ONE
Your remedies relieved me in three days after I
| OBJECT of an entirely new, superior, and successful
COVERY; and of the greatest possible efficacy and
commenced taking them, and I continued to improve
value, *
Al
;
4
3
red. ' Were it not for them.-1
think I
treatment of the LIVER, LUNGS, and BLOOD..
3d.—DBecause he has no routine way of treating all rapidly
until been
curedloi ere 8Jt this innot myfor grave,
them, 4 ¢ \
would
have
cases alike, but treats each patient who sacredly
First of ‘all in importance in his discoveries are his
my
thankfulness
to
: a
his health to his care according to the ~ I cannot sufliciently express
now well authenticated theories in regard to the
ACTUAL CONDITION OF THAT PATIENT,
ou
for
the
great
and
lasting
benefit
I
have
received
functions of the Liver, and Liver Diseases, and the 4th.—Because, having made a SPECIALITY of Liver,
> the use of your remedies.
relation of the Liver as a great Blood Purifier.
rs. N
AN
»
LUTON.
Lung, and Blood
Diseases, he has an_ experience
:
T e—
Sy
which has extended totens of thousands of cases—
Another discovéry developed the fact that diseases
RHEUMATISM—THE PEOPLES GUIDE,
a greater experience, it is safe to say, THAN ANY
of the lungs-and ‘blood are mostly induced by disELBA, Genesee Co, N. Y,, Feb. 27,
OTHER LIVING MAN.
>
ease of the liver. Next followed his discove!
of bSth.—Because he selects his remedies for each case |- PRroOF. R. L. HAMILTON :
Dear
Sir
:
1 feel that it is due to you, as well as to
with such care, uses harmless vegetable agents,
mpst eflicacions and valuable Vegetable Rem
edies—
all persorfs afilicted with disease, that 1 express my
and devotes his whole life and energies to making
80 valuable and original, that not only hava so many
gratitude to you for the great benefit which I haverehis practice -successful—to get his patients THORthousands of the people resorted to him, but hun-’
ceived from the use of your medicingg. For some
OUGHLY AND PERMANENTLY CURED.
fifteen or twenty years my liver wis in a very bad
dreds of Physicians are constantly under his treat-

members ;—Southern Illinois, 14 churches,
676
members ;— Cumberland,
Ky.,
19

an inside view of the whole affair.
It now
appears that Allen is receiving money from

cost an

money, and careful watching of patients, He was

follows: Liberty, Ind., 24 churches, 1700
members ;—Union, Ky., 14 churches, 612

wherever

have

80 dow ny
ends thought
and said
rhust die.

and Blood, which he
a prominent and most

and figures, andto suggest that
if the series of | ‘sermon, the moderator of last year called | Dr. Hamilton wishes it-Qistinctly understood that | Costiyeness an Piles.
Pip: , Eruptions and Brown Skin.© ©
complaints and criticisms 8 carried on
in telefence tonth.or.one
the shove.year...More.{.
disthsee aad
on for the | the meeting to order, and letters- were read | Tis havedisogverios
ind 1 iscitog of
Kidneys,
not been made
on of
the
Bh
Rinexs,
few months; is tobe extended; itis but [from the churches:—A—call-was then made | than two hundred and eight thousand patients have CO
: Scrofula, in all its forms.
Ta
fair we should know what is the purpose for the nomination of a’ moderator for been under his care for the last twenty-five years 3 |*_ Spinal Irritation.
:

aimed dt,

unbounded Solidence in your ability to cure Shiromie

the thousands of cases’ Arising fipm aisLungs,

a

diseases, 8 and now hog leave? to lay my own case be.
fore you.
NORTH EGREMONT; Berkshire
Co, Ms., Nov.1, 1857.
DR. HAMILTON~— Dear Sir :
was troubled for |
some years ! with v liver complaint I and
bilious™goli¢, |
which at times was so severe that I longed for death |
to end my
ise . Last September I was taken down |

of any

Arm
e or America has one-tenth the riumber of sin
and remarkable cases as are Frasented, either Personally.
or.by letter, at No. 516 rnd way, It is,
; an
Zmpori
cine.
ica
rit Clinical
the Liver,

LIVER, JUNG AND loon DISEASES
-areé now attracting
&
ntion 0;
e whole medi:
cal world, wild ‘Whose suscess1s durrying Joy and
restored health to thousands.

guaranteed

are genuine
gutry get
, to be 80, in fact; and it is easy Any ofarethem will
an
the FACTS.
from thelr own
Pe
te
swer.all inquiries of this charac
Ix
Doctor, ‘ and
She
the
to
ng
siting
wil
in
2
hesitancy
Have no
1 hon:
in fully
state to hia your case
must
with you. All letters to
;
and prom
Pe Ridrestad thus:

ed,

1 known

to eur

citizens.

We recommend

all those cages of disease to which

It is for sale by all our

diugglets.—

its

itis adapt-

N.

TY. Inde-

ndent.

The WP hite Pine Compound is Row solk mm every part
of the United States and British Provinces.
Prepared at the
New Englana Botanic Depot, Roston, Mass.
4m!

You?
What is the Matter with invalid.
In
This ie the familiar question put to every

many eases the answer is, ‘ kdont know exactly, but I
dow’t feel well.” Look at the countenance,of the
man or woman who makes this reply, and you will
generally find that {he eyos are dull and lusteress, the
complexion sallow, the chooks flaceid, and the whole.
the “inexpression of the face dejected. Inf
valid more closely, and you will discover that CON-

STIPATION, tho result of a disordered stomach andi a,
torpid liver, is at the bottom of the misehief. “That's
what's the matter.” Whoever has experionoed; the.
effeots, of

.
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in such cases, needs not be told to recomend it as a
romedy.
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World

NEW DISCOVERIES. - .
tination-—Princeton, Ind. © °°
In Harper’s Monthly Magazine for February, 1368
..= The Liberty
Association
of
General
Bapb
:
Shabiss on Friday,
;
may be found
Life of discoveries
PROF. R, LEONIDAS
HAM- |
in reference to
M. D., a whose
| ILTON,
tists held its annual meeting

these are my jewels,” Itis fair to ask not
only what ‘might1 have been,” had the
school been what ithas not, but also what |
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cows

said Dotty, looking ‘puzzled.
OR, no, I choice into it spectacle of tinsel and gauds.
ik not. God wouldnt be a mind, to. Come and hear us tell the dearest experiFor don’t you see, Jennie Vance, it’s just ence of ourlives ?” Yetthey do it, Simso far, and 1 did it myself.”
vs.
like a camel. There can’t be anybody go ple souls, because it is expected. They do
«0, but God let you.”
Dotty felt very good and wise, and ds she through themselves unless God pulls 'ém another thing as ill-bred; they set forth
The Bore...
| the wedding presents to be gazed at.
- | had finished giving her benighted friend a throngh.”
gd
CER
anti
3
Now the custom of giving wedding presI don’t know what grandmamma Parlin
lesson, she thought she would speak now of
Again I hear the creaking step!
would have thought if she had heard her ents ig, in itself, beautiful. Your fr iend iin
every-day matters.
He’s rapping at the door!
-words-chopped-up-in-this-way-i-but-it-made-|- as-it-were;- ~bormagain-on-this-hrer"ability which he bringsto his task, No fact,’
apse WIT TRIOW thie BOISE
sound" =#+Fook-atthoselittte puddiesin the road;™
saill she; ‘don’t they make you think of very little difference to Jennie, who paid no day—-so-new and..changed is her future. however minute, seems to escape him, He
That ushers in a bore.
You hope she will be happy ; you hope that knows the dispositions of the troops,: the plans
pudding-sauce-—molasses and . cream,
I attention at all.
1 do not tremble when I meet
©
© “Your father’ll get there,” added Dotty;3 | she will never forget you and your tender- of the officers, the spirit of the leaders, the
~The stoutest of my foes;
mean—for hasty-pudding ?”
But Heaven defend me from the: friend
ness for her, and you send her some dainty morale of the troops, and with an impartiality
+“ No," said Jennie, tossing her head, “I *s0 I thought Id tell you.”
‘Who comes but never goes.
“Your shoestring’ Ss untied,” said J ennie, gift; whose beauty shall delight her<—whose that seems like the blind sternuess. of justice,
never saw any pudding-sauce that looked a
an independence that asks nobody’s approval, and
daily presence shall sweetly remind her of defiance
speck like that dirty stuff! Besides, we don’t coolly.
He drops into my easy-chair,
of censure that looks like audacity, he tells
¢ And I don’t care now if you are the rich- you. You do notsend it that Mrs. Smith the story and criticises the actors as though they
And asks about the news;
use molasses at our house ; rich folks never
He peers into my manuscript,
est,” said Dotty, stooping to tie the string; may ‘wonder whether it costas much as had no sensibility, and he had no regard fof the
do; nbbody but poor folks.”
And gives his candid views;
«Ohi, what a story!” said Dotty, coloring, “for God loves) me just as well when 1 wear- hers. © You do not send itto hate it re- praise or the blame’ ‘Which his frank speech is
He tells me where he likes the line;
and so do all the good garded as the measure ‘of your ‘lean and sure to bring out. He writes no word carelessly,
«I guess you have molasses gingerbread, if Prudy’s old things
And where he’s forced to grieve;
and so compels his critics to kick against estab
|
people
in
this
town,
and the minister too; low ability,” by the dear five hundred lished authorities and unyielding facts when
your father ¢s the judge I
He takes the strangest liberties— friends
of
the
bride
;
and
when
it
is
so
used,
Dotty was very:much wounded. This was grandma said so. Idon't carehow much you.
But never takes his leave.
they quarrel with him.
As a master of the renot the first time her little friend had refer- talk about our old Deacon, or our eating mo- if you have any delicacy within you, you sources of the English language he reminds one
. He reads my daily: paper through
red to her own superior, wealth. ‘Dear, lasses. That isn’tanything! Grandma says are pained and surprised.- Somebody in an of De Quincey. Its Saxon strength, its classical
Before I’ve seen & word;
dear! Wasn't it bad enough to have to'wear it's harder for rich children to be good, and evil hour once showed her bridal presents, richness, its musical flow, its irony, its pathos,
He scans the lyric (that I wrote),
its high coloring that enables one to paipt a pieAnd thinks it quite absurd.
1 Prudy’s old clothes, when Jennje, had new I told her I was real glad I was half-poor.” and then the pretty custom at once became
ture on a page as an arfist paints oh a canvas,
a
vulgarity.
Ifthe
gifts
Were
to
be
shown,
' He calmly smokes my. last cigar,
“You're
stepping
right
in
the
mud,”
|
ones and no. big sister ? She's 2Wavs telling
“its suggestive metaphors and its gorgeous magAnd coolly asks for more;
»
; this.one must give, and that one, not -be- nificence,~all these elements are at his command,
hints about people’ s being poor! Why, my cried Jennie.
He opens every thing he sees—
« And then grandma said that it didn’t cause her heart moved her—not because and he summons them to his side likea ruler
papa isn't much poor, only he don’t buy me
Except the entry door. J
make
any ¢difference any way about that, if her purse permitted, but because her offer- and employs them in aid of his undertakings
gold rings and silk dresses,.and my mamHe talks about his fi agile health,
ma wouldn't let me wear ’em if he did; so 1 only lov ed God; but if I didn’t lov e God, ing must not be absent. “And now, every with a magician’s skill. Whoever has read his
And tells me of the pains
fashionable weddingis. a polite extortion, Eothen will need no assurance that he unites a
it did.”
there!”
He suffers from a score of ills
a deliberate tax-levy on the friends of the rare genius with keen observation and consumBy Hatinie they reached the school-house,
Of which he ne’er complains :
‘mate art; and whoever
follows him through
bride, to be paid in silver spoons and butterDotty was almost too angry to speak. They
And howhe struggled once with death
these two volumes of history will be foreed to
Talk of the Lichens.
.| dishes.” One of the sweetest girls I know confess that he is not at all above the labor which
To keep the fiend at bay ;
took their seats with Kati¢ "between them
”
HI
M—prrpga@
‘told me that she asked such and such peo- .can descend to the study of minuté details, and he
On themes like those away he goes—
(when she was not under their feet or in
Far up the side of the mountain the naked
But never goes away !
the narra-ple to her wedding—vulgar, miserable ac- never lacks the qualities which inyest
their laps), and looked over in the Testa- rock shot up still higher.
It seemed very
witlfan interestthat knows no flagging. This
He tells me of the carping words
‘| ment. The large scholars ¢“ upin the back high as you looked upward. The rock was (quaintancesa as they wer o—Decause she knew tive
story of the Crimean struggle seems almost like.
. Some shallow critic wrote,
»
seats,” and in faet all but the very small even on its face, and was full perpendicular. they would give her presents. Indeed, she a chapter of ancient history now that great
And every precious paragraph
ones; were in the habit of reading aloud two On its-surface were four kinds of lichens confessed, without the slightest shamefaced- ‘events tread so closely in each others footsteps,
Familiarly can quote.
ness, that she gave a wedding on account | and so it may not be much Sought for by the
|
verses each. This morning it was the nine- growing—from that whose. leaf was very
He thinks the writer did me wrong,
of
the tariff system.
“It will be sucha ngasses who are giving themselves up to the inteenth chapter of Matthew, and Dotty paid small; to'the last, which was quite coarse
He’d like to run him through!
help
toward
housekeeping,”
she strikingly fluence of later sensations ; but it will be sure, to
He says a thousand pleasant things—
little heed till her ear was caught by these and large. We sometimes see such lichens
remarked.
It is an ipcredible fact that find a place in the libraries of thoughtful readBut never says “ApIsu!”
| words, read quite slowly and cldarly by Abon an old fence,an old tree, or an ol house.
wedding presents are hired from the jew- ers, and will long be quoted as an authority by
by Grant :—
Whene’er he comes—that dreadful man—
The face of the huge rock was almest cov:
elers, and labeled with the name of supposi- those who have occasion to appeal to this speci_- Disguise it as I may,
Then said Jesus unto his disciples, Ver- ered with them. ‘As I satdown under the
men of diplomacy and this baring of the arms
titious relativesto make up the melan- of nations in the prize-ring of war.
-I know that, like an Autumn rain,
ily I'say unto you, that a ‘rich man shall shadow of the ‘mountain, waiting for my
He'll last throughout the day:
choly display, It is a horrible sequence
hardly enter the kingdom of heaven.”
friends, I gazed at the lichen, and began to
RJ
In vain I speak of urgent tasks,
that
policemen should be placed on guard p
“ And again I say unto yom, It is ‘easier wonder in my own mind what it was created
In vain I scowl and pout;
over the ladgn~tables during the reception.
for a camel to go through the«eye of a nee- for, and of what use it could be, when I
THE OPIUM HABIT, WITH SUGGESTIONS AS TO
A frown is no extinguisher—
“There, I did then I” cried Jennie, taking

a long breath;

It does not put him out!

dle than

world.

But Heaven defend me from the friend
‘Who never, never goes!
JOHN G. SAXE.

‘What to Live For.
We are living, we are dwelling
In a grand and awful time,
In an age on ages telling,
To be living is sublime.
and Magog to the fray;

Hark! what soundeth? ’Tis creation
Groauning for its latter day.

Will ye play, then, will ye dally
With your music and your wine?Up! it is Jehovah’s rally!
. God's own arm hath need of thine;
Hark! the onset! will ye fold your

Faith-clad arms in lazy lock!

.

Up, O up, thou drowsy soldier,

didn’t

Thou hast but an hour to fight;
Now the blazoned cross unfolding,
«== On, right onward, for the right!
On! let all the soul within you

For the truth’s sake go abroad!
-. Strike! let every nerve and sinew

thing?

She

touched her friend’s arm, and pointed

with

The Fanily Circle.

Not so rich at

the needle. You could
needle just as easy.’

Jennie called one day to ask Dotty and
Flyaway to go to school with her.
4 Jennie," said Miss Dimple, gravely, as

between

them, *‘ do they ever read the Bible to you?”

put

it through

beating'upon us? Here I have clung and
been trying to gnaw into this rock for eighty
years, and have not yet got my roots in half

for her. This was a
things.
*¢ Of course he'll go
said Dotty ; *‘ there's
“I s’pose he will,”
at her beutiful gold

Jennie’s black eyes snapped.
that before ever you did.”

“1

heard

- “Lie not one toanother,” repeated Dotty,
‘Now, I'm one, Jennie, and you're

another ; and isn’t it wicked when we tell the
leastest speck of a fib?”

“Of course tis,” was the prompt reply;
‘“ but I don't tell em.”

0, Jennie, who told your step-mother
that Charlie Gray was tied up in a mealsaid

Dotty, laying

her

hand solemnly on little Katie's head as if it

had been a pulpit-cushion, and she a minis“ter preaching,—“I'm afraid, Jennie, you
lie one to
another.”

raise wheat. But it is nov very hard, and
there is nothing to pound and turn it into

powder.

nd here io.

He

holds

raises it up, and as it evertdows

lichens useful ; and if we do our duty, his
smile will cheer us; and though we can do
but little, a very. little, yet that will do good
to somebody.”
The lichens stoppedtalking, hut; Idid not |
stop thinking. What would my young reader
have thonght had he been there *—Sunday-

School Times.

blessed

am I with

my

rattle,

how

Mr. Abbott
is x volumnious wilter, “iw ays
pleasant but never profound, with a style at once
easy and picturesque even when the reach after
effect is obvious, and the reader is compelled to
‘belieye that the pictures are overdrawn.
His
i
ation of the Bonapartes is well known, and
dy is disappointed to find him challeng-

a

9

| And whwgHhall be said of the vulgarity
of ‘fashionable weddings?

a needle.”

Let us, by

fine flight of the imagination,

|

Sqmuch
and of his
disguising
book full

must in Justice be said of the author
new volumie. “But there is no need of
the fact that he has here given usa
of interesting information, compiled

a

believe that

diverse

many important facts are kept in the background
or wholly suppressed, and the reader is treated
to panegyric and partisan comment quite too
Inst fifty years that had been diffeult to explain,
The publisher has done his part of the work
very ereditably. The book is beautiful to the
eye,~the type, paper-and illustrations being all
that could reasonably be asked for. Sold by
subsoription. *

the twain about,ea become one flesh love
‘each other utterly. They are the new Ad- | ThE INVARION OF THE CRIMEA; Itsworn, and
its
§ down to the death
am and the new Eve, for whom the world oo Scoputb-of
Raglan, By Algxunder VWilliam Kin
I8 this day borfi. Life itself is a sacrament,
rk Vol, II. New Yori: Bod
& Broth.
ers, 1868. 12mo. pp. 632
by D. Lo| marriage a beatitude, the holy: of holies,
‘throp & Co.
Shull these two pure and earnest souls say,
: Mr

Kinglake takes his’ work

of wilting the

pid

under

il

detail

Blair,

PROSE

Bulwer, Lord Lytton.

publishers, ete, * 1868,
unwelcome

to

watching,

for hours and hours, Jokisiz: ‘into the

faces

Frenchmen are! In their highest rage they
are fastidious and dainty” © A Frenchman

enjoys ev erything, He enjoys: his sorrows.
He is happy in his misery.
A skin-dee
lot as to feelings ; but it is nonsense to c 1
their suavity superficial or artificial, It is
as much a part of them as the hair of their
heads. - ‘Such suppleness is in the texture,
such pliancy is in the joints, Such art in
manners§s
pature itself.
Our quarrelers
are arti
heir anger. There is a .délightful 'méthod in their ‘madness.
They
will not strike, The fist is an awfully vulgar lump in Paris.
The Frénchman who
should use it on another would be looked
upon as little better than an Englishman,
or an American, , But there! It is all over.
The engaies ave friends. See, there is no
trace of the late tempest. They walk off
together, smiling and chatting. = A Frenchman's choler is a flash of lightning.
An

that

neither

Englishman’s

wrath is a’ long,

low,

thun-

deri ing grumble. .
We can’t help sharing in this Parisian
blitheness and
gayety.
It is ontagious
You Have a thrilling

oeling of

delight, ex-

rene delight, as you minglewith
w
the
rong.
No wonder that the Frenchman
8ilys, “Paris here, Paradige hereafter.” The
wonder is-that Ire does not say, “Paris both
here and hereafter.” And no Wonder it is
| said, “Good Americans, when they die, go
to Paris®—but I am sorry for these who,
‘when they go to Paris, die. The Parisian’s
pit for all who have pe live away from
Paris is just like Svar yin & else he says and
does—captivatin
ke his conceit,
and you must loo hy, or you will be
taken by the consummate complacency with
which he speaks of the Frénchman's notion
of the relations of, the. sexes, and by the

sare plausibility with which he advocates

WORKS.

12mo.

enchman’s

By Edward

In two volumes,

the many
in

resting,

of the interminable tide of people—thinking, wondering—almost frantic with thinking and wondering.
What
buoyancy,
grace, jauntiness, nonchalance, happiness,
good na—but look there! Two of them are
quarreling.
Everything
is fascinating
here, quarrels and all. fe how perfectly
graceful and. eloquent those two irate

I

Same

admirers

various

which

countries,

evil.”

dissposition

Ah, what

of the great

a chapter

clamors

lo me to write it Just here—but I hurry by
1 will not write it now. Albeit I
hong and talked a good deal about this
perplexing problem while I was in Paris.

pp. 425, 868.

These Miscellanies of a man who has figured so
conspicuously in the world of fiction will not be
works have secured

sat

you have an enthusiasm of interest to
which you were hitherto a stranger.
There are benches by the curbstone, in
the shade of the trees. "I have sat on them

——

MisCELLANEOUS

or

upon a new earth, not one in which dwell
eth righteousness, alas! but one in which

is fresh, signiticant and forcible, and to say - it
with the straightforwarduess and vigor of a man
quite beyond the ambition for fine writing and
of these expectations is fairly met. His views
are indeed those of advanced educators, but he
says nothing that has not been often and more
forcibly said by many other men whose positions
sare very ordinary
; and bis style is a constant surprise and weariness, not to say a trying and
grievous offense against good taste, It is hardly
an exaggeration to say that it suggests an ambitious and egotistic sophomore. declaiming
in
polysyllabic pomposity, with a tone wearisome
from its monotony, and witha display of fuss and
feathers that at first induces merriment and then
impatience. What is said here
that is really
worth saying. ~and most of it is really worth it,
~—might have been condensed: into fifty pages
with a great increase of literary reputation to the
writer and a great gain in satisfaction to the
readers.

interest,

find you have breathed fire, and are on tire.
You feel an illumination you never knew
before, and an elasticity you néver felt, before. You see a new
heaven, "and walk

Epycation

But

Its
and

Every atmosphere here—political, social,

AND PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
By 8. 8. Rundall, Superintendent of Public Schools in the
city of New York. Same Publishers, ete, 1868,
12mo.
pp. 256.
The occupant of Mr. Randalls position in the
educational world, and the fe lHow-laborer, as he
tells us, of such mén'as Horace, Muni and Henry
Barnard, might be expected to have something to

the indulgence of an‘inflated style.

4
L

religious, literary, scientifie, artistic—is furiously nitric.
When you breathe- ity you

but terrible drug.

say to us on the subject of Public Education

——

intense experiences, as I had in Paris.

which

De Quincey,

OF POPULAR

and its Pavia:

thinking and worshiping an its imposing
churches and ancient cathedrals. * I never
had such intense, or such a multiplicity of

isi timely, valuable and full of interest,

FIRST PRINCIPLES
”

Pi

tered along its boulevards, gazed upon its
monuments of art, visited its places” of his-

Wilberforce, &e.,are among the names associated
Tgyook

rt

played upon by £6 many, and so varied and
1 diverse influences, as I was when I saun-

John Randolph,

with the use of the fascinating

in

all is over—you are fascinated, enthralled,
entranced.
I told you, immy first burried
letter from there, how I was alternately attracted and repelled. I tell you now that 1
am only attracted. I have never hankered
after any place in this world as I have han.
kered after Paris. I never left a spot on
earth with so much reluctance as I felt
when I leaned on my elbow at the car window, and saw the last of the spires and
domes of this splendid city.
1 never was

as those of strong

Robert Hall,

of Henry

issue brings us the"

Paris is an enchanter, ‘a sorcerer,
switchery is irresistible.
A few days,

the sufferer

men who have fallen into the habit.

utterances

A correspondent of the Ezaminer and
Chronicle, writing from. the Continent, thus
pictures the aspects and life and fascinations of the French eapital :

and a remedy,
The information given
and much of it will bé curious and new.
least interesting portion of the volume
which details the experience of eminent

‘Coleridge,

i

rr

hence this book which is meant as a pre-

ventive
is large
Not the
is that

his

I never realized before 1 went ‘to Paris

The.

how much of an element the picturesque is
in the aspect of things. Here that element,
made up of essays and reviews contributed origis all-pervasive. - It irradiates the gk
of
inally to the leading publications of Great Brit
its
ain, and those of the'second volume censist for -the peasant’s hovel; and touches with}
transforming finger ‘the peasant’s. rags, It
the most part of essays and tales written in early
isin the very air. It is an. exhilarating
life and published at first under the title of the
It cheers and lightens,
Student, ‘They are pleasant reading matter, but’ thing to see or feel.
there is nothing eminently noticeable about them and gives a dush of hopefulness to the things
that make for despair. The boulevards are
beyond what may be found in the collections of lined for miles with people sipping wine.
many other authors who have a less coveted
They look picturesque, he shops are pictitle but,can hoast more weight and finer quality turesque.
No shop windows can be com-'

contents of the firstof these volumes

is chiefly

of hiuin,

pared with those

Tan

POEMS

———

onda

plete iit one volume,

3008:

16mg.

pp. 465.

GODFREY BAXE. Com=

& Fields,
Boston: Ti knor

Sold by D.

Mr, Saxe is a pleasant and

if he be not a great one.

Lathrop &

popular poet

even

Vice jan person of such graceful mien
That tobe hated ought not to be seen,

The power of Paris consists greatly in

this Tomnnbic alr that gives

and it is sure to win both u hearing” and
thy. He hus written many beautiful and some

Frerich

the publishers

have done mp admireble
in putting |
themall togettiér in this voluume,, which is rich

Fifteen years have brought us two volumes, and

to everything,

good or evil, and in this ethereal
garb of the Flonmee which it throws

‘whether

&ympa-| . wo and tho Boca

out being extravagant in vot,

on

Ve -

Froverin.

hom

|

Lnet wast

moth

Hote
fits thas, new,’
aes

‘olear conscience ix a Him
a bad workman never findsa i

‘only carried the action forward to Balaclava and
"
Jb
re

~

the

ed, and no corner unilluminated, | Here

it is qifet and subtle, his feeling toward the

poems, and

then,

fascinating element of the picturesque that

his Huior is rotund snd hrod-faced even when.

really meritprious

Aud

ig working on you. * Iniquity is glanced by
by this universal sheen of the picturesque,
which Jeaves nothing
go d or bad untouch-

Mis wit 1s always Juicy,

world is manifestly a kind and charitable one
even when he is lashing its vices at the cart-tail
and putting its follies into the pillory, and when
for a lofty flight, and has
his song is not winged
less sweetness and majesty than some other
stradng that keep the alr tremulous, one can
readily perceive that it was born in the heart,

of Paris.

winning ‘way they have in those shops——you
buy from sheer grativude for being made to
fey] 80 pleasant and. ow such good terms
with yourself and all mankind. = It is the

8

-

historyof the Crimean war very deliberately. | in appearance

seo how we turn this miracle of love wad

vor

in

with labor
and care, arranged with real skill,
and served up ina way that is eminently enter

taining. It is' au bodk that will be read with
more than the ordinary interest, and, while

Paris

But here is a

des »btism

public

The fa

Snr

of those who are in danger of putting themselves
within the perilous circle. The author is confident that the numberof opium eaters in this
country is much larger than is generally supposed, and. is steadily and rapidly increasing;

(tickled

with my straw.”—Lucia (. Calhoun.

its victims.
the

other

” LITERARY MISCELLANY.

benefit of those who are addicted to the habit and

and

and

sued are the only ones which will go before the
reading public with Mr. Beecher’s approval.

of those who grapple with the demon of the cup.
The work has been especially prepared for the

under the bed, or putthem in the refrigerator, or do anything but shake them in the
face of the public, and say: ‘¢ Behold how

freely, lie will find himsblf in a position to comprehend much of the life of France during the

Fashionable Weildings.

* She says God can get that camel through

say,”

its bank,

and provides, and makes even the poor little

had been expected,

" I don't know about that; sho didi

Treasure them sacredly, but on

drops it just where the old soil is worn out,
of ambitioysMspirants who seek and perpetuate
and the wheat néeds new. The Nile. thus personal powerby intrigue and at tho expense
carries down little particles from the moun- of justice, he says the famous Coup d’Etat of
December 2d was “a sublime deed, sublimely
tains afid makes Egypt so fruitful,”
“4! mother, how often can I gnaw off performed,” and ~predicts that “it will be pronounced by historyto be the most brilliant and
rock enough to raise a kernel of wheat P”
meritorious act.of his life.” Indeed the Empe‘‘ Perhaps, once in thirty years.”
ror is. held up as a model ruler and almost the
“0! what slow work! When will ‘what ideal man actualized; this so called history would
you dig out this year raise wheat ?”
be better termed a eulsgy, and what is most
** Perhaps five hundred years hence. God thoroughly Napoleonic gets the most extravasees that there will be old ‘men and little ‘gant praise, This ought to disappoint nobody,
children upon earth then, and they will want for the antecedents of this book clearly foretold
its character, Yedrs since the author became
bread; and so he has created us and placed the clerical whitewasher of the whole Napoleon.
us here to prepare soil, and get this rock ic dynasty, and his love for his occupation seems
ready to raise wheat. Thus he.goes before to grow upon him with his years,

said she must be taken ome. So the girls
led her out between them; and that. was

her head.

Jove.

subjects

New York, have

discourse preached on
Sabbath merning, Sept.
20th, It is'well printed, and is sold at six cents’
per copy. After Jan. -1stithe sermons thus is-

really throw into the shade the bitter experiénces

love you, and loving, desire to give the gifts

of

mons

Ward Beecher.

drink, and the mental
struggle and physical
agony connected with a resolute and persistent
attempt to break up the habit of opium-eating

and

Napoleon a champion of the Hghts of the people.
A protestant’ clergyman, he kindles over the
guardianship which French bayonets have been
compelled to yield the Papacy when the Italian
people had become weary of its burden and disgusted with its immoralities.
A professed hater

rains wash it into the little brook, and the
brook carries it into the river, and the river

and can’t go to heaven ®” The child began
to wish there would come holes in her father's pockets and let out the money; for
she supposed he kept it all in his pockets,
of course.
me
1 shall tell my mother about it,” mused
she; ‘and I don't believe but she'll laugh
and say, ‘ That Dotty Pimple isa very queer.
child.” ”
Bat just at this time little Katie began to
peep into Jennies pockets for “ candyseeds” (that is sugared spices,) and to behave in many ways co badly that Miss Prince

“Oh, T remember,” said Jonnie; “you
mean that Bible camel.”
At
“There isn't anything he can’t do,” con:
tinued Dotty; “the: richest men, richer
than your father, ean getto heaven if God's
a mind to take em.”
* Not bud people,” said Jeno, shaking

to

down two little grains of the rock? Well,
every grain we make falls down; then the

“God hears me. Do
thing.”
God#*
Jennie did not seem as much. delighted as
t know
as I do. Nobody does;
to

delicacy

Hit, to ghaw ity ahd with a kind of acid - we’ iy the general verdict of the civilized ‘world in
have, to crumble and dissolve it. Don’t you “his portraiture Bf the present Emperor of France,
and hanging him all over with garlands of paneremember that the very last year, you rolled gyrie. An American democrat, he sees in Louis

** Grandma haatold me what the Bible
you | means. Now I understand every single

Jennie, stooping

And so God has created us, the

lichens, to have our home here, to cling

quite as

the fitness of things.
If you
have wedding-presents,
then
most of them will conie because the. givers

Lothrop

fine, it would make soil on which men would,

sald to Jennie, with a very wise face :

er.
e, He isn't far off at all!

to

Messrs. J. B. Ford & Co.,

commenced the isswe of a weekly pamphlet entitled’ PLYMOUTH PULPIT, containing the ser-

from strong drink seems comparatively a favored
man.
The effects of opium on the system are

for the sake of example.
If you are poor,
do it in the namie of honesty, and for the
sake of a pure conscience. And in either
do it as an offering

alcohol

book that pictures

grace, and

as

‘* Listen, my child. This huge mountain
is a solid rock. If it was all pounded up

new way of looking at
»
:
to heaven,you know,”
no trouble about that.”.
sighed Jennie, looking
ring with less pleasure

Wiys tell the white rath myself,

Hew

might

opium binds down its

Literary Review.

‘the last Jennie thought of the eamel. But
Dotty remembered it all the way home.
: ing away and running after a toad.
. Jenni
“I
does
: But the next afternoon, as the two little
knitted her brows,
look very well for such a small child as you girls were walking home together, Dotty
" asd

We

a joke and a sham ? Are you akin to thé
women who upheld their hands, and nursed

event,

fy all reasonable expectation.

toric

of

well die and drop off. Nobody would miss
us or care.” What do we live for?”
¢“ To raise wheat.”
| THE HISTORY OF NAPOLEON III. EMPEROR OF
“Raise what 2».
=
THE FRENCH. Including a brief narrative of
all the most important events which have oc“Ee
helo be sured
curred in Europe since the fall of Napoleon I.
‘ Pray, moter, what do you mean? We , until the present.time. By John & C. Abbott,
author of ‘History of Napoleon IL.,” ete. With
lichens away up here, on this cold rock, raise
Illustrations.
Boston: B. B. Russell
& Co.
wheat!" If that isn’t funny !”
1868. Ro;oFal. Octavo.
pp. 690.
Sold by D.

«One to anudder,” echoed Katie, break-

are to preach to ‘me, Dot Parlin 1"

use?

and

ordinary use in- the study,

the family and the Bible class, to anything which
we have heretofore met. Mr. M. 8. Greene, of
Westerly, R. I., is general agent for New England, who will supply individual purchasers
and
others or favorable terms. To those who have
‘no good, reliable map of the Holy Land we commend this as one which ean hardly fail to satis-

We have heard much in this country
of
the terrible bondage to which the acquired love

the wedding-day send them to the bank, or
hide them in the baek-attic, or push them

and winter, amid storms, and cold,and wind

that ring when it's a sign her father is rich,

you think of that P”

afraid,”

myself.”
‘‘ Well; mother, of what use is it to cling
to this great rock, and hang here summer

a

than usual.
She had been in the habit of
“Yes; why?
twirling
it
about
her finger, and telling the
“++ 0, nothing ; only you don’t act as if you
little girls it was made of real *“ carrgt. gold.”
knew anything about it.”
“1 guess my mother is one of the first | But just at this moment she didn’t care so
ladies in this town, Miss Dimple, and she’s much about it; and it even seemed to, her
. told me of the story of Josephs «coat till 1 that Dotty’s little hand looked very nice and
white withoul any rings. Perhaps people
know it by heart.”
“Well,” said Dottys looking very solemn, had not admired the glitter of her forefinger
‘it hasn't done you any good, J ennie Vance. go very much, after all. How did she know
Now, I learn verses every Sunday, and one but they had said, ‘/d.ook at Judge Vance’s
Isn't she ashamed to wear
is this, * Lie not one to another.”
What do little daughter.

I'm

Very few, I am happy to say, of the lichen
family, have worked harder or accomplished more than I have, thongh I fo say it

Jennie felt very humble—a strange thing

—

they were walking with Katie

a sudden joy,

“Nobody ever said he was.

I cover six inches,

square already, while there's my poor grandmother, almost eleven hundred years old;
and she covers only five. inches even now!

the

Are you daughters,

any Temarkable event, —it 1s

really preferable for

Co.

Rev olu-

sisters, and sweethearts of men who fought
our later battles, and fond life other than

are rich, do this in the name of

“At your size! Five hundred and twenty
years old, and how very small you are!”

anyrate, Jennie,
but you could put it through

Dotty Dimple on Rich Men.

bag?

“Discouraged! at what, pray?”

What's

tionary mothers ?

of

associated With

THE REMEDY.
New York:
Harper
& Bros.
12mo.
1868,
pp. 835.
Sold by D) Lothrop&

marry him, (provided, of
8.
that he
loves you and asks you). But let your marriage be simple and quiet, and beautiful
‘wish love, but not with money.
If you

¢t Mother, aint you.discouraged ?”

aninch,

be so severe as the

them, living,-and buried them, dead,” and
can you make your daily lives a. wretched
pretense from maidenhood to death ?
If you love a man with heart and soul,

I now listened with all my ears, for 1 knew
the lichens were talking among themselves.
I felt sure’'they would say more, and I took
out my pencil to put down what they would
say. Pretty soon I heayd the same little
voice say :

““ Not.so small, either!

could

0, girls! are you the children

hundred and twenty years old.”

gathering on her eyelashes,
‘“ But my father isn't rich the least bit of

a speck,” said Dotty, with

calling out:

Why, my child, you have just begun to
live. You are only eighty years old yet.”
“ And how old are you?”
I call myself young, forl am only five

Jennie

reprobation

statement of the fact.

¢ Mother, how old am I?”

Dotty’s earnest face, and saw the rare tear

Tell on ages—tell for God!

slowly.

the rock,

looking sober.
“You always said he was,” said Dotty,
with a little trinmph.
‘ Well, he isn’t rich enough for thai! He's
only rich a little mite,—just a little teenty
tonty mite,” added Jennie, as she looked at

‘Worlds are charging—Heaven beholding—

—

Wasn't he rich, and

No

seemed to hear a small, crispy voice far up

“But he isn’t 80 very rich,” said Jennie,

‘Worlds are charging to the shock!

pen

into the

in because he’s rich.”
-*¥
“I dont believ e it,” said Jennie quite unmoved.
«+ Ob, but God won't, for the Bible says
so. He can’t get in any more than a camel
can get into a needle ; and you know a camel.can’t.”
‘But the needle can go into a camel,”
said Jennie, thoughtfully ; perhaps that’s
what it means.”
Oh, no,” whispered Dotty. “I know
hetter’n that. I'm very sorry your papa is
rich,”

Hark! the waking up of nations,

-

to enter

“Don’t you see your papa isn’t going to
heaven ?” said Dotty.
¢ God won't let him

a

A

man

her small fore-finger: to the passage; but
Jennie did not understand.
¢ It isp’t my turn,” whispered she; w, hat
‘are you nudging me for #”

Ia

.

rich

boast of it as if it was a great

The stoutest of my foes; ~

i

«I breathed way down ever

kingdom of God.”
Dotty’ s heart gave a great bound.
That
meant Judge Vance just as sure as the

I mean to take the knocker off;
Put crape upon the door;
Or hint to John that I am gone To stay a month or more.
I do not tremble when I meet

Gog

for a

x

the chiirge of the Light Brigade. This install. Ye on RaLBSTINS. New York: H. H, Loyd
ment appears so long a time after the first, and,
i map, “drawn from the best and latest gourcthe stirring events that sevirg public attention
and enlist the sympathies of the reading’ world esby A. L. Rawson, is one deserving special comhave been so‘many since the fall of Sebastopol, mendation. Convenientin size,reasonablein’price,
that there seems something liké presumption in dragyn with eminent care and executed and
mounted in a style that leaves nothing really to calling men to the study of the details of a contest
whose severity and significance have been alike be desired, indicating the tribal divisions of the’
overshadowed by many later struggles. But it territory, giving both the ancient and the modis impossible to deny the pre¢minent skill and ern names to the towns. and localities that. are
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Waltham Watches.

she

;

was
this

;
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OF THESE

WATCHES

ished the AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY the op-

anhour. In a few minutes the great outward current stoped then arose a mighty
wave, I should judge about fifty

#he whole of the shipping came
turning

back

in - circles,

the

wave

had

Dead

with

g

passed

ed

in,

mouthful,

and

ing on swallowed up the custom house, and

The remains of my dwelling house disap-

peared faster than the change of scene in a
Christinas
pantomime; my launches had
long since d Sappeared, and my
ruin was
- I stood

breathless,

look-

ing at the awful sight, but thanking God
life had been preserved to me and my loved

ones;

but

-each

second

was

a lifetime.

hands.

America

The

lost about

United

his' congregation.

nia, United

States

track.

TAKE

was

hottom

ter, were
om shore
and
were saved.
‘The British bark Chanarcillo, of Liverpool,

was

placed

on

aged

and Brains.
>

The Saturday Review has another article
on the Woman Question, under this title.—
It contains things good, bad, and indiffering extract,

however,

for.

re-

flection.
:
:
Every women is bound to make the best
ef herself. The strong-minded women who
held themselves superior to the obligations
of dress and manner, and

all

the

R.

little artificial graces belonging to an artificial civilization, and who think any sacrifice made to appearance just so much waste

of power, are awful creatures, ignorant of
.the real meaning of their sex—social Graiwm
wanting
in every charm of womanhood,
and tobe diligently shunned by the wary.
This making the best of themselves is a
very different thing from making dress and
personal vanity
the first consideration in
life. Where women in general fail is in the
exaggerations into which they fall on this
and on almost every other question. They
are apt to be either demireps or devotees,
frights or flirts, fashionable to an extent
that lands them in illimitable folly and
drags their husbands’ name through the
mire; or they are so dowdy that they disin an evening party, among

women,

stand out as living sermons

on

are
the

are domestic and good managers they sink

beyond the cheesemonger’s bill and the
butcher's prices. They want that fine balance, that accurate self-measurement and

«

which goes by the

nams of common sense,

and

which

is the

and the one which

most prize.

It is

men

give,

the most valuable working form of intellectual

power, and

has

most

endurance

vitality ; and it is the form which

and

helps

‘man on in life, when he has found it ‘in

wife, quite as much

connection.

as money

So that, on the

a

his

or a good

whole,

brains

are before beauty in the solid things of life.
For

admiration,

and

personal

love,

and

youthful enjoyment, beauty of course is supreme; but as we cannot be always young
or always apt for pleasure, itis as well to

provide for the days when the daughters
music shall be brought low, and

the

of Staats Brasbridge,

died

in

Toe

Copperas,

was

highly

esteemed

by

all who

«AND

|

cte.

~

Boston,
3m23

accompanies

|

every Watch

WATCHES

made

that

No..182 Broadway,
| < AGENTS

newspaper of New

England,)

The

IT NEVER FAILS,

ASnoEmaker, Kelly's Station, Pa,
STRENGTH GAINED.
—NQained eleven
find am restored to sound
heWth by using
TE
D. Bowwes, Prospect

Fro

tor U. B. TrEASURY, Secretary's

“The one re:

fe done its work sureLY:
0. T. Evga
[Trade Mark X Copyrighted.)
Srna
Greed

of

years

prises, and-gave liberally
for their support and
to sustain the interest of the church of which he
was a prominent and active member,
Soon after his rémoval to Iowa he was chosen deacon,
and performed the duties of the office till the
spring of 1865, = At this time he went to Cairo,
and remained a few months, assisting our Missionaries and teachers in the work of
the Mission;
ghen returned to Lodgjnillo and removed
his family to. Prarie City, I¥.
Soon after he was

chosen

Dea,

of the

church

in that place, and

held the office tilt hiz death.
In 1863 he was
licensed by the Delaware and Clayton Q. M. to
preach the gospel, and his license was renewed
n 1864 and 1865. He died away from home and
fumily.
Elder M. S. Hubbell was with him at
the time of his death. - Bro. Hubbell wrote thus:
“I had his remains incased in a metallic coffin,
and started for home.
I pursued my course till
the third day, at eight o’clock, when I became
convinced that the defect in the coffin could not

be remedied, and that I must bury Bro. True’s
remains. Tlie
hbors responded to ny call,’
and at 2 o'clock, Sabbath, we consigned
his jremains to the grave after appropriate Christian

No other compound
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possesses

suit the
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various

peculiar

-conditions
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time" since on a steamer | formerly of Ravinond,
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Mississippi
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years and
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18,62

20
2,40

single,
25
dozen; - 2,40
single,
,15
dozen; 1,44

undersigned has

“ELSIE

does

its

Boston, Mass.

]
¢“ ELSIE VANE,”
Makesan excellent companion piece to ‘* DORA,”
Mr. Veazic will become a great favorite as a song
composer, judging froin the popularity of ‘DORA,”

+29
2,88
217
1,72

whieh is having an immense

{

dandruff,

restores

fray

hair to

its

nerve.

else, but get the pure article.

Do

not

take

anyt

If your dtuggists

Ing

will

not get it for you send direct to the manufactory, Sold
by druggists,$1 per bottle; half dozen $5, or sent to
any address on receipt of the money. Liberal deduetion to the trade. Send for testimonials, &e. Trade
supplied by DEMAS BARNES & C0., Wholesale Ag’ts.
New York City.
(Hand this advertisement to your

Denggist.)

1756 West Fifth St., Cincinnati,

Adress

DR, 8. 8, FITCH

8m6]

714 Broadway, New York.

Lasell

Female

AT AUBUNDALMR

:
Tx

:
Seminary.
ashok

stiperior facilities
miles from Boston, affordsbh MASS,

BALE

BY

ALL

£ROCERS.

single,

,08

. 20

,10

sample Pen Fountain, descriptive list of urticles, and
circular. Agents wanted everywhere, male or fe-

71

02

. ui

Choralist,
do

single,
dozen,

,75
1,20

J12
1,44

87
8,64

THE ONLY PERFECT CURE FOR PILES
of all kinds, also Leprosy, Scrofula, Salt

single,

,75

20

95

do

do

dozen,

1,356

dozen,
.

Confer:

&@= There is no

discount

on

20

‘ZNE DOLLAR SALE.
Send 10 cts. to MESERVE
-& CO., 86 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass., and get

1,55

the’ Minutes

by

the

may

be

male.

OUR

A full supply

BOOKS

IN

of Freewill

, Internal and extérnal use.
Used inthe Hospitals of’ the
In case of failure, I authorize
the money and charge it back
over ten years. Prepared by
ist, Boston, #1 a bottle.’

BOSTON.

Baptist

Books

found at Woodman

and

St., Boston, Mass.

They furnish owt books to all par-

ties desiring them,

at our published

for circulars

free.

LOOK

Yao

rates.

See

$5.

.

aed
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AGENTS

ERmake$

5 to

Jharts,

~~

Badges, &c.

EMPLOYMEST.

F

HOW TO SAVE MONEY:
EFOQRE purchasing the Metropolitan
any Organ, Melodeon or Piano, you

SKIN and
Cure.

immediately for terms andgendtory to D. . L N
ANSEY, Bookseller and Stationer, Conor: N.

alk
g

their

OF
THE
Humor

Entirely vegetable,—
Old and New World.—
all dealers to refund
to nie. No failures for
H: D. FOWLE, ChemSvld everywhere. Sénd

8720 a day selling o
# Picture Books,Campaign

Hammett’s, 37 and 30, Bra#tle

advertisement in another column,

I

427

Kheum,
and all DISEASES
BLOOD,is Fowle’s Pile and

dozen.

UNDREDS
per day,

10

OF AGENTS make from #5 to
$10
in gelling our PATENT EXTENSION.

REEL and SWIFTS combined. Used in every famil
for winding Yarn, Silks, Worsteds, &c., Winds ful
size skein and weighs less than ene pound. AGENTS

Organ, or
may learn

WANTED.

For terms,

427

how to save money in purchasing and also how to
preserve your instrument,and sly aye keep it in
L. L. HARMON,
ood tune, by addressing
mortf]
Portsmouth, N. H.

x

&o., address

H.L.STORKE & CO.; Auburn,N. Y.
AGENTS

WANTED.

“Kathrina,”,

4

OR, ** MY MEDITATION OF THEE SHALL BE SWBET.”
{ YUR Agents are taking fAfleen and twenty orders

Nu

apiece per day fot this popular werk, and

selling better than all other subscription

conibined.

Experienced Book dgents and

ing to sell the best work published
" galary or commission, as they may
ticulars, apply to or address F, 8.
Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

$10

20

- Mrs, Winslow's Soothing Syrup,

29

THE

and

om
“ly

Globes,

.

result

&

a

SURE

HOADLY

of 50

much

ever

painstaking,

of every

published was
patient

the

labor,

and

carefully

prepared illustrations,

with

simple.

very

at-

It includes new expedients. exercises and systems -

of training for securing attention and progress, never before introduced in any book, though to greater’
or less extent employed by the best teachers.
It secures not oniy the moat thorough, but the most
rapid progress. Having been publis ed now nearly
a

year, there is abundant

testimony

from

the

many

who have used it that it is an invaluable aid in teach-ing, very interesting to pupils, and securing the most
gratitying results when faithfully used.
Y
For ADVANCED PUPJLS, its Training and Ac-

Mass,

9

cent Exercises, and other features found in no other
book, give it great value.
1t is the
t book to
present the technicalities of modern piano forte playing.

d

CATARR

S.

cises and Pieces ave easily progressive and
tractive.
’

and

HAMMETT,

CURE FOR

E.

clear and full directions for starting rightly and
avoiding bad habits from the beginning.
Its Exer-

~ ~

& 39, Drattlo Street, Boston,

A *8

such extended and eminently successtul experience
in the actual business of teaghing the piano forte.
It is greatly the best book for BEGINNERS, having many

Teachers is solicited.

WOODMAN

&

! Perhaps no similar hook

T. DAY,

School Officers

MASON

yupil.”

&e,

with liberal discounts,

and

FORTE,
BY

tion book, but shall put this into the hands

rich-

Maps,

&@= The patronage of Dealets,

[427

pleasant

210 PAGES, LARGE QUARTO.; PRICE $4.
+ Is recognized by the most eminent teachers, generally, as far in advance of all instruction books
which have preceded it. A common remark is, “I
have heretofore been unwilling to use any instruc-

Charts, Pointers, BlackAlso a full assortment
of Blank Books and Stationery, at the lowest prices
and

service,

TRE

| PIANO

RE prepared to furnish any School Books pub:
Xx
lished in” Boston, New York, or Philadelphia,
together with any article needed in the School Room,

including

Colfax,

for 20c.

METHOD

FOR

WOODMAN AND HAMMETT
boards, Tok Wells, &e.y

hour's

NEW

H

Ihave been personally acquainted with the ORGANS
of Messrs,
Baker and
Randall,
Manufacturers at
Providence, R.1., for several years past, and do not
hesitate to set down their Instruments as equal in

GEORGE

and

& Co., 746 Broadway, N. Y.

TO $5 for every

1

SYRUP,”

purity

Photographs of Grant

BLACKIE

$
honorable
employment,
without risk.
De| sirable for all—ladies, ministers, farmers, merchants,
| mechanics, soldiers; everybody.
>
|
4127
T: NEWELL
& CO., 48 Broad St.,N. Y.

RANDALL ORGAN.

in

.

& WHITON,

15¢; Seymour & Blair, 15¢; or 4 mailed

Address

| WILLIAM
THE BAKER AND

MASURY

EAUTIFUL
a

3

BOOTHING

4127

4427)
No. 111 Fulton Street, New York.
Proprietors of Globe White Lead and Color Works;

to the whole

.

WINSLOW'S

pL

ceipt of 40 cents.

whether arising from teething or any other cause.
Full directions for using will accompany each

# MRS.

required

BOOK
FORTEVERYBODY.—"“Hints on
4 house painting, or paints and colors, and how to
use them.”
Cloth Copies sent free by mail en re-

It will also instantly relieve
Griping in the Bowels and Wind Colle.
‘We believe it the BEST and SUREST REM© EDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases of DYS"ENTERY and DIARRHEA IN CHILDREN,

Be sureand call for

sure and #0 money

in advance. ' Agents wahted everywhere,
female, to sell our PATENT EVERLASTING

| st., Chicago.

ration has been used with

NEVER
FAI
G BUCCESS IN THOUBANDS OF CASES,
It not only relieves §he child from pain, but
invigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects

bottle.

agents, male or

| WHITE WIRE CLOTHES
LINES. ‘Every
household
| should have this article.’[V. ¥. Trib. Address AMERE
| cAN WIRE Co.,75 Williaa st., N. Y., or 16. Dea born

For Children Teething.

idity, and gives tone and energy

all wish-

ean havea large
prefer. For os
FULLER & €0.,
a
1

can be made by

PER MONTH

H
| male.or

DON'T FAIL TO PROCURE

This valuable

A MONTH

it is

engravings

female, in a new, pleasant, permanent business; full particulars free by return
ail, Address
C. L. VAN ALLEN, 48 New st.,N.
. City,
4127

MOTHERS!
MOTHERS !!
MOTHERS!!!

Ohjo.

A VALUABLE GIFT.—80 popes, DR. 8. 8
FITCH'S “ DOMESTIC FAMILY PHYSICIAN” de-.
scribes all Diseases and their Remedies.
Sent by
mall, froe.

{ror

Communionist,

A. R. CHRISTY & CO.,

1242

SALERATUS,

BREAD

124

mechanical excellence, in action,

original

[EMPRESS

24
,18

the

It con.

USE ;

Grant&Cos.

TOP

ness of tone, in durability, and in the combination of
numerous valuable appliances and good qualities, to

for the toilet,

4427

AM
,04

Sewing

the

sale.

IF'YOU WANTIT,

BOWMAN,

Having the Joe-vimite of “Curtis & PERKINS,”
on the outside wrapper.
All others are base
imitations.
.
6milb

work, and the

VANE”

author of “ DORA,” will be gent, post-paid, on receipt
of 30 cents. Address orders, UNION MUSIC AGENCY,

had

which it is operated,

it

427

04

do do
to Conscience,

20°

patrons

A New and Beautiful Song, by G. A. VEAzZIE, Jr.,

1,40
13,02

,04
48
02
28

give our

Mass.

,096 " 9,14

single, 1,20
dozen, 11,62

prepared to

2,00
- 14

GIBBS REWING MACHINE.

the ease with

lo the brain -or optic

EH.

Every teacher Sceiring to avall himself of the best
results of modern experience, and to give his pupils
the most attractive book; every one who desires to
make progress on the piano-forte; every one who de-

DEMERITT’S

combest WILic fromby Mr.
Sonateptheotod With) ino greatost caro
such
LIAM MASON, and who is willingto pay for
OAMBRIDGEPORT, Mass., June 26, 1867,
2
,
a mere fraction of its cost in wny 0
D. J. Demeritt Dear Bir:—This Is to certify that I haye | music
:
heen |Milioted ie, fiat loathsome discase, Gatareh, in its should have this book, os one with the A
;
« North American

Catarrh Remedy.

ton
Solid on io, oiuamehul
3d. || gies,
build uot
Any lasting
and the other
other with
FINGERING.
+ Pub:
BUH toi is wanted.
With EUROPEAN
(
RemedybenoitI untilT tried | TOAN
an Catarch
Ao rooeive
yo 68 tei
Painting. ' BestNumber
and sdueston.
I
WW fap
limited to. forty:six, Next year begins Bkeresmen
hat 1 recelved more rellef by one Abplicat{tion than ‘all Jurclipsers “MASON
HERS,
154 Tromont street, Boston: 508; Broadway,OR New
hab || 1041
than one il to all © who
used, less
;, || others
)
ies“
Tocommend
I heartily
me. ever
curedI Lave
entirely that
CHARLES W. CUSHING.
195 «

|
’

:
MINES,

0 ton House.
nny be aflictud with Catuedhe,
<r
tor,
hr
]
COLUMBIA COL-

i

wi

:

pv

ee

edition of
a fine
AGENTS
, 1867.
. | OHARLESTOWN, Mass.
LR
Metlin Mining-Engineering,
Assaying,Analytioal and | D.J. Demeritt i—Dear Sir:—I cannot refrain from an CRUDEN’S CONCORDANCE to the Holy Serip- .
Mineralogy,
Geology, Instruction
lurgy, LEGE.
ADAND
EXPLORATIONS
BAKER'S
W.
8.
S18
;
gratitudeto yous indeod I have | tures
| €xprossion ofto the greatest
&0., withfor laboratory
Toohpioal
us Oct.Chaistry,
5; examinations
admission praoticg;
to
! | ne
exprees the great benefit I have received | yNTURES AMONG THE NILE TRIBUTARIES
OF ABYS-

P Preparation,

Practical Business
EVENING SESSIONS.
DAY AND
;
m
FR
MER!

ten years T| ginia, and THE AMERICAN CONFLICT

for | from your North American Remedy.

Tar pouTs0s, Oct: 1. For further informationand

caaiogto thply 0 0; ¥: CHANDLER, Doan of Fao: | vit e

COMER'S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE,

Waterhoro de.of typhoid fo-

Selaing the oll can, a glgantio the Sagine. | field, N. Ho, died uf

single,
dozen,

1

those made at any other establishment in the country.

moves

PROPRIETORS,

B0OKS,|

12,52

8,18

-

an

dozen,
single,

1y16

Forthe simplicity and perfect finish'of

rE
at the same ratesas at the office | k. | eleep in Christ, and, we_ trust, lives to praise | and will furnish them
sauntered in the vicinity to se th
CHOOL OF
_ Smid
Ho
the Work- | him forever in heaven. Funeral attended hp. in Dover.
of the. machinery. YN 866
.ing
D. E. 8.
;
hy. st“object a | Moody.
Moar same
A rbentnoly.on the
q
a ‘man af
BS.
ts a a squeaking noise was 2 | Mes. d M’FrRANCES,4 wife of William A. Rob-/|
-m:
a few ‘moments
In
fuer iol Satpnel. o Yakefod NO
opposite side of the engine
heard on the

Conn. ,

color—will grow hair on bald heads and can be used
as a hair dressing forever without the slightest injury

DRUGGISTS,

BAPTIST

Westville,

tains nwo ‘Sugar of Letd or other poisonous minerals
or oil#, It makes the hair glossy and beautiful, re-

PITTSBURGH, PA.,

EWILLbs

1,96
08

& CoO. Publishers,
654 Broadway, N.Y.

reliable, and richly perfumed

B. A. Fahnestock’s Son & Co.,

hud been fella
3he peacefully

10,66
85

dozen,

OTIO-PROF. CHRISTY'S HAIR LOTIO
1418 NEAT, CLEAN, PURE, UNIFORMAND

can

!

dozen,
single,

ence,

For de-

a

Be careful to observe the initials of the name, a nd
sce that you get
“RB. A. FAHNESTOOK'S VERMIFUGE.”

Ly
Newbury, of
died78 inyears.
the | poconsumption, Sept. 16, aged
She was | Vill in future keep
i full supply of

1,20
11,88

,16

30 Boo

L. R. BURLINGAME.

this potent specific.

" SOLE

Jiro

Minutes of General

so-

Dover, N. Hl, Jan, 27, 1868.

attested
its superiority
iu thousands of cases,
throughout all parts of the world,
1¢- is the imperative duty of every
parent to watch
the hea'th of his child, and to provide himself with

Sm22

BARNETT,

noiseleas manner in which

And it is given without apprehension, because every one knows its perfect safety,
It has now been
before the public for over * FORTY YEARS,” and has

:

E']
2,28

"do

elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines.

many of these, throwing aside their prejudices, have
cheerfully given certificates testifying to its superior.
ity. It is used extensively for the simple reason

AVHOLESALE

ELI

machisery,

5

1,00
9,60

1,10

an

g the

$1 a.
bottle.

all needed attention,
upils admitted for private
lessons atany time. Adult and juvenile classes will
‘be formed at our rooms, for the Piano, Organ and
Voeal Musie hy the quarter or by the year.
Agents are wanted im all parts of the country to
form classes in Mrs. Paige’s New System of Instruction in Music. Liberal Terms offered.
» Fur Circulars address Mrs. J. B. PAIGE, Rooms 9.
& 4 Chickering’s Block, 246Washington 8t., Boston,

Price. Postage. Total.

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,

religious jour.

in-use for family séwing the Wilcox & (ibbs

specific for worms is used with the

’

do
32mo.

do

do

for flexibility. durability, and anti-corrog

THE WILCOX &

utmost freedom .and confidence by gentlemen who
have obtained eminence in the Wadjenhprofession and

i

:

single,
dozen,

Embossed Morocco, single,

do
Appeal

— AGENTS to sell the Life and

During the last six years, the

That has ever heen Discovered.

has
et been discovered
which
e substituted in its place,

enced teachers. we are

438
38,48
29
2,76
29
2,66
1,20
11,76
+19
1,R

uiries will receive promibt attention, if addressed to
the subseriber, who is General Agent for New Eog-

THE SAFEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE ©
REMEDY FOR WORMS

Nothing

:

for res!

druggists.

Y THIS METHOD THE ART AND SCIENCE
of Music are rendered so simple and comprehensive that by one Juariers instruction parties can
become independent
performers upon the PianoForte or Organ, and after one month of elose application ean commence teaching, and continue
course by correspondence.
~
se. Having obtained the assistance of able and experi-

Books,

1,20
12,00

ding properties.
These pens are neatly put upin a
style peculiarly #uited for both wholesale and retail
business,and will yield a handsome profit to the seller,
and ample satisfaction to purchasers.
Orders oriun-

VERMIFUGE,

that

Baptist

powerful remedy

Sold Lat

MRS.PAIGE’SNEWMETHOD
FOR THE PIANO-FORTE, ORGAN AND VOICE.

,08
,60
04
96
04
56.
20
2,16
,04
28

say#: “This edition pub-

E.B. TREAT

remarkable

FAHNESTOCK'S

This eclebrated

tem.

Lathes,

20
2,40

|

To

|

-,30
2,88
25
2,4
25
2,10
1,00
9,60
15
1,44

receipt of 10 cents. The pens consist of four distinct
varieties adapted to every description of penmanship,

hu-

“man hair.
tis the Best and Cheapest HAIR DRESSING
in the world.
:
4
Ow22
For Bale by all Druggists,

B. A.

1 active and

17
Times of Grant, by J. T. Headly, a reliable standard work, with which is given a
Life of Colfax, published under his sanction; dlso
large Steel Engravings of Graot and Seymour,$1 each.
New edition of=the Boys in Blue now ready; also the
51th thousand of the Lost Cause, the only Democratic
History of the war.
Every voter should have the
National Handbook of Facts and Figures; sent for

J

Wi

10d

1,00
9,60

should buy this.
Agents are meeting with unparalleled success.
We
employ no GENERAL AGENTS, and offer extra inducements to Canvassers.
Agents will see the advantage

AN

Som.

single,
dozen,

NEW YORK.

Congregationalist, (the leading

]

EENTE

:

single,
dozen,
Treatise,
single,
do
dozen,
Thoughts upon Thought,
single,
do
do
do
dozen,
The Book of Worship,
single,
do
do
do
dozen,
|
Story of Jesus, (Ques. Dook.)single,
I
0
do
dozed,
i Lessons for every Sunday in

nal of New England,) says, “whoever wishes to get,
in the cheapest form, the best Dictionary of the Bible:

oF ANTE»

4

Ce
rk En
HO
aluable remedies
which renders it one of

Welded

18mo. in Sheep,
do

do

lished by Messrs. Burr & Co., is the genuine thing.”

W

Ple#Se send a supply of ANTIDOTE.

_gans.

Iron Platders, Machinists’ Tools of

do
do

Agents and subseribers,sce
that you get the geniine
edition by Dr. Smith.
\
The Springfield Republican, (the leading secular

City,N. J.

DOTE cured my brogier and mys

-

Gas Works.

do

hears the Company’s

A book that ie needed in every family.
copies sold within three months.

lists of testimonials, r
Agents wanted. Addredg
Box

OF

Ferfiles

Shafting, Turning

Psalinody,
0

scriptive circulars with full particulars and terms, address the Publishers,
4w26
J. B. BURR &CO., Hartford, Conn,
Oxe

H;

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.

licit orders for DR. WILLIAM
SyiTH’S DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE. THE ONLY EDITION PUBLISHED IN AMERICA,CONDENSED BY
DR. SMITH’S OWN HAND. In one large Octavo volume
illustrated with over 125 steel and wood engravings.

‘|
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rices of Freewill

No Watches retailed by the Company.

O
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SE :

uine and rea
i
tured.
:

Steam Engines,
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name, and should be required of every seller.

4w26

SECOM& CO.,

ties palming off worthless pr i oe es
the same name or oth
se,
is

every desoription, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mil}
Machinery, (both circular and dpright,) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

Walirqan

of dealing directly with the PUBLISHERS.

i

:

ROBBINS & APPLETON, Agents,

N

A CrLEraYMAN'S

Lap

Expansion

Portable

Waltham Company, adapted to the tastes and means,
of all classes; butthe Company’s writtefi guaranty

draw nigh which have no pleasure in them. services,” He was buried at Twin Springs,
i
Books. :
Freewill Baptist
left a wife,
Lion Co., Kansas. Bro. True has
:
;
! Pon
robes
i pe
tr
and two daughters to mourn their |three-sons
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&
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|
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38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston,
A Physician says he was ! going down
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sgion from Which twice that :
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CAUTION.—Do not be imposed’
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GRADES OF
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"STATIONARY

specially

WATCHES
are now supplied with

DIFFERENT

;

verest tests, to determine their time-keeping qualities, Butler’s Theology .
do
do
and have icvariably been found thoroughly reliable History,
do
‘and
accurate, receiving
the strongest, .indorse- Christian Baptism, Bound,
do
do
do
ments from railway engineers, conductors, and exdo
do Paper Covers,
pressmen, the most exacting class of watch-wearers— !
do
do
and a USAGEQF FIFTEEN YEARS HAS. SUFFI. i Life of Marks,
" “do
do
CIENTLY PROVED THEIR DURABILITY.
i Church Member's Book
do
do
do
{pei ARE MANY KINDS, GRADES, SIZES

strengthen

|.

knew

CO. desires

WATCHES have frequently. been submitted to the se-

Antidote -for Tobacco.

1

||

WATCH

yh

his great remedy invariably removes all desife
1eco, and is entirely vegetable and harpfess,

|
||
|
|
|
|
|

-

for Repairing Boiler Tabes ; Ship Tanks ;

ed fo rough usage and constant wear.

Soda,

Fluoride

An

AMERICAN

Works

Patent

great value to watch-wearers whose watches are expos-

!

Chlor of Caleinm,

& CO..

and experience have proved

Patent. DUST-PROOF CAPS, protecting the move.
ment from dust, and greatly lessening the necéssity
of frequent cleaning, ete., an-improvement of very

the

Sul. Acid,
Nitric Acid,
Refd. Saponifier,
Salt,

**

time

3

WALTHAM

FURNAGES,

sweet Christian charity toward all God's children.
He was in favor of all ‘of the benevolent enter-

save

theiy daily ledger, and never have a thought

best manifestation of brains they can

Caustic

which

was adopted forthat purpose as the best and faultless.

of

N.

.~ Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s

‘Fogg’s Patent Center Pinion

‘BOYNTON’S CELEBRATED

DracoN
Ciarres
TRUE,
died near Fort
Scott, Kansas, September 13th, 1867., aged b4
ears.
He was
born at Montville, Me. in
ov., 1813.
In the spring:of 1836 he left Maine
for the sta®
of N. Y., where he remained seven
ears.
During this time he was married to Miss
usther Rhodes, of Evans, Erie Co., N. Y. They
removed to Jo Davies county, 1Il.;in 1842, and
remained till 1849, when they removed to ‘Lodomillo, Iowa. In early life Bro. True’s mind was
deeply impressed by the preaching of the lamented
E. Hutchins.
He embraced Christ as his
Saviour at the age of eighteen years, and was
baptized by Rev. John True and joined the Freewill Baptist church at Montville, Me,
He lived
the religion that he professed and was. warmly
attached to his denomination, but exercised a

whole household go by the board~fgr the
sake of their fruitless studies; and if they

knowledge of results,

+

Saleratus,

"

Soda,

for Print

BURNETT'S COCOAINE,

nicely-dressed

slovenliness.
If they are clever, they
too commonly blue-stockings, and let

wife

per

soe

. . AGENT,

NEW-MARKET,

MANUFACTURERS

$10

and

into meré servants, never open a book

Natrona

Soda,

118 Water Siveet,
Agents for New England.

||

Nn

to

$75

Side

amount can be be mad e. gated
PITTSBURGH, PA., or BOST!

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Stearh and”

to remark that, having had the refusal of all the contrivances designed to prevent darange to the train by
the breakage of mainsprings,
:

Manufucturers

expenses,

HH

A

PAUL,

SOUTH

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN EMPLOWED. |
her as a consistent devoted Christian j==firm in
Picture business.
Very: profitable,
No risk.—
PHILIP PHILLIPS
& CO,
her own views of Christian fuith and doctrine
, Seventeen specimen Pictures and Catalogues sent for
she was charitable towards
others;—and after
37 UNION BQUARE, Broadway, N. Y.,
ny
30
cts.
MANSON
LANG
1
%0cts.,
twice
as
ma
her second
marriage usually worshiped with |
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN
91 ‘Colunibia st., New York City
4126
her husband at the ¥reewill Baptist church.
In
Smith’s
Unrivaled American
Organs.
her life her influence upon others was salutary—
Also, Superior Pianos, Melodeons
;and &ublishers vf SUN:
a Bay for all.—Stencil Tool Samples
DAY SCHOOL MUSIC.
We will rent dur Organs by
she tried to lead them to Christ and to honor her
free. Address A. J. Furry, Springfield, Vt.
Lord and Master. The religion she had professed “the month, letting the rent pa jor them.
:
|
[#26
Sm22
* SEND FOR
fk LIBTY,
in youth and heaith was her’ comfort and support
in sickness and old age. Her end was peaceful
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MRS. DORCAS RANKIN, died in Sanford, Mec.,
Juné 27th, at the residence of her son, Andrew
Hayes, lsq., aged 70. Sister B. had been a member of the Congregationalist Church at Lebanon
Center for more than forty years.
Her first husband, Benjamin Ilayes, died in 1861, she afterwards married Bro. Jonathan I*. Raitkin, who
died in July, 1867, She then went to live with her
son and only ehild in Sanford, where‘she slowly
lingered imvconsumption till her Lord and Master took her to his better service on high.
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ALFRANZO DORR, only son of John F. and |
Mary A. Dorr, died in New
Durham, Sept. 8d, |

was lying high up on the beach, the remains of a hull; half of her crew perished.
An American bark laden with guano was
swallowed up, and has not left a vestige to
tell her fate. The last of the ill-fated squadbrig,
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As arule, never descend into a well without
first lowering down a candle or lamp to be sure
that it does not contain foul air. Wells in barn-
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Miners get three dollars a day.
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In conclusion, California is especially recommended to persons whose health demands a ge-
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All your family can work at this, and two crops
of cocoons are certain.
There is no such country for silk, in .quantity and quality.
Flax, castor beans, hops, tobacco and many such things
might be mentioned.
Wood planting in this treeless country would
pay largely, and ten years would give grow'h
that other climates and soils would not give in
twenty years; for all winter long the growth
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An enticing view is given of the advantages of
California as a farming country :
For what kind of persons is there room in
California? Farmers who have means to buy a
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This should always be done wheré
the fall is sufficient to allow it.—N. E. Farmer.
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The present rate will continue until New
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is intended to warm the soil is expended iine
orating the water from the surface, and thus the
warmth which is necesssary to the growth of
plants does not reach their roots.
When a soil is dry, it often becomes 20 degrees
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